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business,

on

all letters

indeed a luxury in, these days, when the
sun never thinks of hiding his flaming face.
In the promising future of Washington is
our ideal of asplendid city. Broad streets,
amply shaded, pleasant, airy parks at every

available point, drinking

fountains

ever

accessible to man and beast, a charming
All communications
money, &c., should be sent.
diversity of surface that art can not modify,
designed for publication should be addressed to the
Editor.
clean, well-kept streets without deep gutters
$3.00 per year; or if paid strictly IN AD~
Terms:
at every crossing, and, finally, paved avenVANCE, $2.50
REMITTANCES must be made in money or ues and street cars in all directions, where

To whom

bank

ders,

drafts,

or

checks,

if

When

possibles”

neither of these can be procured, send the poey ina
iged to.
registered letter. Adl Postmasters ar
register letters whenever requested to do so.

Moneys thus seat will be at our risk. Otherwise
they will be at the risk of those sending them.
The regular charges for money orders, bank
checks, and Post Office money orders may be deducted from the amount due, when thus sent, Agents
are particularly requested to make their remittances
as large as possible and thus save expenses,

Papers are forwarded until an explicit order is
received by the Publisher for their
discontinnance,
and until payment of all arrearages is made as re-.
quired by law.

Each subscriber 18 particularly requested to note the date on the label for the expiration of his sub
scription, and to forward what is dwe for the ensuing
year, without

reminder

further

from this ofiice,
rd
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person

DECISIONS.

who takes

a mewspaper

regularly

from the post-ofice—whether directed to his name or
another’s, or whether he has subscribed or not—is
:
responsible for the payment.
2. Ifa person orders his paper discontinued, he

con-

must pay all arrearages, or the publisher may

tinue to send it until payment is made, and collect the
whole amount, ‘whether the paperis taken from the

office or not.
3. The courts have decided that refusing to take
newspapers and periodicals from the post-ofiice, or
for,

Yemoving and leaving them’ uncalled
Jacie evidence of intentienal fraud.

is prima:
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of God.
.

When God at first made man,
Having a glass of blessings ttanding by,
“ Let us,” said he, pour gn him all'we can;
Let the world’s riches, which dispersed lie,
Contract into a span.”
So strength first made a way,
Then beauty flowed, then wisdom, honor, pleas-

ures;

Gai?

When almest all was out, God made a stay,
Perceiving that alone, of all his treasures,
Rest in the bottom lay .

bish don’t loom up before one in awful pro-

He would adore my gifts instead of me,
And rest in nature, not thé'Go6d of nature;
So both should losers be.

“Yet let him keep the rest,
But keep them with repining restlessness;
Let him be sick and weary, that, at least,
If goodness lead him not, yet weariness

May toss him to my brease”

—@eorge Herbert.

Special Corresponilence.

The Washingtdf)Schuetzen Verein com-

menced their sevehth annual fest, July 29,
in their fine park on Seventh street road.
This park is one mile beyond the city limits,
between Howard University and the Soldiers’
Home.
There are many fine residences in
this direction. Here the pleasure-loving Germans annually regale themsel¥es, as they
deem, with sparkling Champagne, Rhine
wine, and lager. Swings, merry-go-rounds,
bowling, target

shooting,

music, dancing,

and tight-rope exercises occupied the day,
dancing being a specialty from about 5
o'clock until 12 o'clock P. M. Thousands
of clerks from the departments
and busitess
people rush out of the city after business

{ hours.

We really could not see where

the

aestful exhilaration came in. Many slept
all the lovely day, or, stupidly yawning,
confessed that they were nearly tired to
death,.and still impatient for the dancing
hour to come. There were many distinguished Germans here.
Baron Von Schlozer, Mr. Wolf, the German Minister, Presi-

as

the air

of

heaven,

he

was

glad

to observe that the electric
spark of
‘Vaser Faderland’ had net expired.” These
festivities are annually held from July 29 to
Aug. 2, inclusive. This park, too, is the
German's pleasure ground during the whole
year. They take their recreation with such
nonchalance ; they get recuperation with it,
while the bustling yankees get nervous because they can’t recreate fast enough.
The Indians are now entertained at the
Washington House. Wecalled on Mr. and
Spotted

Tail,

and

other

stalwart

| chiefs. To suddenly find eurselves ushered
into the presence of twenty savage looking
lesson

in

Indians, was taking a new
~
:
.
morning I can not report | etiquette. All but one of these were lying
from some charming sea-side cottage, nar or reclining on low cots ranged side by

"MR. EPITOR :
This sunny

indeed from Washington would I profess to
take notes exeept in flights of fancy. Tt
would ;be very unpopular to stop there,
since everybody, rich,popular, and talented,
is supposed to have left the city for summer recuperation.

side.

‘They

were

painted

and

plumed,

«dressed and undressed in mere varied cosfumes than we've time toname. We studied
their faces more than their feathers. We
saw but two or three of that number who
did not look as if they coveted our scalps.
I heartily wish that all the rest, good, “The squaws, especially Mrs. Spotted Tail,
bad, and indifferent, might get a fjeave of looked really kind. They chatted and inabsence,—yes, everybody but the Board of spected our dress, pulled the ribbons away
earPublic Works. Then I would say, Let the from our ears to see the length of our
neither
none,
found
they
Happily
rings.
Board have things all their own way,
Their ear-trapand
tear
up,
tear
down,
pile
up, rings, pins, nor bracelets.
of a yard
one-fourth
titan
more
were
pings
and scoop out the deserted city to their
nearly
gashed
were
ears
Their
length.
in
heart's content. But then, they seem to be
Some
elongated.
wofully
and
edge
the
doing this, irrespective of the thousands to
ear-rings in the top of the ear.
had
them
of
who still abide in this delightful eity. Tn
were several inches in width.
every direetion the streets are being torn up. Their bracelets
Their cheeks were painted a bright vermil-

Some

are being

lowered, others raised,

with

thousand men,

the

street.

To

business,

the

room

churches

private

ed in silent perplexity.—The State Democratic and Liberal Republican conventions
in Missduri also met on that day.—So did
the State Republican convention of South

Carolina.—Ditto, the Iowa State Republi
«can convention, &c.—Several conventions
have been held to appoint delegates to the
straight Democratic National convention,
to be held at Louisville, Sept. 8. These
men are of those who can not accept H. G.
as the standard-bearer of the Demeocracy.—
West Va. held an eléction on Thursday.
At the time of our writing, it is thought
that Jacobs, the present Governor, is res
elected,

with

work,

if they

would

and

that

the

clause

in

Mission Field.

J

the

It is often asserted that for every heathen converted in foreign lands, by the same expenditure
of money and labor, many more

souls

could

be

gaved in our own land. A late number of the
Mis. Her. replies to this objection by means of
statistical facts from which we select the following. A minister of the Episcopal church says:
“The cost of our whole foreign missionary work
about equals the cost of maintaining four first
class churches in New York, and the result in
baptisms, confirmations, etc., is usually twice

as

large” Mr, Humphrey, District Sec. of the Am.
Board at Chicago, says: ‘It will be conceded
ves
a
that the Congregational body in Illinois
fair specimen of home work. Put it in contrast

|

with the Am. Board. The churches and ordained~~
ministry

new

in

each

equal

about

are

number.

in

Their annual reports show that their expenses
are about the same. But the Board has averaged 1,500 converts a year for twenty years,
for

while the Illinois churches,
city church

to

last

twelve

It costs a
$8,000

from

year,

each

live,

the

of but 933.

years, show an average

to

$15,000, But the cash outgoes of the Harpoot
station [Eastern Turkey] for the seventeen years
of a
of its existence,have been an annual average
This

little less than $6.000.

sustains

sum

three

ordained missionaries, a physician, and two female teachers; a theological seminary, from

constitution, making negroes ineligible to which in one year twenty-two native preachers
office, is rejected. Returns come in slow- graduated; and a female seminary with thirtyly. —The free-trade bolters from the Cin- six pupils. As the result of their work, twenty
einnati platform and ticket have met in con- churches have been organized, thirteen of them
of 897.
ferenee, and decided to try and unite with now self-supporting, with a membership sustain

be

fire, with the help they would receive from

the straight

Democrats

at

Louisville,

and

These

their

and

missionaries

helpers

preaching in sixty-one different towns and cities,
some of them a hundred miles away.” They have

urge Charles O’Conor as a candidate for
the Presidency.—The campaign speakers developed a working force now in the field of forwax numerous and earnest, and the letter- ty pastors and preachers, and one hundred and
writing still goes on. R. H. Dana, Jr., has five others employed ag teachers and colporters.
amount of church
flung an epistle at Greeley, and it is a pret- Besidés, they have done large common schools
started eighty-three
ty significant paper bullet,too.—Meantime, building,
with over 2,000 pupils, taught more than 5,000
the weather keeps hot, the rain comes persons to read, circulated quantities of school
down

in sheets, the

wind

is

furiofis,

and

and sacred literature, and done much other work

the lightning is mischievously freakish. for the public good.” Where in our own land
Do our wrangling politics disturb. the or- can we find an organization, that, with the same
money and the same force, has accomplished any
der of nature ?
“| thing like this amount of Christian work ?
JUDGE BARNARD PUNISHED
From 1839 to 1864, a period of 25 years, the avprocéds, our population is increasing, wick - * That there is some pluck and principle in erage number of Congregational churches in

abroad.
Wile the churches are surrendering post
after post, and narrowing down their facilities and real ability to do good by this union
edness

on this tract for
and

party met at Columbus, Ohio, but adjourn-

content to do as they were doing before the

Harrison

to

south

and

lake,

make

forward

Lyman

for Congressman at large, and
Tremaine
Fred. Douglass, Emil Sauer and Stewart
L. Woodford electors at large.—The same
day,a fragment of the national labor reform

there is not a society or church but could go

well paid, will de something in the way of
building a city in a short time. And soit is
virtually true, that these busy ones are astonishing the people with their rapid and
stupendous products.
The grounds to be occupied by the new
business blocks will be very much enlarged
in the south division, extending from the
river to

POLITICAL,

Conventions have abounded during the
On Wednesday, the N. Y.
past week.
State republican convention met at Utica,

nominated Gen. Dix for Governor,

35

——
AN OBJECTION REFUTED.

a

fire has made them poo, while the truth is,

and

material,

ample

vents of the Week.

Number

is strengthening,

and

wealth

is

pouring in upon us; and we are so successful in everything that we are forgetting the
great lesson so recently given us. There

resi-

dences are moving south. Very soon we
shall find our popular churches und resi-

official life, and that New
bankrupt

in

these

the result of the

York

is not

qualities, is proved by

trial

of Judge

Barnard,

Massachusetts, for the whole time, was 452, while
the average number of the churches of the Amer-

ican Board was less than 105. The additions to
the churches in Massachusetts during this period
were 55,766, while the additions to the mission

| dent Lemkuhl, Schuetzen King Schlotterwho has figured so prominently in the juback, apd many others. After the banquet, dences southof 26th street, or along the has never been a timé when Christian labor dicial frauds and corruptions of the great churches were 55,480, making the average yearly
at tis opening of the festivities, Mr. Wolf
was more or so much needed, or could be city. His trial at Saratoga ended on Mon- additions to each of the Massachusetts churches
boulevards and parks.
made some very pleasing remarks.
He
brought to bear upon the people better than day, 19th inst. The court of impeachment not quite 5, while the additions to each of the
THE BUILDINGS ERECTED.
sail he was pleased to announce that Gerat this time. It is the precise time to estab- found him guilty and removed him from the mission churches were a fraction more than 21.
BAPTIST MISSIONS—GROWTH.
There have been hundreds of buildings ‘lish new interests. ~ Old societies are brok- bench by a unanimous vote, and then, with
many had sent the first representatives—toThe late Annual Report of the Baptist Mis-the capital of the United States who took and blocks completed and occupied, of en up to some extent, and are changing to only two dissenting voices, declared him
pleasure and pride in meeting and shaking from three to seven stories high, and hun- new localities, and the people generally are perpetually disqualified for holding office. giorary Union says: “ Our missions have grown
of mod- dreds more are in the way of being complet- forming new associations and societies. It is a signal triumph of justice over audac- almost without a parallel in the history
| by the hand his brothersof ‘‘De Faderland.”
ation; grown to such proportions
evangeliz
ern
Some of the more impor- Every mission movement now will receive
The Baron offered a sentiment, that, ‘“while ed this season.
ity and plotting, and makes all honest men that the intelligence of our people respecting
dwelling under the broad canopy of Ameri- tant buildings now being erected, are the the liberal patronage of every good-minded
them has not kept pace with their progress.
“breathe
more freely.
ca’s blue sky; whose liberty was pure and Paicfic Hotel, the Palmer, Sherman, Briggs, Christian and citizen, and God would bless
Beyond any other single enterprise in which we

Mrs.

12.

more,

we all expect of this our magnificent Capital.
The dilapidsted landmarks that have
existed for generations, we do not regard
as national heir-looms, and can well afford
to see their places filled by modern improvements.

free

* For if I should,” said he,
“ Bestow this jewel also on my ereature,

WasmiNGgTON, D. C,, Aug.

drays and donkeys and mountains of rub-

portions, now, such things, and much

these records is a great hinderance in thé
exchange of property, and yet something
is being done every week. Itappears that on
July 18th exchange in real estate was made
to the amount of $353,794, and the Landronize a lovely watering-place on the Owner says, this is not the averagefor every
breezy hills overlooking Alexandria, Wash- day of the month. The first week in Auington and the Potomac. We only go to the gust the sales foot up over $2,000,000.
city occasionally to rusticate, get a sniff of One firm have handled over $1,000,000 valcoal tar and wholesome dirt, and count the ue this season. These records show a
drays while we pick our way through near- much larger real estate business than has
ly a thousand *‘cullud bredren” who are fix- ever been done in the same time at this seaing up the city “awful” for the inspection of son of the year.
Grant or Greeley,~the former they confiTHE CHURCHES,
dently exvect.
Bessie BEACH.
Very important changes are being made
by the churches. The great increase of
Chicago Correspondence.
business has driven them from their old positions, and they are seeking new ones, and
REBUILDING THE CITY.
a new method by which to go on with their
1 am so often inquired of as to the prog- work of saving the people. Formerly this
ress of rebuilding our city, that with your city was noted for its active churches, the
permission I will make a brief statement of spirit of aggression, and missionary work.
some of the changes going on under my ob- No church was satisfied if it had not one
mission school or society under its patronservation.
As 1 sit down to write of these changes age, and many would have several to’ be
already made and those going on so rapidly,* cared for. Out of these missions churches
1 am at a loss where to begin or what to would grow rapidly, and the spiritual wants
say, that will convey a clear or correct idea of the youth, the people, and the children
of the facts. For they are the facts that were secured. Now, to quite an extent,
are most difficult to. realize by those who- these churches are seeking to unite, and
make large congregations, to build costly
do not see them. I believe there are
but few persons who will ever veal- houses, run at a great expense. There
ize who did nov see it, hew our city seems to be a’ mania for great and costly
houses, supported by wealthy people; the
was burnt up in a single night, and it will
be quite as difficult for them to realize how poor are not provided for, nor sought in
it can be rebuilt in a single year. Bat fifty this arrangement. The plea is, that the

from Washington to Alexandria. They set
their stakes just in the middle of our lovely
meadow in the valley.
!
We beg you, do not imagine us sojourning in Washington. ," No indeed! We pat-

pavilion of shade, where fountains murmur
a pleasant refrain like rain upon the roof,

and where flowers nod a welcome to all
comers, and free seats refuse none rest, is

FAMILY.

THE

FOR

NEWSPAPER

RELIGIOUS

WEEKLY

A

STAR.

MORNING

THE

DOVER. N. H. AUGUST 28, 184%

ee

ion, also the seams where the hair was part-

avenues are being laid out; here is a new
Our poor dusky
pavement of wood, there is another of ed, and the ‘éye-brows.,
- A passion for ortoo.
martyrs
are
sisters
concrete, yonder is a long line of barrels,
istic of
piles of briek, tons of stone, miles of tile, ‘naments and paint is a char
cultivated, enlightour
of
as
well
as
these,
and everywhére
deep trenches and yawning
)
;
chasms are gaping at one in stolid indiffer- ened Christian sisters.
Mr. Randall, Spoteter,
interpr
e
Throu,
ence.
:
“he liked it here
. To thread one's way through these, and ted Tail informed us that
to do,nor any
anything
hadn't
well,only
very
hundreds of carts that fill the narrow space
Would like
wanted.
he
what
buy
to
money
much
between these and the street ear, is as
huntabout
asked
When
of an undertaking as a journey to the to go home again.”
laughed
and
animated,
greatly
was
he
ing,
Rocky Mountains sould be. Censure the
at the thought of a good buffalo
hunt. He
. Pregident for leaving this dusty, disagreeawhen a gentleble city ? No indeed! I'd go too, and beg told us he liked Gen. Grant;
man standing near remarked that ‘‘he’d like
everybody. else to go, to return only when
Greeley a greal deal better,” which we deall these streets were finely paved, and
own, just
these avenues handsomely adorned with cidedly doubt. We may as well
who isn’t
man
a
for
vote
shall
we
that
here,
velvety turf and shaded by carefully plantmen, even
all
to
things
all
and
turn-coat,
a
ed trees.
!
The improvements going on are immense. traitors, for the sake of being President
about
especially
It is fearfully dry here,
Many elegant bloeks and large public buildings are nearly completed, To be sure, there Trisburgh and Anacostia. Crops are all
are places where hundreds more might be ‘short for want. of rain. Elderly people,
built to advantage, and in many instances who have lived here seventy years, tell us
the Board of Public Works have sadly fail- they never knew such a drouth as t his.
ed to serve the public acceptably; yet, Fruit has been abundant, although not first
quality. There have been frequent showers
knowing all this, one must own that Washt,
ington is destined to be & most beautiful all about us, but this part of the Distric
suf:
are
on,
Arlingt
about
city. The Capitol grounds will soon, we Washington and
(We put in
are told, be refitted and adorned in a man- fering greatly for want of rain.
Aug. 14,
that,
say
to
S.
P,
etical
parenth
a
ner to do credit to the magnificent building
here.)
shower
they surround. On two sides of the Capi- we had algood
tol, where a barren waste now meets the
"This country is very healthy and fertile.
The
eye, a grand park will soon rival in beauty Enterprise is manifest everywhere.
* the one opening on to Pa. Avenue, To sit surveyors passed our cottage this morning,
here, where magnificent trees form a great looking over the-route for a branch road

and, I believe, every first class hotel which
was burned ; and it is expected that nearly

the move in the conversion of souls in every well-directed effort of. this kind. Our
population is twice that of the state of Delaware, and fifty thousand more than the
state of N. H. And it is made up of people of
nearly every nation and tongue under heav-

every one of them will be occupied by the
9th of October. In addition to these, several blocks of private citizens are going up.
Peter Page is erecting a spacious block on
the corner of Wabash Avenue and Washington street, at a cost of $250,000. Thirtyfive years since, this gentleman purchased
these lands for a few hundred dollars, and
found fine sport in shooting quails on his
many
could name
We
own premises.

en.

.,

others of similar magnitude.

It is'now decided to build the Union Depot at the foot of Lake street. It is to be
in

1,200 feet long, and its other dimensions

proportion. It will be one-third larger than
the Vanderbilt building of N. Y., and cost

The Lake Shore R.

one million of dollars.

R. Depot, on Vanburen street, is going up
rapidly, and is very much improved in durability and beauty. Fort Wayne Depot is
to be built this fall and winter, extending
from Adams to Madison street

and

bridge,

will be the largest R. R. depot in our country.
The city authorities will build another
tunnel under the-like, to meet the increasing demand for pure water. This tunnel
will be made parallel with the present one,
about seventy-five feet distant, and

be

will

séven féet and two inches on the inside, and

will be just two miles long. It is to be
completed in two years. A new crib is to
be built in the lake
at a large expense,
ished and furnished
and visiting friends,

the top.

in place of the old one,
containing a nicely finresidence for the keeper
with a light-house on

A new method is being introduc-

Arte-

ed by which to protect against

fire.

sian wells are sunk under the

Jarge blocks,

and they find water

in

abundance

ally at the depth of about 15,000 feet.

gener-

These

wells supply the building by filling large reservoirs on the top, from which every room
can be flooded in afew minutes; and by. using hose on the top, a good work can be done

in protecting
car is-worked
to an endless
at the bottom

Surely, here

and foreign.

the outside. The elevating
by meang of buckets attached
chain, emptying themselves
and filling when they reach

is a mission

field,

home

The benighted are coming to

ANOTHER

SKILLFUL

BANK

ROBBERY.

The Third

National

Bank

of Baltimore

was robbed of $100,000

between

Saturday

made it honorable in the eyes
night and Monday morning, Aug. 17—19, character to it and
of good men in all lands. . . The Baptists of
The work was done by experts.
The enthe United States are known more widely and
trafide was effected from an adjoining build- favorably by their missions in Asia and Europe
ing, by the removal of a thin brick wall than by all the churches they have planted, the
and cutting away a. plate of sheet irom, colleges they have founded, and the literature
which admitted the burglars into the vault they have created at home.”

our doors, and yet we are sitting idly
down, or plunging deeper after honor or of the bank. Two safes were cut into, the
wealth. How easily a few men could give contents sorted over, and what was availaThe operators had rented
us the use pf $500 each for a term of years, ble was taken.
to be refunded in a specified time,-and have the entire lower floor of the adjoinihg
it invested

in

lands,

in

and

around

this

city, on which we could easily erect chapels
at our own expense, and thus build societies
all around in these needy communities, and
convert the people and save the children.

building, they had laid their plans after obtaining full knowledge of the situation,and

they did their work with evident d&jbera-

tion and thorough skill. They left an ample lunch of cold chicken and a bottle of
These lands will increase in value, and pay wine, showing that they took things in a
back the loan, without interest, and give a most leisurely way. The aggregate losses,
good. fund for each of these societies, if including those of depositors, &ec., will
judiciously
managed.
Where are
the probably reach half a million of dollars.
wealthy, good, pious men, that “they can Nothing is heard of the burglars.
CHICAGO WHEAT SPECULATIONS.
not be pursuaded to invest in this way for
the cause of Christ? It would be quite a
What isknown asa ‘‘corner” by stock
responsibility for one man to accept of such brokers, speculators, &c., was formed in
a trust work ; but a corporation of several Chicago last week. Wheat was the article
good business men could be found and or- which certain bold and desperate men set
ganized to do it safely to the cause, and to themselves to manipulate and manage.
those who would loan the funds. If we They created a furor, pushed up the price
could learn of only three persons who were as gold was pushed up in New York on the
disposed to engage in so good a work, the famous *‘Black Friday,” and with similar
arrangements should be made and books results. It did not stuy up, but came tumbopened, and we think might very soon be ling to a very low figure, burying the refilled with several thousand dollars to aid sources of not a few presumptuous men in
the work. Why is it that ministers must the wreck.
The failures are many, ‘and
carry on this work at so discouraging a some of them are very serious... The losses
rate, when a little capital would give them are estimated as high as $2,000,000, and
position, power, and so greatly facilitate the ruined men and crushed firms get very
their work ? ‘Who will respond ?
H.
little sympathy from the general public.
Desperate gambling under the guise of leMartin Luther.
[4
gitimate trade, when rewarded with a
a
———
downfall, is apt to be pelted with popular
Martin Luther, also and emphatically a indignation. Has it a right to expect any
:
0
providential man, without grace, possessed thing else ?
v
many of the radical elements of genius. * In
THE BELFAST RIOTS.
him the antagonistic forces, the positive and

the negative; were signally and marvelously blended and balanced. ‘He had qualities,” says Heine, * which are seldom found

The Irish city of Belfast has been in the
hands of rioters for nearly a week. The

turbulence arose in connection with a Catholic procession, in which the Orangemen
united, which we are apt to regard as irrecpurposes
saw an unbearable insult to themselves.
practical
all
is secured to answer
oncilable antagonisms. He was at once a
The dissatisfaction expressed itself in the
in working the machinery.
drdamy mystic and a practical man of acway that is usual with Irishmen. The two.
The government buildings are to be erect- tion
but
;" his thoughts had not only wings,
the
on
#0,
parties successively attacked and repelled
do
to
possible
is
ed as soon as it
hands; he was not oi the pen, but the
old
the
of
south
secogsd
the
block,
Bieglow
time a each other, using brick-bats, clubs, stones

the top.

By this method, a sufficient power

P. O., at an expense of two and a half mil-

sword of his time. “He was at the

scholastic ‘word-thresher and an inspired,
God-intoxicated prophet. . . . . He was

A beautiful engraving of this maglion.
nificent structure appears in the last number wild as the storm that uproots the oak, and
of the Land-Owner, published in this city.
gentle as the zephyr that dallies with the
REAL ESTATE,
A complete man, I might say an
violet.
It was expected by our best judges that ' absolute man, one in whom body and spirit
real estate would depreciate after the great’ were not divided. He had something original, incomprehensible, miraculous, svch
fire, but the facts are just the reverse of this.
It has increased in value

in

every

part

of

the city, and around it. The Commission
are seeking to negotiate for the abstract rec-

ords, that were fortunately saved from the
flames, but they arg unwiling to pay

than $400,000 for them,

while the

more

parties

who own them are unwilling to sell them

for a less sum than $700,000. *The want of

we find in all providential men;

something

awfully naif, blunderingly wise, sublimely
narrow ; something invincible, demoniac.”
,

»

w

firearms,

&e., highly inflaming

ri

Missionary

Union in Germany contain a membership of
nearly 14,000. During the Franco-Prussian war,
about 700 of their number served in the German
armies, only eight of whom lost their lives.
These churches did much for the hospitals, circulating many thousand copies of the scriptures,
and over 2,000,000 tracts among the soldiers and
the French prisoners. They are, however, mostly poor, and have much to do for their qwn meeting houses and pastors, besides paying tithes and
other duties to the State churches.
Mr. Oncken, the pioneer Baptist missionary,
says in his report to the Board of the Union:
“ Our genera! prospects are brighter than ever.
Religious liberty throughout the German
empire
is, de facto, already perfect. The gospel cin be
preached throughout the length and breadth of
the land without let or hindrance, and I expect
that within a short time there will be a formal

separation

between

church» and

state.

What

honor God
has conferred upon your -Board,
through whose instrumentality so great things
have been achieved.
The repeated talls for
more laborers from every section of our field,
not only in the fatherland, but also from the surrounding countries, especially Poland, Austria,
Hungary and Switzerland, oblige me to entreat
your Board to increase their appropriation to the
.
German mission.”

:

INDIA—ASSAM.

:

Encouraging reports from the mission to the
Garos of Assam,are still received. Last Feb,
, Mr.

Stoddard, ‘with

two native prédchers, made

a

tour among them, stopping from two to five days
in each community of villages.
In his letter of
Feb. 20, written from Damra Gowalpara District, he says: “Our tent was thronged night and

day in every place.”

The head’ man or chief at

one place, after listening for days,
his people in a crowded assembly:

said before
* I am on

the Lord’s side. I sacrifice no more to demons
from this hour.” Said'the missionary: ¢ Then
arise and be baptized, andgobey this blessed
Lord in all things.” After-a moment’s reflection,
the chief answered: “ If I cease to sacrifice to
demons, and put from me all these silly, foolish,
and abominable practices of my former life, I

think this Jesus you preach about will be delighted. Don’t you? What more is necessary
Says Mr. Stoddard, “I have no doubt thatscores
and hundreds in that vicinity, as in other places
visited, will: eré long ‘be numbered among the
followers
are
and some
saved’
Mr. S.,

All the people know that
of Jesus.
lost; many begin to realize the fact,
are crying, ¢ What must I do to be

meanwhile with billingsgate, bad whiskey,
writing AED from the same place,Feb.
and the most exciting religious watchwords.
98, says: ‘“ I have
been
SINE he past week
It is a fresh outbreak of the old feud be- in this beautiful valley,
ery thing seems prostween Catholic and Protestant, and animat-

ed by the peculiar hatreds which have ever
marked religious partisanship in that coun-

try. The authorities for some reason appear

erous in the Christian
Puring the week, 16
hundred communicants
sr on Sunday.” One
fame and doubléd up

communities.
. . .
have been baptized. A
were at the Lord’s sup~
old gray headed woman,
with infirmities, walked

ten miles over a steep, rocky, difficult

path.”

ungjute,
Mr. 8. writes from
March 4, Again
to have been greatly wanting in courage,
laige Hindu Garo village: * Since the last
4
to
seem
rioters
the
for
skill,
or
or energy,
Lord’s day in January, 62 have been added to
have been as cowardly as they were brutal, the Garo churches by baptism. Others have
Many

lives were lost, more wounds

more light,
inflict. been asked to remain a seasonthe forhills,
are waitand still others, living far into
a. little ing an opportunity to confess Christ. Two
are

the disturbone proceeds from genuine liberality and it was believed that the end of
:
hand.
at
was
benevolence, the other from pride or fear. lances
oF

GERMANY.
The churches of the Am. Baptist

themselves, they

ed, plundering abounded, and not
:
was destroyed. At the last accounts
death
property
of
hour
the
in
thing from generosity
Generosity during life is a very different

have been engaged, these missions have contributed.to the enlargement, unity and power of
In fact, they have given
our denomination.

marches from this point southeast, there
several asking for baptism. Two preachers, just

come down; report
things.”

a most

interesting

state

of

re
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Commumcations.

|

congregations agree to pay

courses on Adams, Harrison, Taylor and
Lincoln—four ex-presidents, Then a bundle containing sermons on Daniel Sharp,

prevalent a habit among ladies?»
It is surprising that a man whose observa-

Baron Stowe, Phineas Stowe, Thomas Ford

My

yCaldicott, and several other good ministers
of Christ who have gone home.
And a
lot of others on great people, and little
ple, all of whom were great in their death.
Then I come upon a lot of doctrinal sermons. Every sermon ought to be a doetrinal one. What kind of a sermon can it

Barrel.
—

1t isan old joke,
be

stale,

or

almost

old enough to

threadbare,

borrowed mental

or

indicative of

capital, the

reference to

the barrel of sermons, ‘preached
to bottom, then turned end for

from top
end and

preached again from bottom to top.
But,
a writer in the Christian Era finds the idea
very Suggestive, juicy, and captivating,and
so deals with it in the following pleasant
way: |
>
ue
The dictionary defines a *‘barrel” to be a
.eask, a cylinder,a tube.

There

are barrels

of flour and barrels of rum. There are gun
barrels and whisky barrels.” But I do not
refer to these. I mean the old historical

with sermons which every minister is supposed to turn over every fougor five years.
being

vacation,

I thought

I

would take a day and turn this barrel over.
1 have never done so before. Ihave tipped
it'now and then. Once or twice in changing my field of labor I have got the old
thing down upon its sides,

but

real

things—done

thodox shape, as dry,

up

ascold,

in true
as

or-

abstract

as it was possible for me to make them.
I put a lot ‘of work into them, but I don’t
know as anybody ‘was convinced by them.
I don’t write doctrinal sermons that way
now. I have learned something in these
twenty-five years,
i]
Every

minister

have never

has

his pet discourses,

suppose ; T have mine.
preached over and

and again,

I have such a barrel—never denied it.
it

are the

mine

Now I fish up a bundle of pet sermons.

barrel, the well-known proverbial barrel,
the much abused,
inevitable barrel,” filléd

Well,

be which has no doctrine in jt? But

over,

I

Each one has been
re-written - again

‘I like the text, the arrange-

ment, the illustrations and the whole discourse. These pets are no better—not so

good

as some others I have,

but

I like

them. I take them with me when I go up
to the top of Tabor, or when Igo over to
Bethany. I should not feel so bad if all the

others

in

the barrel should burn, as

I

it was

preached.

- On

another

queer specimen !
3
is the record of a rainy Sunday, 87 persqns
Oh what a barrel of stuff! I suppose some
only being in church to hear it. Is it possireader would like to know how I got these
ble I ever preached such stuffas I find in
sermons, so many of them.
Well, some of
these sermons? It must have been so.
them were inspired ; some of them grew;
Next I get hold of a lot of packages— | nd some of them were pumped up. The
courses of sermons—some good, and some
pia
ones came as a sudden thought.
good for nothing ; series to “Young Men,”
e-whole plan and arrangement flashed
sertes to “Young Women,” courses .on the on me at once. A sermon of that kind I

“Acts,” on “Romans,”
on the
‘Lord's
Prayer,” on “Pilgrim’s Progress,” on the
“Sev
hurches of Asia,” on the ‘¢ Seven
Seals,” on the “Ten Commandments,” on
the ¢‘‘Parables,” on the ‘‘Miracles,” on—on

—well I wonder there is not a course on
the four and twenty elders! Here is a bun-

dle on the different kinds of Christians met
with

in the church— the

*‘sleepy

Chris-

tian,” the ‘‘Jazy Christian,” the *‘sick Christian,” the “sensitive Christian,” the ‘opesided Christian,” the ‘‘weak-backed
istian,” and several others.
Also a course

of twenty, on the * footsteps of Christ,”
turns up.

They

and the Eastern

smack

of the

trip.

A

Arab tent,

package

of pa-

. pers on Missionary biography, prepared
and read at Missionary concerts, is exhumed. What labor that package cost me, and

could never make any better by re-writThe first draft was always the best.
ing.
I never could see how I could take from, or

add to it without spoiling.
Those that grew are sermons

that have

been re-written a_dogen, or two , dozen
times, and each time a new thought, or a
new illustration, has been added.
Each

time the sermon has been made better by
the process. It has grown.
I have sermons that have been growing so for twenty
years,
’

Those that were pumped up weré made

when they were wanted, by hard work.
Some people think it is not hard work to

make a sermon.

Let them try.

They will

There

in fulfilling a mere

business engagement.

Pay your pastor a

good salary, but, beyond that,

give

him

congregation, and the words of praise
swelling and dying away upon the evening

It took place many years
youn ger than [ am now.

- breeze.

all winter alone, trapping for furs.

*Tis a lovely Sabbath day of spring; the

a

tion is so acute has not discovered the cause

good rousing donation that shall gladden

air full of its soft, sweet sounds, its

of this practice.

his heart by showing him that you appreciate him and his efforts to guide you heaven-

breeze, its quiet rest.

Does he not know that the

modern woman of fashion gets herself up
for a show? Let him examine the first one
of this class that he meets,

and

judge

her head to the sole of her foot,

that

ward.

is

not

Many

8,

balmy

are passing

to and fro’ with gifts and alms.

Perhaps

his humble wants are met; perhaps he has
been passed by, Among the multitude he

how

much there is about her, from the crown of

notes a Galilean rabbi,

The Transplanted Flower.

moving with quiet

glance and kindly observant eye. A strange

for this purpose.
:
Flowers .gre among the most beautiful face, *‘despised of men,” so little in it, and
The man follows it ; he scarce
In days gone by, it was considered desir- things of earth, and the Great All-Father yet somuch.
able to protect the head and face from sun has implanted within us a love for the beau- knows why. Now their eyes meet. Jesus
and storm, but he is not so simple as to sup- tiful. Through this love for the works of draws near, stops by his pallet, looks at his
pose that the pretty trifle of lace and flow- his hand, we are drawn to look beyond them pain-distorted limbs, reads him through and
ers which she calls a bonnet is designed for to the Giver. And we almost unconscious- through. Back to his dissolute youth, the
such a purpose. Of course that 1s all for ly raise our hearts in praise and adoration avenging stroke, the years of rebellion and
show ; and then for what other purpose are for all that we are permitted to enjoy. But despair, goes that glance; but sees, also,
all the innumerable vards of ruffles, the the kuman heart is not always easily influ- the humble endurance, which now accepts
plaiting, the gathering, the fluting, the scol- enced to look beyond this life for higher and the present, and hopes no more, ‘Wilt
lops, the points, the ends, the bows, and es- purer joys. Then, the heavy hand of afflic- thou be made whole?” is the kind word.
The man gazes wonderingly up. Here
pecially the beautiful crumpled mass that tion is laid upon us or our most precious
is sympathy, atlast; and hope springs up
adorus her back? Let him logk at the -ele- treasures are taken.
:
anew. ‘‘But—that rabbi stay and be my
gant boots, into which, with untold agony,
There rise up before me now the images
she contrives to press her feet, and see how of a sad and lonely "mother, sorrowing friend, and put me in the pool —it can not
prettily she totters on the pointed heels and brothers, and weeping sisters whose hearts be.” - Then comes again the oft told tale of
helplessness and lack of sympathy.
narrow toes." She is certainly a show, and
are yet sore and bleeding, for one. of their
But aid is nearer than he thinks. With
for what purpose is a show except ‘to be number, darling sister Kate, is no more in
a
look
of love and majesty Jesus speaks,
looked at?
their midst, but has gone to try the realities
The woman of this class has a nftural de- of that land whence no traveler returns. Her | ‘Rise, take up thy bed and walk,” A thrill
sire to see as well as to be seen. 'Indeed life was short and fraught with much suf- | of startled surprise, an effort to obey; and
she has the best of reasons for keeping her fering, but her crown only shines the bright- the man springs from his couch of eight
eyes wide open. She knows that a show er now, for her having endured them all so and thirty years, rolls up his pallet, and
palls from sameness, and she must have patiently.
‘When th» Death-angel drew goes up into the temple to give thanks unto
:
change and variety. Perhaps somebody has near, she called her loved ones to her sidd, his God.
invented something new,—-a pucker or a gave to each some token of affection, spoke
:
re
y
ruffle which she has not yet got, and she with rapture of the land to which she was

should if these were lost. There
are a
capsized it until dow.
dozen of them— my pets.
Ministers are often accused of preaching
In another bundle are some discourses
old sermons, and sometimes are charged that have met with ill-treatment.
One
with stealing them. But they don’t steal caused a man to get. up and tramp out of
sermons, nor repeat old ones as often as the house slamming the door behind him.
fone, if she is not
many people suppose. The ministers who One was the means of alienating from me may be out-done, and
can be justly charged with stealing sermons a dear friend. One or two brought down ‘ watching. There is nothing more natural
are very few in number.
And such men upon me bitter newspaper articles. Per- or reaschable than that these shows should
ought to be hooted from the pulpit. A man haps I may send them to the editor of the gaze at each ether; and they can not be
who steals his sermons will steal sheep or next edition of ‘Fox's Book of Martyrs.” expected to satisfy themselves with a passbooks, and one is not a bit worse than the They belong to that department of things. ing glance. To pass each other thus would
other. The crime may differ in kind, "but
_ Seattered along through the barrel are disappoint both their ambition and their
not in enormity. Men take ideas where- religio-political sermons. The first is from curiosity.
ever they find them, and make them their, the words, ‘They have beaten us openly,
But it must be admitted that these fashown, and the number of truly original men uncondemned, being Romans,” delivered. ionable ladies not only gaze at each other,
is very small. But.sbrmon stealing among the Sabbath after Summer was beaten by but, being shows, they attract the eyes of
respectable ministers is as uncommon as Preston Brooks. Poor Sumner! When
those who do not look to admire or to imisheep stealing. The practice of preaching Brooks struck him down he rose again ; but tate, and men stare at them with a boldness
sermons the second time to the same peo- now he has sacrificed his manhood, his and persistency which would once have
ple is not common. - Ministers prefer to party, Lis country to gratify his personal shocked a modest woman. Every one says, whatever may be the
change their field of labor rather than hate of one man, and who shall lift him
preach old sermons. And that is the cause up? Another was delivered in Harvard cause, this is not a becoming practice.
of the frequent pastoral changes.
Bat Street Church on Thanksgiving Day in Women blush for it, and the writer to whom
there are some people who are always sus- 1860, and I said, “If the Southern States I have alluded thinks some will be angry
pecting that they are getting damaged
inaugurate war the land will flow with because he has spoken of it. Men, who
ooods. If the pastor preaches from a text blood from the Potomac to the Gulf of gaze boldly at other men’s wives and
daughters, feel uncomfortable when their
which he has used before, though the ser- Mexico.” The saying gave great offense,
mons may be entirely unlike, they go home and one chivalrous son of ‘Maryland pres- own are subjected to the same vulgar scruti- from church with their noses turned up, and ent gave solid evidence of his disapproval. ny. But what is to be done about it? Ah,
their lips pouted out, growling about ‘old One was preached when Lee was marching that is the question! While women make
sermons.” They imagine that they remem- towards Philadelphia to stable his horses shows of themselves, will they cease tq gaze
at each other, and to be gazed at by masber every word of it.
In a ministry of in Independence Hall. Ilearn something
SIGMA.
twenty-five years I know of but five times from these sermons—I learn how intempe- culine eyes ?
that I have preached the same sermon in rate a man may become in a good cause.
Donations.
the same pulpit. A minister had better go They are of the—‘‘give-them more-grape,
out of the ministry if he has not many ser- Capt. Bragg” style. No hand is stretched
‘“ We will give you $600.00 a year and a
mons which are worth preaching and worth out over a bloody chasm. These are serdonation.” Many a poor minister has heard
mons
that
will
not
be
likely
to
be
available
hearing more than once.
that word * donation ” when he was engaganywhere again.
But my barrel! It stands upside down.
Then what a host of fugitive discourses! ed to settle, with feelings of gratefulness as
The heap, a thousand of them, is bottom
One
written on the ocean between Liver- he even then anticipated how his generous
side up. There, lying on top, is the little,
pool
and Boston ; one written in front of a people would flock to the parsonage to eke
twenty minutes’ discourse I preached for a
out his scanty salary with their bountiful oflicense, and repeated in the First church in pilgrim’s tent looking over upon Jerusa- ferings. And as the weeks rolled on and
lem;
one
drafted
as
I
sat
on
the
stone
by
Boston. It consists of a text, a glowing inhis expenses were difficult to meet, with,
troduction, three points. The text is good ; Jacob's Well in the vale of Shechem, and
perchance, the salary in arrears, how often
the introduction is—bosh ; the points could preached in the Mission Church at Beythat as yet intangible donation fluttered beas well be made on a half-thousand passag- rout; one blocked out at Nazareth, and
fore his eyes, until his imagination created
written
on
the
Bosphorus,
and
others
that
es the anecdote is well enough, and the
a prize which was sadly diminished by the
pobtry is capital. Then follow half a dozen came at strange times and seasons. One
reality. For, just before the time for its
others, yellow, blotted, torn—kept only as is endeared to me by having been made the
payment, he preached a strong sermon
instrument
in
the
permanent
awakening
of
mémentos of other days.
Then a trial:
against some’ popular folly, as was his duty,
germon—preached to # congregation look- a score of souls; ene is precious in conse- and thereby offended some of his congrequence
of
having
been
preached
to
myself
ing for a pastor. - It took;
I took; they
gation, who wouldn’t help in a donation to
took. I went to preach a Sunday and stayed in the hour of trouble.I sometimes preach him. Or perhaps in his pastoral calls, he
to myself, and then the preaching is terrible
a dozen years. has not with sufficient devoutness laid his
to the audience of one.
y
Next I bring up a lot of rubbish.
Blue
I have a sermon **For my good deacon.” hand on each little urchin’s head while expaper; yellow paper; white paper. . On the
I like deacons. I have been fortunate in pressing a wish that he might be a little
back of one are the names of a couple who,
having had a great number of good dea- Samuel,—mentally hoping for a previous
were married in church on the day it was
cons. Ihave one ‘For my shoddy hear- application of soap and water, Or he may
preached. On the last-page of another are
er.”
He is a man who—no matter, I will not have chosen to ** foot it ” over his large
the names of a dozen converts baptized on
describe him some other time. He isa parish to “¢ visit his people ” twice as often
the Sabbath

a gift,

can be no generosity

S. S. Department,

going, and said to them, ‘‘ Meet me there.”
Then she smiled a smile born not of earth,

and closed her eyes to all earthly scenes.
Nothing now remained to them of the dar-

ling daughter and sister, but "the . beautiful
casket.’

location of the

pool,

the

Causes
or

that Hinder.
er

——

At a 8S. 8. Convention recently held in
Lancaster, Ohio, one of the speakers dealt
with the hindrancesto success in the Sundayschool work.
His suggestions are worth
heeding :
:

thought, and

the

teachers

are

to

prepare

character of the waters, and the healing of .themselves to teach this. I know it will be
the impotent man Jesus found lying there objected, ‘‘I have not the time.” But you
find time. Read the Sunday-school les‘one bright spring Sabbath. It is hard to can
sons at your morning dévotional exercises,
tell whether the cure which met the first take the lesson to your shop or store, and
who stepped down after the water was read and think about it. Said a teacher to
troubled, was

natural

or

there in the time of Christ

miraculous;

but

was the saddest

sight in Jerusalem. Crawling féebly around
its stone rim, or lying helpless in the ‘wide
porches which

sheltered

the wretched from

sun and rain, was every form
the sick, the maimed

of suffering ;

and blind;

the

ding

ago, when I wag
had been out
It was

in March, when I was bunting beaver, just
as the ice began to break up,

the furthest, wildest

and on one of

lakes

I ever

visited,

I calculated there could be no human

bein

nearer than one hundred miles. I was push.
ing my canoe along through the loose ice,
one cold day, when just round a point that
Projected into the lake, I heard somethin
walking through the ice. It made so much
noise, and stepped so regularly, that I fet

sure it must be a moose.

I got ‘my rifle

ready, and held it cocked in one hand, while

I pushed the canoe with the other.
-and carefully 1 rounded

the

Slowly

point,

when,

what was my astonishment to see, not ga
moose, but a man, wading in the water—

the ice water! He had nothing on his head
or feet, and his clothes were torn almost off
from his limbs, He was walking, esticulating with his hands, and talking to himself,
He scemed to be wasted to a skeleton,
With great difficulty I got him into my
canoe, when I landed and made up a fire
and got him some hot tea and food. He
had a bone of some animal im his bosom,
which he had gnawed almost to nothing.
He was nearly frozen, and
quieted down
and soon fell asleep. I nursed him like an
infant.
With great Sincalty and in a
round-about way, I found out
the name of
the town from which he came.
Slowly and
carefully I got him along, around falls and
other portages, keeping a resolute watch on
him, lest he should escape from me into the

forest.

At

length, after

travel, I reached

nearly

a week's

the village where

I sup.

posed he lived. I found the whole eommunity under deep excitement, and more
than a hundred men were scatteréd In the
woods und on the ‘mountains, seeking for
my crazy companion, for they had learned
that he had wandered into the« woods, It
had been agreed upon that if he was found,
the bells should be immediately rung
and
guns fired. And as soon as I landed, &
shout was raised, his friends rushed to him,

|

Mourning friends . gathered .around the
bed-side to look once more upon the sweet
face that was soon to be consigned to
mother earth ; they thought of heaven and
The first difficulty he would name, was
the loved ones gone before ; and each sent
up a silent prayer that they might, like her, the old and prominent one that stands so
in the way of all progress—lack of punctuwhen called, be ready to be transplanted in- ality on the part of the
teachers, Teachers
to the beautiful garden of paradise. They may prepare their lessons well, may teach
laid her clay tenement in the old church- well, may be in earnest, but if they allow
yard on the hill, by the side of her beloved slight excuses to keep them away from their
father, who had passed death's portals be- work, that Sabbath-school will not succeed.
It is one of the most demoralizing things in
fore her.
the Sabbath-school work to have teachers
Many, dearto us by the. strong ties of who are not prompt in attendance.
kindred, there sleep’ the dreamless sleep. | Lack of . proper preparation is another
That we we who yet remain may all be as difficulty that lies in the way. Teachers
perfect a copy of her as she was of our Sav- come to their classes um after time with
nothing prepared for
their pupils. Suppose
iour, is the earnest desire of one who knew
I should be invited to diy and re of
and lovedgher.
M.
these ladies would invite me to the diningPA
room where everything was in mice style,
and after being seated at the table the hostess
~The Man of Bethesda.
says: “I have forgotten something. We
iy Qos
—
didn’t have anything cooked: I didn’t think
A writer in the Interior thus vitalizes, by of that?” Is this any too strong an illusmeans of some vivid word-painting, an in- tration to represent the condition of the pucident recorded in the New Testament, and pils that are invited into the house of God,
and after being seated the teacher says,
which teaches and touches as often as it is “Girls, where's the lesson ? Boys, where's
thoughtfully read:
the lesson?” Thirsting
and hungering for
“Among the places which recent diseovery spiritual food, you have nothing to give
them.
How 1s this to be overcome ?
has unearthed from the rubbish of eighteen
centuries, beneath which Jerusalem is bur- Teachers have a grand treasury from which
| to draw.
Take for instanee the life of ‘our
ied, is the pool of Bethesda. Few Bible | Redeemer, and every word he said, every
questions have been the subject of more sentence he uttered, is full of precious
dispute, than the

————
2
aver —————

another, “How is it you have such wonderful success in your teaching ?”
Said she,
“I read the lesson over and over again and
pray over it, and when I come before my

ciass'I can not help teaching.”
—Another difficulty is the lack of cheerfulness on the part of teachers before their elasses. This may seem to be a little thing,
but cheerfulness has a most wonderful in-

whose moments were fast dropping away; ] fluence vpon your class, Sunshine; 1 say
“all waiting the movement of the waters.
to our teachers in the day-school, ‘‘cultivate
Perhaps the winter winds blew through sunshine.” As the leaves of the ivy turn
toward the sun it gathers strength to pursue
the unsheltered court ; some shrank to cover,
its rugged path around the
Many a
and some braved it out anxiously watching father wears such an air of sternness that
the surface of the pool. Perhaps it was his childrenwever know the deep love he
high noon under a Syrian sky. This one { has in his heart for them, $2 some teachers

the bells broke out in loud notes, and guns
were fired, and their report echoed again
and again in forest and
on mountain, till
every seeker knew that the lost was found.
“How many times I bad to tell;the story
ovef! I never saw people so crazy with
joy, for the man was of one of the first and

st families, and they hoped

would be but

temporary,

his ; insanity

as I afterwards

learned it was, How they feasted me, and
when 1 came away, loaded my canoe with
provisions and elothing, and everything for
my comfort! It wasa time and place of
wonderful joy.
They seemed to forget
everybody else, and think only of the poor

man whom I had brought back.”

;

The old hunter ceased, and I said, “Don't

this make you think of the fifteenth chapter

of Luke, where the man who lost one
left all the rest and went and sought
brought it home rejoicing, and of the
ing of our Saviour, that there is

sheep,
it, and
teachjoy in

heaven over ‘one repenting, returning

ner?”
“Oh

yes!

I have

often

sin-

compared

pr
the

two, and though I don’t suppose they ring
bells and fire guns in that world, yet I have
no doubt they have some way of making
their joy known."—Sunday School Times.
—

How PArENTS ARE REACHED.
In the
State of New York three boys, eight, ten
and twelve years of age, had for a lon
time been members of the Sabbath-school,
and were converted to Christ and united
with the church. Their mother was a member of the same church, a pious woman, but
the father was an

inebriate.

That

mother

was called up to her reward soon after the
conversionof her sons, and they were left
alone with their drunken father.
These
children felt their poverty in that direction,
and one day while alone in the house one
of them proposed to the others that they
kneel down and pray for their father. As
they were about kneeling, one of them sug-

gested that they separate and

go

apart

by

themselves.
One of them wemained there
in the bed-room ; another went to the woodhouse, and the third went out to the barn.
The father came home, and coming into the

sitting-room heard a noise in
room.

an

adjoining

Stepping along quietly, and

listen-

ing,he found that it" was the voice of prayer,
and then he heard his little son praying:
“0 Lord, have mercy upon my wicked
father.” He stepped back and said to himself,

“This

boy

will

be

through-

praying

preuy soon; I will go out to the woodouse.” He went out and heard the voice
of prayer there from another son: *‘O Lord,
have mercy on my wicked father and make
him a Christian.” He stepped back and
hung his head down, aud thought to. himself, “What can all this mean? “I will go
down to the barn; this boy will be through
as any one else would with twice the salary
directly.” He went down to the barn, and
corae before their classes in Sabbath-school,
{
1
was
borne
fainting
to
the
necessary
shade.
ning the door, the first thing that”
and nothing else to do. Or he may not be
with such sober, solemn faces, that the upon o
a man of winning address. Something will From that corner of the porch rose the wail children will never know how much they greeted his ears was the voice of prayer,
very often interfere to prevent the payment of eastern’ despair; for the husband, or love them. They want you to be cheerful and he heard his third son praying: “0
Lord, have mercy on my wicked father and
of this donation; and as a consequence few child, was passing, and Bethesda could not and sociable and shake hands with them— make him a Christian, that he way live in
they love that, it has a wonderful power
help.
And
here
and
there,
the
moveless
dollars or dollars’ worth come into the
heaven where mother is.”
He stepped
and influence over them.
hands of our minister. These unsuccessful dead received attention the living man sel-*
Another difficulty lies "in the method of back two or three rods from the bary and
:
donations have been top many times humor- dom had before.
| teaching lessons sometimes when they are bowed his head down upon his breast and
There
is'a
movement
in
the
waters, a cry prepared. Some teachers want to teach thought, *“l must be a very wicked man
ously described to introduce a description
from those at hand, a wild tumult, while
children at once, without any foundation or when all these boys are praying for me at
| here; each can read or imagine them for the weak and helpless are thrust aside or preparation in the mind of the pupil, some onee,” and right there he made up his mind
himself. They are principally valuable as
abstract truth which it has taken a gredt that he would seek Jesus ; and in three or
teaching the minister the need of renewed trampled under foot ; and he who first de- while to learn. [ do not think our model four days came out rejoicing, after a great
and continued prayer, though the good pol- scends, or is hurled, even by his friends, | Teacher meant to teach in that way. They struggle, united with the church and beicy of |inculcating devoutness by such means over the heads of the crowd into the pool, can not comprehend these ‘abstract truths. eame a true Christian and a temperate man.
ascends in perfect health, Mayhap it came I would suggest, for instance, in teaching This is but one ihstance of what a blessing
is rather to be doubted.
in
the silent night, and patient hope receiv- them the life of Christ, to take some narra- parents have received from their children
Now this whole
ragaleg
to
tive, teaching first geography, describing being in the Sabbath-school.—E. Underpay a donation. as a part of the salary is ed the reward of many a weary month alone the hills and valleys, and picture them out wood.
j
wrong. A minister is worthy of his salary, under the blessed stars; or beneath the so that they can almost see them and follow
WORKING FOR Jesus.
“I wish I could
and a good one too, without being obliged. blazing sun,or amid lashing rain, or howling in their minds the Saviour out in these val do something for my Saviour besides loving
leys,
and
over
the
sea,
and
see
and
feel
that
‘storm
;
and
having
endured
for
a
season,
to reckon on such an unknown quanity,
Christ really lived, moved and died for them. him; not in order to show my love for
which may be something or nothing. If he they had their reward.
The lack of simplicity and earnestness him, since he can see my heart, but T want
For long years a poor wretch has crawled
for him because I love
should manage to save $100,00 a year, there
were also pomted out as Jifientrjes that to do something
feebly around the waters of the pool. He stood in the way of advancement in Sunday- him. ' I will ask him, and he will tell me
is no cause for alarm ; he will need it when
had led a wild life,,and retribution came school work,and illustrated at some on A what to do.”
his oldest boy goes to college.
T
So talked a young disciple to himself &
Another difficulty that greatly hindered
He had long been fed by
We in general do not pay our miniSters down early.
the Jrogiéss of the good work, was that of few weeks since. Soon a friend, his Suncharity,
and
had
many
a
lesson
read
him
on
enough. Tradesmen recognize this, for
day-school teacher, came to him, saying:
teachers becoming discouraged.
So many
“Henry, would you like to work inthe
many of them advertise great diccounts to the connection of sin and suffering, advice teachers are apt to become red
bethe clergy. How often a minister is seen in plenty, alms tossed to him as one tosses cause they can see no good results of their vineyard to-day ? ”

find it easier to make horse-shoes,or dig
clams.
.
Well, shovel all this pile of mauuscripts
“Yes, sir,” was the eager reply ; “I was
yet the boys and girls said the concerts back into the barrel again, turnthe cask entering a store with a meek and /deprecat- toa dog a bone; but mo sympathy, ‘‘no fsaching, right oft. Of too many teachers just asking for work—anything that 1 can
it may be said, ‘Ye did run well, what did
ing. air, and, after selecting the sought-for man when the water ‘was troubled to cast hinder you?” Teachers should not bé dis- do, with Jesug' help, I will.”
©
were’ stupid meetings! Two series of lectright side up, and begin anew, for vacation
him
into
the
pool.”
Often
he
crawled
feebly
want the Christiansin our
articles,
is
heard
to
inquire
if
they
‘‘
dont
ures to children—I guess I'll burn those.
Henry,
“Well,
_couraged
;
their
reward
is
sure,
and
if
they
is almost over.
take off something to ministers.” = Pay your to the brink just in time to see another go labor faithfully their labor will not be in class, each to take a member of the class
Yet I remember that the lecture room was
who is not a Christian, and pray and labor
pastor enough so that he can pay his way away in health, and have hope sink into vain, though they may not see its results.
crowded an hour before meeting time to
Among the illustrations upon this point with him. I have given you Fred Haines.”
like a man, and not pass through the world 4 dull despair. That was years ago, and exhear those discourses.
I remember how
Shows.
«Fred Haines ? Oh, let some one else take the
pri
mentioned the following : Two
obliged to expect every one he deals with "pectation has been dead many a day. Still, little girls walking by the grave of a de- him, I can’t!”
the people sat on the pulpit platform, stood
PE
*‘No, you can't, but Jesus can: (Good
An article, containing more truth than poe- to throw him a few pennies like a beggar, ‘where else should he go? Here was food pred teacher, one of them said: “Oh, I
in the aisles, and even thronged the window
morning.”
‘and
shelter,
and
here
he
had
lived
from
on
one
sermons!
nor
to
solicit
half
tare
and
passes
on
the
Funeral
tf'y, appeared recently in the Star,under the
wish my teacher knew that what she said
sills to listen,
Thus urged, this young disciple tremthe death of a young woman, whose pas- heading ‘“ Awful Splendid.” The writer of railroad like a public pauper, and only feel youth far-into the afternoon of life. The to me has led me to Jesus.”
blingly sought his wild classmate. He was
p3
laughingly received ; his earnest words and
sage downto the dark river was the most that article has observed a social phenome- that he is on his native heath when in his hard lesson was learned at last, and he had
“humbled
himself
under
the
mighty
hand
saw.
ever
I
non for which he is unable to account. ~ He pulpit on Sunday. Make him feel as if he
triumphant march to glory that
Tae HUNTER'S Story. My guide was tearful appeals seemed unheeded ; yet he
a glad heart,” for Jesus had paid
~ One,on a godly man—a deacon of the has noticed that women in the street, not were on a par with other men, not as if he of God.” This much surely, perhaps more, an old trapper who had spent years in the left with
sometimes six months at a time, him for his work with his own loving pres
church, who was a ‘‘helper” indeed, to his only look euch other out of countenance in. lived by their sufferance, and, my word for He had little force of character, but yet forests,
without seeing a human face. I wag sitting ence. Jesus gave him courage to gotagmh
r. “Two are tied up together—they passing, but they turn and gake as if they it, he will preach better. There was a vast some true faith, Jesus: found him in ‘the down, leaning against a tree, just at sunset, and again, to pray and never faint, until
are stained with tear drops which fell upon bad discovered an object of curiosity or deal of philosophy in the man who used to temple, and his report to the Jews was, and the old hunter came and sat down near his thoughtléss friend learned to love the
.
:
Sayiour.
v
ater
them as they were written. When they wonder. He has doubtless observed that borrow a sum of money to preach on; he “It ‘was Jesus made him whole;” not me.
“O) Mr, B—," said Henry to his teacher,
*“In the course of your being in the woods
were preached, they ‘were the throbbings this practiceis not confined to ‘the street, avoided borrowing trouble by that means, bade him’ break the Sabbath day. So,
go long,” said I, *‘ydu must have met with a few weeks after their first conversation,
Yesterday I went but extends to every place where women You can expect fio great amount of. cheer- though he could not enter, it, was dear to strange
of a bleeding heart.
things.
What one do you now “working for Jesus pays. . We deserve no
and stood by two little graves—the graves meet, and that it is indulged to such an ex- | fulness and good will toward men on half his withered heart to be near the courts of think of as among the strangest ? ”
reward for such little services, but Jesus
my
the Lord ; and he lingéred where he could
forth those tent in the churches, that. an ignorant. ob- PAY.
a
AI
of those whose departure.called,
“Why, I hardly know. I have had many gives it all the way along; it is now have
thou
wilt
hear
the
sweet
instruments
of
David,
the
what
never
‘Lord,
we
Donatin
means
a
giving;
or
a
fift,
It
prayer,
server
might
suppose
this
was
the
purp3se
things
daily
some
are
narrow
escapes,
and
have,
as
you
say,
seen
sermons. There
ot over in this life! Next come four dis for which they came together. " Seeing all is'a little difficult'to understand how tome sound of silver trumpets calling the solu some strange things. I can now recall one, me to do ?'"=9, §, Times.
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presence of Jesus ; and know him to be there,
I dare not say or do anything to grieve or
drive him from me. If enticed by any of
All genuine religion aims at making men
The advantage of Chris- the gay company my aunt assembles in that
morally better.
tianity over a religion which consists’ of room to engage in sinful pastimes, I hear
morality only, is that it recognizes and in- the pleading voice of my Saviour, saying,
vokes a power transcending mere human ‘My daughter, consent thou not.’ If for a
will—the power of a personal and sympa- moment tempted to walk in the broad road
folly, there falls on my ear,
thizing God. We have seen a sail-boat al- of rein
most becalmed drift on a’ shoal where she in gentlest accents, the timely warning, ‘Be
just caught, and hung. The crew strove Lo not conformed to the ‘world; and redolent
push her off with poles; they got out as is the very atmosphere with my Saviour’s
with presence, I can have no fellowship with the
oars, and tried to give her headway
those; and all their strength could hardly works of darkness.”

Thoughtful.
—

As singing after gilence is, or sua is after rain,
So nt the lesson be that tells the blessedness of
ain ;
'
For only at the gading ofthe journey lies the crown;
they who on its light
but
light
the
all
see
none
‘And
look down.
7
be lost,
Life’s labor won is never won, Bntil it first

As priceless things most priceless are when bought
at priceless cost.
.
The sorrow and the sinning that are o’er ehall be the
wa
:
from a darkened past into a brighten.
That, Why
i
ay.
beThough il) as in the past, the night must come
fore the morn;
down
deepest
must
etill
The loftiést loves in sorrow
be born,

the wind just suffices to keep her moving;

God still is writing Gospels in the lives of those who
ns}.
Een while thelr hearts retuse to let the graver’s
ih,

still they sin, it shall

all have sinned, and
.
not be In vain
That any human heart has drunk the dregs of human
pain
Or not in valn the sky of life 18 dark with clouds of

Though

woe,

are flashing, the great winds of ocean are

blowing

; 3 creeps at last out of the har-

bor, and

now she rushes like a strong,

free

bird out into the boundless sea! So we tojl
along, sometimes despondent, yet finding
race sufficient for the hour; and just beore us lies the freedom and glory of eternity.— Christian Union.

While all its misty mountain-tops are clad in track:

leds snow;
hight shall shine out brighter when at last it
flashes through;
And evermore
the old shall be the pathway of the
new.

The

»

Salvation through
———
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Character.

is so

flowers grow and

the

peace-makers,

tion of benevolence from the friend and countryman to the alien and enemy.
Ina word,

Christ made goodness, in all its forms, and

new life born of the spirit—all had the most
direct bearing on the matter of personal
character. All the spiritual forces which he

a mere

moralist.

His

words lay hold on the infinite. They open
to us depths of the divine nature, into
which we gaze, as at night we look into the

depths of the starry universe.

Many of his

sayings reach far down iato
crets of the spiritual” world,

the inner setouching the

mysterious common tie that binds

They

together

reach forward

to

the future, giving, with the calmness of
certainty, glimpses of realities whose fullness can not by human language be told.
But all these spiritual revelations are by
Christ made motive powers upon human
conduct and character. That to us is the
sole value of them all. God is a spirit;
therefore we are to worship him in spirit
and in truth. - His perfection is shown to
give us the lesson, ‘‘ Be ye also perfeet.”

pany more charming every day for the next
year, and after that it will continue to. be
more beautiful and lovely and shining until
the perfect day. I love to walk in this

leads up into the garden of the

the Rose of Sharon is ever in
bloom, and
were the Lily of the valley is
ever exhaling Zweet fragrance. 1 love to
walk in the path qf the just, because it leads
to a living spring
Whose refreshing waters
are ever flowing to satisfy, to heal, and to
cleanse. Ilove to walk in. this path bestrains of heavenly musie come wafting on
my ear. I love to walk im this path because

between * the

clared was the vital union with himself and

Dear reader, if your path is such an one,
then you are walking in the path of the just,
and you will rest in glory ; but if your path
is the same day after day, mot a bit more
lovely. no more attractive, no brighter to-

hereafter

sheep and the goats " is foretold that men
may be taught the importance of benevolence. Everything centers in practical goodness.
The highest spiritual truth that Christ de-,
the Father which the soul might attain. ‘I
am the vine, ye are the branches... He that

abideth in me and I in him, the same bringeth forth much fruit.” We know what the

“¢ fruit” is, that is the out-come of this union
with Christ and God.
** The fruit of the

Spirit is love, joy, peace, long-suffering,
gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness, tem-

perance.™

par

This is the tedching of Christ, this is the
whole spirit of his Jife,—that character, in

its highest sense—right moral disposition
toward God and man—is the supreme and
only good.
’
hep we teach that men are restored to
tie divine favor by a process

distinct

chnge of character; that salvation

from

is one

thitg and santification another; that escape

fron punishment is the first thing and goodnessy secondary matter,—we are a long
way from the teaching of Christ.
heie is no salvation that does not work
througl character. God sives men by
changing them from sin into holiness.
If
there were any other salvation, it would not
be worth having. Heaven is not to be
thought of as mainly a thing of external advantage. Its glory will be that we shall see
God, and be like him.
“ It doth not
appear what we shall be, but we know

and I so undeserving, for I had

‘Let my people

know,” said the pious Archdeacon Aylmer,
no fear, no

doubt,

no

reluctance,

but

with

enough

yet
that

when he ghall appear we shall be like him,
for we shall see him as he is." The Christian life ou earth has its value .in its ap** Now are we
- proach to that condition.
the sons of God.”
Saving faith means sanctifying faith. It
is that resting on God by which his good-

of the

of the Day.
——

That noble man of God, Rev. A. Bonar,
of Scotland, discourses thus:

The religion of the day is an easy-minded
sacfifice;
birth

without

at its

the

self-denial, or

pangs

commencement

perate daily

struggle

of the new

which

aud

the

des-

makes

brighter and brighter unto the perfect

day.

day than it was yesterday, no more charm-

ing this week than it was last, then you can
not be in the path of the fas for the Bible
says that it is as “the shining light, sbin-|
ing more and more unto the perfect day.”
ixamine your Ja and see if you are in
the right one, and remember there is a
way which seemeth right unto a man, but
the end thereof are the ways of death.” If
path of the just, you can walk
"you are in the
and not get faint, you ean run and not get
weary, you can mountup as on wings of
eagles and dwell in an atmosphere with
.
Christ.
Jesus walks in this path, and when the
place, Jesus is
pilgrim comes to a hard
When the pilgrim
there to help him over it.
meets with difficulties, Jesusis there to help
surmount them. When trials press down,
When temptations
Jesus helps bear them.
assail, Jesus is there to make a way for escape. When the traveler is encompassed
with troubles, Jesus isthere to deliver. Jesus
is that path, and that is why it grows brighter and Brighter to the just. They-are getting
he is getting nearer
nearer to Jesus, and
readers
How many of our
to them.
are in this path ? How many are walking
in this way
Oh, ** come thou with us, and we will do
thee good: for the Lord hath spoken good
concerning Israel.”—Christian Advocate.

The

Parlor

Closet.

done noth-

praise God

never,

never

one

OUR
or,
MY

to

respectable

dullness;

but

betraying

by

an

a feeble religion, without bones and sinews,
without the much-enduring,heroic elements
of other days. It is an uncertain religion;
not being the overflowing of a soul assured
of pardon

aud

rejoicing

in the

filial rela-

tionship with God, it is not, can
rooted on eertainty. The question
sonal acceptance with God ‘being
unsettled thing, there is working
not

from

service.

life.

There

There

is speaking

with a faltering

for God, but with
obedience

a drag

to

on the

is no

tongue;

his

not beof perstill an
for life,

liberty

of

for God, but

there is laboring

fettered hands;

there is

commands, but it is with

limbs;

there

is a going to

church, but it is to quiet the conscience and

for duty’s sake.
upon others, for
one’s self; so
the arm that
alyzed.

Such a religion can not tell
it is little influential upon
falls short of the mark, for
draweth the bow is par:
r-

No Society for Anybody.
~

: oir PAN
So said a man who had professed religion
many years, but had lived afar from Christ.

Talking

one day, he remark-

with a friend

ed: “I

feel

I am
that

body.

If I

meet

a

no society for any-

warm-hearted

tian, and he begins to speak of the

Chris-

love of

how he enjoys religion, I can’t

.Christ, and

talk with him; I have no such experience.
On the other hand, I do not dare to go over
to the

do

world, and

so.

And

I do not really wish

as I am

neither

Christian nor a worldling. I am ro society
for anybody,”

Are there
can say,

not

many

such—many

but who feel none of that sweetness now ?
who once out of gushing hearts could
speak of the love of Christ, but their
tongues are silent now? They have quitted
the world

and dare not

go back

to it, and

CEORGE MACLEAN. Publisher,
3 8c HOOL ST., BOSTON, MASS,

but,

he,

“If

let Rome

fifty

of Christ is

Garibaldis

be free.”

And

buried

so deep

that we do not

-willing to die,

Jow-men.

are

Five

we
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REAL

my

PERRY

ESTATE AND

& CO.,

LOAN

in wifich the buildings were consumed
Insurance companies have failed.

friends,

166 LASALLE

around, he insisted

NEW

Moulton Rolls,

land has no more sous to give to the Lord
Jesus? Ifit is true, Slihough I have spent

consti-

tution—if it is truc that Scotland has no
more sons to give, I will be off to-morrow,

and go to the shores of the- Ganges,

and

what we want.

deal

for Christ.”

A little more, a
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That

good

is

more. of that enthusiasm, and. Christianity
will begin to move, and go through the
world, and
will reach men by hundreds and
by thousands:
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gone ? Is it true, Mr. Moderator,
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Starlight Stories,

if they
know it could not make them happy
=|
ry
——
should ; but having ‘left their first love,” So the husband said, one day, ‘Wife, I am
A pious young lady, speaking one day of they do not enjoy
the
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regard to Whitefield : “It had come to be |
believed among the common people of
England in general that Mr. Whitefield
never stayed over a night in a jaily that
he did not have them all converted when he
left them the next morning. A well-todo family had heard this same thing, and
they believed it. They were not indifferent
on the subject of religion, but were anxious.
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Now this man had been comparing him-

fear to die,” said Mrs. East, in dying; ‘you

Religion

Oh,

Christian husband.”

an

ton ; tell them that I am going to die, and
that I am not afraid of death.” “Oh, do not

is blotted out through the bleod
Lamb.— George Burgess.

him,

‘for that one thing

They fell on
and there they
and afterward
consecration in

ing to bring him to this resolution; and to
think that he first should ask me to pray

unsatisfied heart, a conscience not
cause it leads me into these charming. spots paching,
at
peace
with4God, a soul not at rest. It is
and
heard
are
gladness
of
where songs
it will lead me home, it will conduct me to
my heavenly mansion, where everything
that is good and pure and beautiful is eterpal in its duration, There is but one path
that shines more and. more, "that grows

The great division

head on the block as

side,

into the world had theif er, the place will be sweeter, the joy wilkbe
ater, the attractions will be stronger,
e walk will be more delightful, the com-

sole application at this peint—the producing
in men of purity, truth aad love.
Viewed as a teacher oaly, Christ was in-

all living things.

either

bright and beautiful every day, and that is
why it is so attractive. How I have enjoy
ed myself to-day in this path; but it will be
bright >r to-morrow, and next day it will be
brighter still. The enjoyment will be rich-

relations with God and with himself, of the

deed far more than

lay his

assured confidence in the sin-overcoming
merit of Jesus Christ.” Sc said President Finley: “Give my love to the people of Prince-

attractive, this is the most beautiful, this is
the most desirable.
This path grows more

the

transcendently important thing. Whatever
he taught of the invisible world, of man’s

revealed or brought

could

he

“Oh, let us pray,’ said the

be taken away.’

:

friends from speakingto me, while m
own heart grew harder and blinder.
now see that nothing but the merciful interposition of God saved me from becoming a confirmed scoffer and skeptic.
“He cut down a most intimate friend as
in a moment by death, and in that moment
woke me¢ from my delusion. I now discoverto my . sorrow that I was merely
,using the imperfections of Christians as a
means of shielding myself from his merciful convictions, and I bless him for deliye
ering me from that snare. I now offer
myself to the church, aud shall be glad if
I can be as good a Christian as some whom
Ionce criticised.”
When he had taken his seat, his wife
arose and: told how years before she had
iven her heart to God, but had never

fulfilled, and you will find it so.” These
were the words of Haliburton: “I, a poor,
weak, timorous man,once as much afraid of
death as any—I, that have been many years
sweet-scented flowers and running between
beautifully shaped evergreens, close by a under the terror of death, come now, in the
fountain, and ends at the front door of home, mercy of God, and the power of His grace,
where mother is, and where father pro- composecly and with joy to look death in
vides,
and
where
we
are
ever L the face.” It often appears that those from
welcome, and where there is earthly com- whom constitutional courage or philosophic
go down
fort, and happiness filling the cup full. 1 firmness could least be wed
love to walk in all these paths. They are to the valley of death with most complete
beautiful, they are Sharmibg.
Bat there is triumph over their past apprehensions. In
many, some such exa brighter yal, a way that leads from earth the recollections
will occur with
to heaven. And that is called a path. ample of a dying friend
convincing power and tenderness. They
The path of the Just.
And Solomon said,
+¢ The path of the just
is as the shining | tell us that this absence of fear is no fruit
light,
that shineth more and more unto the of nature, of habit, or of strenuous effort;
perfect day.” Of all paths, this is the most but the gift of Him who gave to death its

they

love,

on

1t .|

a

winds away down by the spring, under the
shade of the willow, where the air is cool
and refreshing, and the waters sparkle as
they bubble up and run over. ‘There is a
path
leads out into the grove where the
birds keep up a continual song.
There is a
path lined on either side with

that patiently endure wrong, they that hunger and thirst after righteousness. What
does he declare as the test of acceptance at
God's judgment-seat? To have fed the
hungry, and clothed the naked, and ministered to those sick and in prison. To the
rayer of forgiveness which he taught, he affixed as the condition of #s right utterance
that the petitioner should forgive his own
wronger. He set up a standard of personal
purity such as men had hardly
conceived of before. He extended the obliga-

in the supreme form of universal

blossom

my

"that their pastor died undaunted, and not
afraid of death. I bless my God that I have

quiet, so peaceful, so beautiful, such

band,

sad he

Now I know why

choose to-day the good part that shall never

losing much in

it.

‘I thought how

Oh, so sad!

looked so.’

“‘The effect was to hinder my Christain

seek our God he
may become halthat more of the
land were used

cheerfully as on his pillow.

—

looked.

The excellent Sir William Forbes, the
biographer of Beattie, uttered this: ‘Tell
those,” said he, ‘‘that are drawing down to "milde a confession ofit. ‘Oh, how I have
the bed of death, from my experience, that longed,” she said, ‘‘that my husband would.
it has no terrors ; that in the hour when it join me in serving God; but I knew how
is most wanted, there is mercy with the
e felt about professors of religion, and I
Most High; and that some change takes dreaded to
speak
with him.”. When
lace which fits the soul to meet its God.” one night he said to me that he was rehen the loyal Earl of Derby came to his solved to seek the Saviour, and offeredto
execution, although he had said, in previous
ray with me, oh, it seemed to me I was so
times, that he could die in fight, but knew
appy I didn’t care to live any longer.
not how it might be on the scaffold, he now
Oh, to think that God has blessed me so,
said he

rand place for meditation, A path is withdrawn from the busy highway. There is a
path leads out into the garden where the

should ever have fallen into such a way
of
thinking. Nowhere is character made of
such supreme importance as in the utterances of Christ.
Take the beatitudes;
whom does he
pronounce blessed? The
merciful, the meek, the pure in heart, the
spirit,

Just.

I am glad it is called a path, We know
what a path is. I love to walk in a path: it

Oe

would seem impossible that shis followers

in

of the
—

That is a most unfortunate presentation
of religion which sets up a sharp distinction
between salvation and character—between
acceptance with God and rightness of life.
To one reading the teachings of Christ, it

humble

The Path

neglecting

Couragé at the Last.

she tacks constantly between narrow banks,
and trims her sails to catch each shifting
breath of air; yet how slowly she gains!
But beyond the headlands the white caps

|]

didfor a man, I was not

as Bethels !— American Messenger.

A ship toils down a land-locked harbor;

hath
The reoords have been graven that the universe
known;

is yours,

the minister's response.

is even so.
Wherever we
is found ; and every place
lowed ground.
ould
fashionable parlors of our

»

lift him out of them.

blessed experience

daughter,” was

the boat swept into the deep water and
floated free, So, when man has struggled
almost helplessly against his own defects,he
God’s grace a power that will
may. find in

Not. all ‘on page, or parchment, or on monumental
tone
!

chisel

“A

move her. Then a breeze came up, and the
sails swelled and drew, and in an instant

The wife said,

avert the claims of God upon me by looking for flaws in the charactor of professors
of religion, It grew to be a pleasure to me
to discover their inconsistencies, and to
flatter myself that if that was all relizion

worketh in you both to will and to do of bis
good pleasure.” ~~ -
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the an evidence that the work of our mission- est, and it will doubtless touch upon " the |
lw ard a triumph. No matter how strongly embers were only smoldering and
the ery is swelled, ‘Not men, but princi- scattered coals were threatening to go aries commands ~both” the attention and latest discoveries of the man whose fame is |
In the strength of the meat sympathy of intelligent and influential ob- 50 bound up with life in Africa. Of the na- |
ples,” it will be found in fact that the men wholly out.
which
has
thus
been obtained the Christian servers,
| go a great way in defining the principles to
ture and value of these discoveries we shail |
Young Ministers.
On the. whole, this Report is truly cheerway
is
trodden
with a freshly vigorous
hardly be able to form an intelligent opin- |
the
masses
of
the
people,
in
gaining
a
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welcome for them, or in putting, them un- step, and when the time arrives for anoth- ing. But its influence will only be per- ion till Dr. Livingstone tells his own story.
Within a few weeks we have received an
der ban, And this is why the character of er spiritual feast, there is a joyful gathering verted if we find in these indications of But we already know that he regards himGEORGE T. DAY, Editor.
unusual
number of letters , from brethren
They who as- prosperity and progress a reason for self- self as having exploded several important
+" | candidates for public office is so mercilessly at the place of concourse.
having
the
gospel ministry in view. Last
on
publicati
for
designed
ations
communic
All
aa
dissected, and their record so thoroughly semble can sincerly repeat the words of indulgent and presumptuous quietude. It
opinions touching the source of the Nile
hould be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on “overhauled and held up to the public gaze.
the psalmist, *‘I was glad when they said will do its proper work only as it kindles and the characteristics of the country he has year there were but few, especially in the
literary institutions, who seemed ready to
business, remittances of money, &c., should be ad
This real reverence for character, which unto me, Let us Ko unto the house of the gratitude toward God, strengthens faith, fills been traversing. Next to the satisfaction give themselves to this service.
Never
dressed to the Publisher. .
prayer with fervor, enlarges the heart, and of reading Dr. Livingstone’s journal and conexists in most men even when it fails to find Lord.”
was
there
more
need
of
laborers
for
God.
We
do
not
say
that
every
session
of
a
Q
sets'us devising more liberal things. The clusions, will be the perusal of Mr. Stanley's
proper expression, is a grateful thing. It
7
Many
of
the
old
churches
are
without
pasFresh LOTTIE,
is at times a great safeguard. Tt lessens M. can be made such an eminent time of waiting harvest will he gathered only as narrative. May he hasten it€ coming.
tors,while
new
and
inviting
fields
are
opently OO
M\
The bléssedness of earnest workers hasten to the field.
the probability that characterless dema- spiritual refreshing.
ing on every hand: We rejoice therefore that
EE hadith —
Wishing to encourage the friends who gogues will be put and kept in places ot earnest toil for God and our brethren will
FARADAY AS A LECTURER. Mr. Glad- more are coming forward. Still there ave
not
always
be
at
once
apparent.
We
must
the
of
circulation
trust. It makes a/demand for honor and
take an interest in the
Current Topics.
stone prepares a biography of the great difficulties and obstacles not easy to overIt is a life of
purity that is sure to be heard. 1t pro- learn to labor and to wait.
J scientist, Michael Faraday.
—————
It is a fitting come, and so the way of duty is not always
Star, we make the following offer:
claims the fact that those who ask for votes faith that we live. The harvest is at times ~——TwO0 ENGLISH LECTURERS. The Lyceum
tribute paid by eminence to genius, kaowl- clear, Some suggestions may suit differTo any person sending the names of two
a long way from the seed-sow- Lecture in Auierica is becowing a noted in- edge and worth. The public are thus asneed to show the evidence of virtue. It separated
ent cases.
:
new subscribers: with a year's payment in restrains men who are tempted to evil, by ing.
But they who are willing to take the stitution, Its fame traverses Europe.
Its sured of a worthy portrait and a live and
Some hesitaté from lack of means, Those
advance, $5.00,and 10 cts. additional to pay the threat of exposure and discipline. It time, and make the effort, and train their attractions, literary, social and financial, comprehensive story. As a lecturer upon
rich in faith are often poor in temporal
(postage, &ec., we will send a copy of the acts like a moral police upon office-seekers hearts for the Q. M. service, can not whol- are sufficient to draw eminent men over the scientific topics, Faraday was admitted to
substance,
Some of them have families
It is worth
Atlantic. We have had several of them have scarcely an equal. Mr. Gladstone
large and elegant steel engraving, 18 by 26 and office-holders. Ft answers the call for ly fail t0 find a blessing in it.
dependent
on
them. While no rule can be:
the while to keep up the gatherings. They already. Two others, whose literary stand- quotes this fine account of him from the pen
inches, eatitled *“MERCY'S DREAM,” the sub- confidence by demanding’ an ppright characgiven suited to the circumstances of all,
have
ever
proved
a
vital
part
of
our
polity.
ject of which is taken froni Bunyan’s Pik ter and a clean record. And when a man When they have been steadily and properly ing is very high, weno vise us, that of Lady Pollock :
and each must judge for himself, this may
has been honored by an election and trustthey may have the whole lecture season for
It was an irresistible eloquence, which be said: that some in similar condition have
grim’s Progress ; or,
ed with a high office, it stands ready to ac- maintained the churches have flourished,
their work of discoursing to American au- compelled attention and insisted upon sym- every year been connected with the TheoIf preferred, we will send a copy of Murs.
cuse and try him for breaches of trust, to the ministers have wrought in unity and diences. They are George Macdonald and pathy. It waked the young from their vis- logical School. By availing themselves of
ions, and the old from their dreams. There
The former has was a gleaming in his eyes which no paint- opportunities for work of various kipds in
Ramsey's Poems, a volume containing the fill its verdict of guilty with the severity with power and success, new fields have James Anthony Froude.
choicest products of her pen, and which our of justice, and to send ‘him into private life been opened, weak churches have risen chiefly devoted himself to what is usually er could copy and no
t could describe. vacations, and sometimes for a term, with
into strength, and the gracious work of described as the lighter literature ; the latter Their radiance seemed
to send a strange the aid furnisned to beneficiaries, they have
readers must know, make up a collection of and perpetual infamy as it has lately sent
forward to new tri- has won no little distinction as an essayistand light into the very heart of his con
Tweed and Barnard, —the gigantic swindler | the Lord has gone
real beauty and worth.
umphs.
tion ; and when he spoke, it was for that succeeded in getting through the course of
historian. Both are marvelous word-paint- the stir of his voice and the fervor of his study. Very few have failed wholly from
x
We will also send either of the above pre- and the infamous judge.
Let the Q. M's be matutained,
Let pasWe may learn this important lesson even
ers; both use a remarkably fresh and un- words could belongonly to the owner of lack of pecuniary means.
In such cases it
miums to any present subscriber to the
from the unmanly and abusive personalities || tors and churches take an interest in them. hackneyed style; both have a vigorous and
those kindling eyes. "he thought was rap- requires energy, sacrifice, faith; and these
Star, who will make payment for his own of the campaign :—that men in public life, | Let them be seasons for quickening hearts creative imagination; both are independ- id, and made itself a way in new phrases— furnish good preparation for future service.
copy one year in advance, and also forward whatever may be the department, may not | and laying out large plans for Christian ent and progressive thinkers; both take a if it found none ready made—as the moun- Many of the most useful ministers in all
| work.
Give to them these qualities, and deep interest in living men and current so- taineer cuts steps in the most hazardous as~
the name of one new subscriber with $2.50. presume upon their power and influence; |
denominations have had a similar exper| that a good standing can be maintained on- | they can hardly fail to be fountains of bless- cial problems; both are religious, though cent with his own ax. His enthusiasm
ience.
Others aie already supplying churchsometimes
carried
him
to
the
point
of
ecsta&e.
postage,
for
and 10 cts. additional
“ry by means of the same worth and fidelity | i zand centers of power.
declining to accept the usual formulas of cy when he expatiated on the beauties of es where their labors are well received, yet
money
on
allowed
is
N. B. No percentage
"©
that won it; that however severe criticism |
evangelical faith. They will doubtless gain nature, ad when he lifted the vail from her they feel the need of a better preparation.
‘sent for these premiums. The number of may be protested against, it must yet be| Report of Missionary Work.
a wide hearing: and if their power on the deep mysteries. - His body then took motion How can they break away from. these
from his mind; his hair streamed out from
eapies of the Steel Engraving is limited, endured ; that, nothing save a pure heart
platform is equal to that which they embody his head; his hands were full of ner churches and prospects of immediate useand we can fill orders for it only till the and a right life can count upon approval;
We have been permitted to look over a in their best products of the pen, they will vous action; his light, lithe body seemed to fulness?
To such we would say,—God
uiver with its eager life. His audience calls men to the ministry as a Ffe-work,
small lot is exhausted. Promptness will be that one deliberate act of unfaithfulness copy of the Annual Report of our mission- make a noticeable addition to the corps of
k fire with him, and every face was flush- the most sacred and responsible trust ever
may change the world’s hosannas to male- aries who are at work in India.
Our cor- lecturers. whose names always add so much
‘necessary in order to secure this rare work
dictions ; and that the higher may have been respondent, ‘J. L. P.,” reférred to it in prestige to an announced course. Itis a ed. Whatever might be the after-thought committed to man. If you, hearing this
or the after-pursuit, each hearer for the time
of art.
the distinctions the more terrible will be the his letter published last week, as one de- sphere’of effort which is not made so attract- shared his zeal and his delight.
call, are consciously unprepared for the ofdownfall.
. serving the attention of the friends of the ive in. England as with us; though it is
fice, it becomes your duty to seek the requiMission in America, and especially the at- quite possible that such men as: these may
Character iin Pablic Life.
——MR. LINCOLN'S RELIGION.
The effort site furnishing in the best manner. There
tention of pastors and members of F. Bap- estimate the American lecture audience of Mr. Lincoln's latest biographer, Mr. may be a present lack both to the churches
—E—
Shall We Have Q. M’s?
tist churches. He intimates that it carries quite as highly when judging it three thou- Lamon, to prove that President Lincoln had and yourselves, but the Lord will provide,
There are some things marking our po$=
—
[a hopetul tone, that it indicates good cour- sand miles away, as when making up an
no faith in evangelical religion, but lived
litical campaigns that one can not help
merely at the present, one year or
We observe that many of the reports of | age on the part of the missionaries them- opinion at the end of a season’s experience. and died a deist of the Theodore Parker Look not
wishing were away. The one-sidedness of
ten years; but labor for many years, for
Quarterly Meetings contain some such selves, and that its facts and statements But we shall welcome these lecturers with
the papers and speeches is an example.
type,—if indeed his theology was not con- time and for eternity.
statement as this: ‘The attendance was should naturally awaken fresh hope,and lead applause ; look at them with a critical curisiderably less biblical than Parker's,~fails «+ We might refer to other claims, and con:
The unfair treatment accorded to opponents
small;
but few of the churches reported to larger liberality and more earnest and osity ; listen to them for at least fifteen min1s another. The substitution of policy for
to beget general credence and calls out sider individual peculiarities ; but this may
In less believing prayer on the part of those to utes with marked attention; confidently
principle is a third. The heated feeling either by letter or delegation.”
little sympathy.
Reticent on the great not be necessary here. This is x matter
which flames out in furious speech; the public but more direct ways, we learn that whom it is sent in this country.
decide upon their merits ; and then hear them theme as Mr. Lincoln was by tendency and that concerns not only individuals, but the
not a few Q.M. sessions go by default;—
He does not say too much of it.
Ifa through with enthusiasm to the end, or dis- habit, having a mortal dislike of whatever whole ministry and the whole church. The
ready adoption of morally doubtful measthe clerks failto give notice of them, the discreet modesty forbade him to say more,
miss them complacently as *‘ nothing very savored of cant, he was not likely to parade great and good work must go on, the presures when they promise to sway a crowd or
pastors take little interest in them, the a proper sense of duty would hardly have great, after all.”
his faith or thrust his deepest experiences ent interests mustbe sustained and others
gain added votes; the development of opchurches either fail to appoint delegates or allowed him to say less.
The Report is an
upon his ordinary acquaintances,—least of raised up, the destitute supplied, moral
position to a platform into personal hatred
are careless about selecting persons who excellent one, both in spirit and substance.
all upon those who were wholly unable to wast e renovated, wanderers gathered In,
of its supporters ; the disposition to charge
~——CHEAP AND GOOD.
We have now and
will make it a point to attend, the people 1t is fair, frank, full. There is evidently a
enter into sympathy with his devout moods. errors refuted, truth diffused, the Bible, the
a party with wicked purposes because some
then referred to the Illustrated Christian
who gather are disappointed and feel very determination to tell the exact truth, withhimproved
The
evidences of his Christian a spiration Sabbath, and other means of grace supplied,
has
it
of
prominent member
Weekly, published by the Am. Tract “Socielittle inclined
- to try it again so long as out allowing the factsto be colored by) an
| ty, New York, and edited by that live, and trust must be found in the general and souls saved. More careful consideraself a betrayer of trusts,—all these things
they have no assurance of a better result, excessive hope or over-favorable omens; or
pressed tion should be given to this subject. Where
many-sided, vigorous, versatile and practi- spirit which he maintained. while
disfigure every earnest political struggle.
| and so the Q. M. becomes a mere nominal by an impatient dissatisfaction with the
withsthe
great
anxieties
of
his
office
and are the fathers ? Where are too many of
often
and
merciless
cal writer, Rev. Lyman Abbott. The freBut the thorough,
thing or drops out altogether.
seeming lack of interest and co-operation quency with which we select from its col- the imperiled life of the nation. And those our strong men in the vigor of life ? Is it
unscrupulous over hauling of the candidates
This state of things is said to be not ‘at here at home. The work at each station umns indicates our high estimateof its con- who were wont to see him during this peri- wholly their fault that they are not now as
public record, social relations, domestic exall
uncommon in the West,
where the is set forth in its _various features, and the tents, and the quoted articles and para- od, and to whom he felt at liberty to ex- formerly gathering sheaves for the Master ?
perience and private character, is perhaps
cheering and the trying things get an ad- graphs always speak effectually for them- press what was deepest in his experience, This subject should be made a matter of
churches
are
scattered
and
feeble,
where
of
part
unworthy
and
the most offensive
equate
mention.
We are .told just those selves. The mechanical features of the are settled in the conviction that he was inquiry. Real laborers can not be spared.
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the procedure. No man can count upon an
and
large,
but
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things
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illustrations are generally alike admiraportant civil office which the people -are to
seed time.—J.J. B.
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has
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to
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one
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or
detection,
tion sets forth the talent and best achieveprivate or sacred to escape
in the President's family for a considerable |
cated in an important section too, where among a peculiar people, the Report well
ments of the engraver.
It merits unmixed
‘be freely tossed about in’ the struggle.
Ohio River Y. M.
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account
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praise. For beauty and valae it stands very period. She was there when his little son |
Whatever can be made to tell against a
of
a
year’s
Christian
work
performed
by
can not well be hidden,—which has not
high. It deserves a prominent place in the died, when other members of the fXmily |
man is almost sure to be used.@Every
held a regular session for two or three our brethren and sisters, "through whom
magnified.
is
families that appreciate a fine and exhilarat- were seriously ill, when great victories | The Ohio River Y. M. convened Aug.
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not
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Alexander
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ing literature, and have an eye for what is crowned the union arms, and when the | { Oth, with the
Every equivocal word is made to carry a
“Go ye into all the world and preach the beautiful in illustration. The paper is reg- deepest anxieties wete filling the hearts of | Opened with prayer by Rev. C. O. Libby,
probably
so
very
exceptional
a
case
either,
inferring
for
bad meaning. No opportunity
all lovers of the country.
She reports re- of New Hampshire ¥. M. Elected Rev.
We trust things are not in quite so bad a gospel to every creature,”it is properly dealt
ularly supplied at a reasonable price. But
a low motive is allowed to go by unused.
peated
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with
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Lincoln,durcondition
as
these
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with
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so
studied
Bro. D.
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talk
and
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for the remainder of the year, together
. meanipg is hardly traceable.
reason to believe that this delinquency is brain and heart.
pression,quotes his reverent remarks touch:
of N.
Libby
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SiRev.
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faisehood.
ant
with
an
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deliberate
into
is tortured
ep and ‘H. Y. M., and Rev. Richard S. James,
real and far too common.
We know the
We gather and present a few of its items, in colors, for 75 cts. We most heartily ing the need of God's grace I
lence is held to be proof of guilt. And so
“wrestling D.D., of the Ohio Baptist State Conven-«
apologies for it.
We recognize and con- though they lose half their force when tak- commend the proposal to general attention. mentions an earnest and almost
the man’s life is ransacked. “Spies dog his
prayer which he poured out when the want tion, as advisory members of Conference.
fess their force. We have no fierce accu- en out of their natural position and connecconhis
pervert
Eavesdroppers
footsteps.
of divine aid seemed especially urgent. In
sations to make, no stinging criticisms to tions.—The preaching has been carried on
fidential talk. The satirists pierce him.
——RELIGIOUS INTOLERANCE.
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know that it costs something to’ maintain with ‘evidently good and increasingly large in Belfast is more pitiable as an exhibition belief,—that,-whatever may have been Mr. J. W. Martin, H. J. Carr and R. J. Pos
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of the intense and abiding religious hatred
Lincoln's tendency to unbelief in his earlier
efficient Q. M's.
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multiplying sacrifices that have little or no of doing more in the way of reaching the people constitutes a fruitful soil for these logic 'will alike fail in stripping the sanctity Davis, J. W. Martin, TF. E. Peden and
supplied in the campaign, he might well
prejudices
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root
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of religion from Mr. Lincoln's character Bro. Daniel Mauck.
practical value; like doing something akin people in the villages and country, whose
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Now all that is very; pitiable. The fact that valuable thing costs. There is no way of encouraging.
manist who fight each other as heretics, each
evil result of the strikes among the emJ. B.
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does God service. These zealous partisans million dollars to the mechanics concerners has been raised, the pupils are steadiState ofY. M. Revs.T. E. Peden,J. T.
is general rather than exceptional. When a to be a pretty large one.
may use rougher implements than more ed; the consequent privations and sufferBut the Q. M’s are greatly needed. They
ly advancing to higher studies, and the
Stewart, and Bro, J. Grimes.
mean thing is done but rarely and then awakcultivated
men.
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believe
in
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brickings: of many families; the demoralization
Obituaries. Revs. R. J. Poston, J. Wenssurprise and calls out protest and con- are needed most of all where ‘churches and improved tone of life. at the stations and bat and shillaleh. They wield sensible ar- of |the unemployed through idleness and
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Martin, and T. E; Peden.
in the vicinity of the schools is making®a guments. They follow the maxim of
demnation, there isa sort of relief in the
exposure to vicious influences; extensive
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things
of course, it suggests ineomfortable
accusation, bitter words; rhetoric full of fury vation of hostile feeling between the emOn Ministers’ Conference. Revs. R. J.
and can hardly fail to be mischievous. Not forced to toil on for ‘three months almost and taking the temperance pledge, which and arguments full of flaws, in order to
ployer and the employed ; the organization Poston, T, H. Drake, 0d J. W. Martin.
.. that matters are growing worse in this re- aloné, feel the isolation keenly and suffer excludes the use of all’ unnatural excitants beat down the church over the way, or to
of employers to resist future efforts of the
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it
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They are not as bad as they were
smut the preacher whose Christian coni: forty years ago. Not that they coéxist Jon- them to meet their brethren, to look into solidity at length showing themselves in science forbids him to subscribe to our same kind; the disclosure of dangerous Drake and H J. varrY. M. Home Mission.
lly with free government. The mud-throw- their faces; to clasp their hands, to report the religious character of the native Chris- creed. It is a great but needful lesson to and destructive ideas among certain por- Board.
tions of the laboring classes.—The exhibAppointed Rev. 1. Z. Haning Corres‘ing at the hustings in England is not less and compare experiences, to learn of the ‘tians. The Santal schools are in a very leagn, that of mixing charity with fidelity,
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Appointed Rev. J, C. Nye, —Rev. R. J.
%% that defile ofir campaigns here at home,and to hear a sermon from
fense of the truth, patience. with principle, statement with even a short list of advantruth has freshness and whose in breadth and increasing in influence. Un- and love with loyalty. Mere hatred of
Poston alternate,—Corresponding messen0. which are already filling the air as the en- view of
tages.
Some
better
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must
surely
be
Salvation Baptist Associa, o0'ithusiasm rises over the pending struggle presentation of it is full of power, to feel fortunately, but little work has been done what we deem heresy is a poor substitute found in which to remedy real or supposed ger to'the Free
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sasizfgra President.
t
for the love which is the fulfilling of the sufferings and’ wrongs , among laborers.
Rev. C. 0. Libby and Dr. James each
And yet this thorough canvassing of per- ‘borers, to commune with each other and of facilities and funds,—both of which we Jaw. If these deadly fights between the
The
violent
effort
to
magfagd
the
capitalists
preached several very instructive sermons
-i1 i@otsl eharnetor-is suggestive, and teaches with. Christ until the spirit burns and the trust will be more or 4 supplied here- Irish partisans in the name of religion shall’
failed,
and
we
are
sure
that
the
failure
was,
nably large and delighted audience.
toa
old
familiar
truths
come
home
like
a
fresh
after.
ion! gonkemeedfuldessons. It shows that there
help us to see the hatefulness of all bitter a merciful dispensation. At Lynn, also, the
on Monday morning sure
.
And
the
cases
of
hopeful
oon
version
have
revelation!
The
Q.
M.
is
meant
to
supply
parated
re
consistent,
solid,
for
awo5% f/ipiiblie ‘@entwnd
intolerance, and put us upon the practice of workmen have substantially surrendered,
Next
Tolono FintihANA! cohstfentious and pure-heart- just such stimulants as these. When made heen more numerous and significant than a diviner charity, it may. indirectly serve after producing in part the same result. that it was good for us to be there.
MQ.
Meigs
of
bounds
usual.
A
considerable
number
of
baptisms
the
session within
tH Pomel Ife. A self-seeker,‘a whatit was meant to be, what it may be,
: wooly THe”
some good and needful end.
|
The
labor
question
offers
a
perplexing
reported
were
has
taken
place
in
connection
with
each
of
what
it
often
is,
it
does
bring
just
this
sort
resolutions
following
The
turncoat, a tified’ than of weak will,
—
problem for solution, but it is plain that by the several committees, and adopted
HBr dasy
vitd)
by"
ble inte rity, — of refreshment and vigor, They who were the churches, several persons who had fall- ~——~STA
NLEY
dictation,
defiance and class hatreds do unanimously by the Conference:
VINDICA
TED.
‘
All
distrust
of
en
have
been
restoréd,
and
the
aggregate
unfit for pubs weak and seemed ready to faint grow
i
i
such a chard
er how good strong and resolute again. © The sense of gain in mémbership at the four points dur- Mr. Stanley's account of finding Dr. Living- not promise relief from the difficulty.
EDUCATION.
robid¥d
1
The de- ing the year, is 42. . Besides this, a most stone has passed away. Letters and disee 5
oe
will not Jonefinesoal, isens or¢ disappears.
expresses its interest in
patches
the
again
from
when
M.
the
great
Y.
progress
in
explorer
was
The
make
revival
ra——JuBiLke Derrcrrs.
The committee
had oh
fad oh
so far parted cour. ze vomes back, Life is less a cheering
of our
«qo
4s ip
ves
te prevodi amworthy routine. Labor ceases for a time to bea Report left the country, none of the fruits tional doubt impossible, And Mr, ..Stanley | | managing the Jubilee in Boston report a education, So much of the work
ing
mingl
by
ed
plish
accom
be
The monotony is broken, of which are included in these statistics, is thie hero of the hour in the scientific circles deficit of $210,000, and Mr. Gilmore has church must
10 Shade lanéaley! lil prospects
igre: dimaged. weariness.
ectual
intell
the
with
been
ction
has
of
England.
instru
missionaries
He
ous
bears
the
all
himself
of
religi
received
nothing
forhis
services.”
They
with
health
equal
“10 Tf, oy thesotheribandy;
hid (pevsenal, orth The preacher goes back to his pulpit Mi The
areal and vital message.
The p
te | good throughout the year,'a fact that calls dignity and modesty among the savans who have the bujlding,organ, &e., on thetr'hands. : training of our youth, and surrounding our
and inese areke only mde meEe £ONSpiGUOuS members
About $6,000 fete and ‘compliment him, He will give us They appeal to--the pibli to aid in a schools with an atmosphere of strong rereturn to their own church- me | for especial thankfulness.
have
been
contributed
in
India
in aid of the story of his tour and" experiences soon. grand final concert and ball in Oet., to pay ligious influence, thit we should never for-8
carrying
‘heavenly
fire
wherewith
to
set
a
h Begh'do
1
git
Sh0%ei
mean
0
get to devote a share of our-time,
flame ascending from the altar where the the schools and other general objects,— We may be sure that it will be full of inter- the bills an1 secure Mr. G. $50,000.

ub

A

SR

onal ame

fo- |

»

Ne

and

here was effected in July, 1836. Rev. John Kimball was chiefly instrumental in bringing togeth-

H0eess of those Institutions

H;

of 160 acres, may correspond with Wm.

Bertram, Towa,

in se
: ture among our people, we er the little company of nine members, who enfeel the need of laboring . for our home in- tered into. formal fellowship at the dwelling

stitution. A measure of success is still
attending Ativood Institute, and we en-

A

containing a protest against the policy of
in appointing

sec-

tarian Professors in the O. U.,.
Resolved, 1, That we can only say

that

said Board of Trustees

if

satisfactory

more

been

have

it would

said Board had furnished the peéuliar conformly led themto such a choice.
That as said Board has proclaimed

attend Hillsdale and other Colleges in preference to the Ohio University.
MISSIONS,
Nat

and

then

left

of members
Helme acaftera few
death. In

Nov. of the same year, Rev.

Smith

A.

D.

suc.

more

several

unsuccessful

attempts

to

no

1855, purchased a house

4. That the apportionment plan for raisr ing funds meets our approval, as just and
cqual, affording all the churches an opporgivin
tunity of Shang in the blessing of
Christ to the heathen; an
gospel of
the
Conference commends it to the SEppot
this
of all the churches belonging to this Yearly
Meeting.
5. That ati Sime, Shere are pe orh,
American
upon
demands
nary
dh for the evangelization of their own
land; and that we recognize among these
calls the opening of the gospel to the
Freedmen of the South, the large immigration of foreigners, the persistent efforts
to legalize a disregard of the Sabbath, and
in
the marked determinatiow of infidelity
its various disguises to weaken the hold of
of their faour people upon the religion
thers. !
Whereas the Home Mission cause in this
Y. M. has been much neglected the last
few years, while many of the feeble churches are perishing for the bread of life, therefore,
Resolved,1. That we request the churches
of this Y. M. to adopt some plan to raise
quarter for the support
more money each
of missionary work in the Y. M.
2. That each church be requested to take
up public contributions on the Sabbathof
their regular preaching in May, Aug., November and Pebroary for the Home Mission work.
STATE OF THE Y. M.
Resolved,1. That the state of our Y. M. is

The interest increased, and the congregation and
church were enlarged. A flourishing Sunday-

the church united with the Rockingham

accessions numbered 24.

Almighty

broth-

Father to remove by deith our aged

pioneer

one of the

er, Eld. D. C. Topping.

ministers of this Y. M., therefore
Resolved, That we appreciate his self-sacrificing labors in the earlier years of his
ministry, and the efficient service he rendered our cause in this section, and
«cherish the memory of his name and labors
with emotions of gratitude.

;

good

day

Sabbath, July

for our

church

14,

in

was

this

a

place.

As the result of a quiet yet deep interest

baptized and

three united

by

and

work

on

in

his

letter.

cause.

was-in-

and
He

the

Lord:

The

in baptism,

-

CLEMENTS.

Ministers and Churches.
Concord

H., Monitor,

very full and interesting history of the

F.

most

a

of the

prepared from a full knowledge and with great
care, It is quite too lengthy to be transferred to
our columns entire,but we select certain portions.
the

Star,

and:

condense the information which is given, even
at the risk of taking away much of the. peculiar
“

stated

in the article published a week since, has been
most cheéring and prophetic. of brighter days

River

'Y. M:
Steuben &

*

since the commencement of the present
There have been more than 50 members added
to the church since his pastorate commenced,
and the promise for the future is now very

grateful.

The whole number

who have joined

the church since its organization in 1857,

is 211.

The present membership is 146.

The church has had a checkered

experience,=

it has repeatedly sat discouraged in the darkness,
and then it has gone joyfully forward in the
light ; but it had never hefore a truer unity or so

During the business meeting,

ty.

lowing

fol-

the two

unanimously

resolutions were

SUMMER

Y. M.

1. Whereas thé Canada Home Mission

Society

have engaged Bro. Perry to laboras an evangelist in the Canada West Y. M., therefore
Resolved, That we as a Q. M., doall that we
ean to assist the Board in supporting Bro. Perry.
2. That we as a Q. M. make a strong effort to
establish strict temperance principles within the

St.

J.

circle of our labors,

W. SILCOX, Clerk.

RIVER Raggy Q. M.—Held
its last session
with Wanpler’s Lake church, Aug. 3—4, 1872.
Session
interesting
and
profitable.
Sabbath
morning, after a sermon by Prof. 8. J. Fowler,
of Hillsdale, baptized seven converts.
Next session with Bedford church, Nov. 2.

J. H. MAYNARD,

Clerk.

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

The Corporators of the Freewill

Rooms. So says the National Baptist.

Another

item is, that six of the Baptist churches in Phila<
delphia are now without a pastor.

The house of Bishops of the Protestant: Episcopal Church is announced to meetin New York,
Bishop

3t35

ROCKINGHAM Q. M. Teams will be at the Raymond
station, Wednesday morning, Sept. 4, to take passen-

of Africa.

A writer in the Christian at Work has finally

of the

attendanceis requested. Let
appointed, if more convenient.

meeting.

female

the Com. of Arrangements, if those
tend the next session of this Y. M.

A full

delegates be
LERK.

It will confer

a favor on

proposing to atwill give notice

to Rev. C. F. Penney, Augfista, Me., at as early a
date as is convenient.
g
FREE RETURN TICKETS will be furnished to. all
passing over the Me, Central R. R. and its conncetions, to attend the session of the Y. M. at Augusta,
Sept FS.
C. F. PENNEY,

church

Q. M.

will hold

its next session with

at Lowyville, beginning, Friday. Sept. 13,

at 2 o’clock, P. M. Opening sermon, Friday evening,
by Rev. J. B. Collins.
G. C. WATERMAN, Clerk.

YORK COUNTY Q. M. will hold its next session in

Hollis, Sept. 4 and 5. Mimsters’ Conference Tuesday,
3d inst., at 3 o’clock, P. M.

P. SMITH, Clerk.

OTISFIELD Q. M, will be held with the Peru church,
at East Hebron, Sept. 4 and 5. It is desired that the
churches shonld at that time pay their annual assessment of 0 cents for each resident member.

A. P. WHITNEY, clerk,

,VAN BUREN Q. M. will be held with the Western
Oshtimo. church, Sept. 13—15. Conference to coms
mence Saturday morning, at 9 o’clock.
0. H. P. SHELDON, Clerk.

TUESDAY.~—Calling the Conference at 10 A. M.

An-

nual sermon by Rev, A. P. Tracy, at 11 A. M. Meeting of Conference at2 P.M. Addressed en Educa.
J M. Brewster

and

tion, through Cardinal Barnabo.
A Baltimore gentleman

proposes

Church Organized, &c.

There was a Freewill Baptist church organjzed at Betrram,Towa, last wintér, by Eld. A. F.

We have forty members! at this time,

and ‘expect and
addition

that

to

the

pray

fora large increase

church

this

coming

precious souls, such as shdll be saved.

and

winter, of

This is a

all the

Christian people of the world unite ina solemn
religious service on one day each year. He
would have a single missionary sermon, to be

prepared by some one persdh and telegraphed to

pers think well of the idea.

The

Baltimore

pas

J. E. Dame,

at3

This would do very

well if there were an universal-ypeligion.
A correspondent of the Christian Era

‘fhe Mefhodists have an itinerant system.

says:

We

pen to be just now, out of sixteen churches, only
pastor

has

been

while a majority have

settled

been

over

“five

settled within

ROCK

AND DANK Q. M. will be held with the Brad.
Opening Sermon,

“

Sept. 6, by Rev. J. R.

L. HULSE, Clerk.
a

(the Baptists) have the itinerancy without the sys
tem. In the Faunton Association, where I hapone

ROCHESTER, N.Y. Q.M., will be held with the
Walworth church, Sept. 13—15. Opening sermon on
Friday, at 2 o’clock, P. M. It is hoped that a full delegation will be present from all the churches.
WM. WALKER, Clerk.
ford church.
ope.

years;

VERMONT Y. M. willbe holden with the Waterbury
Center church, Sept. 12-15.
at 1 o’clock, P.M,

Conference,

"

WATERVILLE

tiunity, the Jews came in numbers to his house;

they raged and stormed; they denounced him as
a knave, a kypecrite and a liar; they shook their

Q. M. will hold its Se

with the church at South Norrid

:

1:
>

Post

They

(the Jewish Rabbi in Mobile who has joined the
Baptist church,) avowed his conversion to Chris-

Reh,

L. HUTCHINS, Clerk,

The Dunkard Baptist Church of Germantown,

now pay their minister a salary of twelve hundred dollars,
|
A Methodist writer in the New.Orleans Christian Advocate, says, that when Rév. Mr. Yager,

Clerk.

ANSON Q. M. will convene with the Stark church
at sawyer’s Mills, Sept. 13, at 1 o’clock, P. M.

two

Of the two hundred and one pastors in
‘years,
this State, only twelve have been settled over ten
years.”
;

Thursday,

W. L. NOYES,

.»

tember sessi

Wolk:

Sept, 1819,

. BOWDEN, Ulerk,

P.M.
3.15

Farmington,
New Durham,

11.17
11.30

336
3.52

6.45
7.01

404

715

11.37
for

Farmington,

“

Rochester,

An.

¢“

4.08

7J2

10.38

4.29

7.30

11.00

Dover,

7.55

10.15

STAGE

415

4.42

10.55

7

@Gonie,

Stages

4.05

10.15
10.18

6.57 10.25

Boston,

433

P.M,

6.45

4.47
2.00

146

CONNECTIONS.
Tuesdays, Thursdays

leave Wolfeborough

Sandwich and Center Sandwich.
Leave Alton Tuesdays, Thursdays
Laconia

Mondays,

Na :
Letters Received.
A Bartner—H Butterfield—L Cobb—W

H Cutler—L

Crosby—R Cooley=E C Cook—C Cates—T H Drake—J M
Davis—H Davis—A Deering—R Deering—J
-Davis=H
Dinsmore=N B Fish—S
Gimore—E
M Gowell-P I}
Grover—A C Grant-M Goodwin H Gould-M C
Henderson-W B Hopking~<C Heard—C W Horne—J W
Hills ~E Hull—-G H
Howard—J F Hooper—-J 8 Kingsland
J Seighty—J A Lowell F D Millett—S Mix~D C Max-

Music

Book!!!

THE

“CORONATION,”
By THEO.

F. SEWARD

& CHESTER

G. ALLEN,

ASSISTED BY
Dr. LOWELL

Wednes-

in season to connect
days and Trdaye for Alton,
Leave Gonic
Boston and Portland.
with trains for

MASON,

400 large pages; Price, $1.50: per doz. $13 50.

every Saturday for Strafford Corner and North Strafford. Leave Alton daily fer Gilmanton Iron Works.
Stages connect at Rochester daily, from East Roch-

ester, with trains each way.

Wu.

MERRITT, Supt,

Castoria—asubstitute for Castor Oil—a vegetable preparation containing neither Minerals, Morphine nor Alcohol. Itis pleasant to take, does not
nauseate, and operates when all other remedies
failed. Dr. Pitcher has experimented fifteen years
in producing a preparation more efficient than Cas-

tor Oil, Without its hod taste, The Castoria regu:
lates the system; ¢trés constipation, stomach ache,
croup and flatulency, and kills worms. It does not
distress or gripe. By its quieting, soothing effect it
produced natural sleep, and is particularly adapted
to crying and teething children.
We desire Physicians to test this article, and will
forward three bottles GRATIS to the address of any
one go authenticated. Insist that your druggist order it for you. It costs but 35 cents, and one bottle
will save many doctors’ bills.

SKIN

DISEASES.

PERRY’S IMPROVED COMEDONE AND PIMPLE
REMEDY.—The Skin Medicine of the Age. Is warranted to cure FLESH WORMS, PIMPLES, eruptions,
BrLorCcHED disfigurations of the face, Sold by all

Druggists.

AND

-

Depot 49 Bond St,, New York.

IT WILL STAND
READ

A FEW

18t,—CORONATION

LOTION.

The well

known,

reliable

and

harmless

remedy for Brown Discolorations of the face. Prepared only by Dr. B,C. Perry, Dermatologist,49 Bond
stteet; Rew York. Sold by Druggists everywhere,
mi2

DR. S. 8. FITCH,
sends his “FAMILY
PHYSICIAN,”
9
pages, free by mail, to any one. This book is to
make any one their own doctor. Remedies are given
for Thirty Diseases, which each person can prepare.

Sead your direction to Dr.
Broadway, New york.

8. S. FITCH

& SON,
1v18

THE

TEST!!

REASONS

“Coronation”

WHY

is the Best.

has the best of authors.

2d.—CORONATION contains at least one-third more
tunes than the other new books.
y

3d.—CORONATION contains the moss thorough and
concise method

for learning

to read music, and

hence is the best adapted for Singing-Schools,
Conventions, etc,
4th.—CORONATION is printed on fine paper, in the
best style, and is firmly bound.
To satisfy
yourself,
ASK YOUR BOOKSELLER FOR THE

“Coronation,”
[

AND EXAMINE

Or .

ITy

the Ptiblishérs fof & Specimen Copy.

Paoblished by BIGLOW
82tf

.

& MAIN,

New York and Chicago.

A NEW QUESTION BOOK!

For Moth Patches, Freckles
TAN, USE PERRY’S MOTH AND FRECKLE

semi

The Latest and

Best for Young Peqple!

* PRECIOUS WORDS!
Price

15

Cents,

BY MARY
LATHAM
CLARK,
Author of the Old, Old, Story and the Wonderful
Works of Jesus, and intended to be used after them.
All orders promptly filled by

D. LOTHROP

& CO.,

Publishers of Religious and Sunday School Books.

'38 and 40 Cornhill, BOSTON, MASS.

The Gettysburg Katelysine Water,
Nature’s great remedy for Dyspepsia,

This valuable Family Medicine has been widely and
favorably known, in our own and foreign countries,
upwards of

THIRTY

YEARS!

1t has lost none of its good name by repeated trials,
Lut continues to oocupy a prominent position in
every
family medicine chest.
It is an External and Internal Remedy. For Summer Complaint, or any other formi of bowel disease
in children or adults, it is an almost certain cure, and
has, without doubt, been more successful in curing
the various kinds of CHOLERA than any other
known remedy, or the most ‘skillful physician. In
India, Africa and China, where thig dreadful disease
is more or less preyalent, the Pain-Killer 18 considered by the natives, as well as European residents in
those climates, a sure remedy ; and while it is a most
efficient remedy for pain, it is a perfectly safe medicine, even in unskillful hands.
Directions
pany each bottle. Sold by all Druggists,

accoms
4w33

LADY AGENTS
WANTED
To introduce our Justly Celebrated and Immensely
Popylar Inventions in every Village, Town and County. They Sell Rapidly. Give Perfect Satisfaction.
Every Female Absolutely Requires them. Indispensable to every Household.
Smart Agenis can realize
Fortunes.
County Rights free.
Send for Illustrated

Catalogue with fall
PERLE” MANUFAC
New York.

articulars. “Address “LA
RING CO.,90 Chambers St.,
4!

Contains a History of the Republican, Democratic
and Libera] Parties. Inside view of the Cincinnat
Convention and minor tickets or side shows. Review

»

Church

and Saturdays

STRUGLE
OF ’72;
A Novélty in Political and Popular Literature.

Addresses.

Rev'J L Sinclair, Belmont, N H,

New

for Laconia.

RETURNING,— Leave

8

BUY THE BEST

5,05

10.45

8

MAGNETIC TIME-KEEPER, STAre.
Aipis
BENT
BOBT
artving a rabatl
tke Romper, oud son 3
Usnal
steel works, glass orysial,

7.09

6.50

CONN.

TRUE TIME FOR $1.--50,000 SOLD.

Dover.

AM

BRIDGEWATER,

8

631

359

140

¢

¢“

322

AGENTS WANTED for Chamberlin's

§

Office

1230

¢
#

R.I. AND MASS. Y. M. will conivene at Passcoag, R.
I., Sept. 10. - Order of exercises as follows:

tion, byes.

A.M.
830

6.08
6.26

“Alton.

THOMPSON,
the Fireside Journal,

Eb 8

1872.

and Saturdays for Tuftonborough, Moultonborough,

WASHINGTON Q. M. will hold its September session
with Spring Creek church, Commenting ALL. 30.
W.
H. CUTLER.

JEFFERSON

1500.
The Baptist Church property of Philadelphia is

Oct. 31, to elect a Missionary

Printin,

2

place

%

CHAS.
13635

3.00
3.17

« “New Durham,

Baptist

Dover, Aug. 22, 1872.

the
General,

/

Publisher of

11.05

eave Alton Bay,

Establishment are hereby notified that the Annual!
Meeting of said corporation will be held at their
office, in Dover, N.
H., on Wednesday, Sept. 18, at 11
o’clock, A. M., at which time and place the business
of the Establishment will be transacted.
I. D. STEWART, Sec.

MAINE CENTRAL Y. M.

“Address,

10.45
11.00

Rochester,

2

Establishment.

Fremont, the

je happy.

Dover,
Gonic,

ton

to

,

\

Agents wanted to canvass for this Paper; will allow Agents 35 cents on each subscription; will give
a $65 Sewing Machine for 150 subscribers. Now is
your time, Speak quick!
Send us $1,50 for an Agent’s outfit, and commence
canvassing for the JOURNAL at once; we will return the $1,50 after you have taken 15 subscribers.
Start at once! Don’t delay! Time is money!
Our premium cannot be beat by any publisher in
the world.
Every Mother’s Son and Daughter send ONE
DOLLAR and receive our Beautiful Premium, and—

NX

Arr. Alton Bay,

Notices and Appointments.

gers

ROAD.

1872.

*
¢“

¢

A350.

:

“FIRESIDE JOURNAL.”

for Portland,

Leave Boston,

ester.
pected with any Y. M.
McLeah, So. River, (Iowa)

Printing

eas.

P.M.

ARRANGEMENT,

Scene.

for the

DOVER & WINNIPISEOGEE R. R.

adopted:

Pehn., has always opposed a paid ministry.

\

Davis.

P.M.

Trains

ering the busy time of harvesting.
Business
was all transacted with perfect harmony. The

RAIL

Landscape

"Beautifully Framed, by Subscribing

Trains leave for Alton Bay.
10.45 A. M., 3.00 and 6.08 P. M.

Frances, Salem, (Neb JD

NORFOLK Q. M.—Held its last session with
the Round Plains church,
Aug. 9—11. There
was a good representation by delegation, consid-

10 00

10.10 10.45
2.58 6.08; and on Monday, Wednesday
and, Friday at 8.10 ,P. M.
‘te

Y. M.
:

iE

1000

Wrains for Alton Bay.

NORTH.

“FANSAS
Cherokee, (Kas.)

a
a.
arpers Ferry,
; 4 M’s not ¢
Barry & Allegan,

Meetings.

AM.

Si

IOWA

MAINE

ARRANGEMENT,

Magnificent

$5 CHROMO,

12 00:
1000
900

S710
>

Ue

Colors,)

ni

.

.Trains leave Dover

Rasin,

foway

Wayne Co.

Je

Oil

We cannot describe this elegant picture in words
‘~it is a a copy of the Original Painting by DORE.
Now is the time to subscribe and get a

Trainsleave Doverfor Lawrence and Boston,
AM. AM. AM. P.M. P.M.
5.50 8.00 11.20 5.14. 6.08; and on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays at 7.40, P, M.

AM.

and No. Branch, No. Berrien,
i

some time past.

in the world.
year. ’ | every station

Bap-

facts bearing upon the rise and progress of effort
-to establish and maintain a denominational interest there. The narrative has evidently been

of the account for publication in

as was

courage.

F. B. Church.

tist church in that city, embracing

in the church and congregation,

many elements of real strength asit has to-day.
For all this it has reason to thank God and take

rin,

© We findin the Concord, N.

Oxford,

ST. JOSEPH VALLEY

un

are nearly all colored men, why should not our
Episcopal brethren appoint one of that race to
»
this important post?

fully equaled

ing a larger prosperity, and the religious interest

and

were added to the church, all heads of families but one. It was a day of interest;
many witnessed the scene and® seemed
deeply inpressed, Our meetings are attended by large numbers. Union and harmony
prevail. We now occupy a parsonage provided by the parish, These special bless.ings from the hand of our Father deserve
our highest praise. |
T. D.

Montcalm,

Turkey Valley.

but the

&ec.,

"7 MICHIGAN Y. M.

Rev. H. S. KIMBALL enters the F. Buptist
pulpit at Lake Village, N. H., which has been
waiting for an efficient preacher and pastor for

As the climate of the station is very unfavorable
to the whites, and as the present clerical laborers

church has four brandh Sabbath Schools in
successful operation, and the interest is
good in them all, and we believe they will
accomplish a great amount
of good for
the cause of Christ.
Com.
and efficiency in the church, a result that has
been in a good degree "realized.
The congregaY
tion has increased, the Sabbath-school is enjoyRicamoND CORNER, Me. Last Sabbath,
seven followed

ties of his new pastorate at Greenville, R. k

continued to serve the church as pastor till Oct.,
1869, and welcomed 15 persons to its fellowship;

dismissals,

»

AND

SUMMER

rP. M.
Prayer Meeting at 7 P. M. Sermo by Rev.
settled the question, How Christians shall dress: J. N. Rich, at 8 P. M.
both laborious and trying.
WEDNESDAY.—Prayer Meeting from 9 to 10 A. M.
And this is his rule: * Perfect neatness, order,
Meeting of Conference from 10 to 11 A, M: Report of
and comeliness—the attire that, in the station in Delegates from 11 to 12 A. M. Sermon by Rev. A. H.
After Mr. Moulton’s labors had ended, the
Heath, at 2 P. M. At the close of the sermon one
which you move, reminds neither of deficiency
church earnestly solicited Rev, Silas Curtis,—
will be given to 8.8. interests.
Sermon by Rev.
who had for several years been a resident o f | nor display. This rule would admit of orna- hour
G. W. Corttis, at 7} P. M.
ment;
whether made of gold or pink ribbon
Concord, and had aided the cause frequently and
G. E, HOPKINS, Clerk.
in many ways,—to serve them as preacher and
would depend somewhat upon the length of your
Lisson, N, H., Q. M. will be held with the church
He acceded to their request, and has
pastor.
purse and surroundings.”
at Milan and Stark, at Stark Meeting House, the first
continued to serve them thus until the present
The Catholic Union of New York, in reference Saturday and Sunday of September next. Conference Friday preceding, at 1 o’clock, P. Mm.
time, with great satisfaction and with no little
p to the twenty-sixth anniversary of the accession
JOEL SPOONER, Clerk.
profit, though discharging, during the most o
of
address
an
him
to
of Pope Pius IX., forwarded
this period, the duties of Corresponding Secreof ~ Root RIVER Q. M. will be held with the Frankfort
an offering
congratulation, together with
tary and Tresurer of the F, B. Home Mission
twenty-seven thousand five hundred frances in ohurch, at the Stuart school house, three miles north
Hamilton, commencing Friday before the third
Society, and Treasurer of the Education Society.
gold. To this address the Pope returned: an af- of
Sabbath in September, at 2 o'clock P. Mm. °*
He has labored especially to secure harmony
benedichis
with
CHAS. W. CRAIN, Clerk.
fectionate and paternal reply,

This makes an adition of thirty-four since
July 14, We thank God for what has been
done,

du-

worth over two millions of dollars, exelusive of
and the Baptist Publication
the Baptist Home

deaths,

BOSTON

Apple River, Waupun.
:
MINNESOTA Y. M.
Hennepin, 8t. Croix.
« "MIN. SOUTH. Y. M,
Blue Earth Valley, Chain Lake.

close of

this year, Rev. A, K. Moulton

1

Cen.,

'

C.OuIPEY
bd

:

’hicago, Hano k Hancoc! Lorcy.
Chioog0,
;
Wishe.

Franconia,

A.B. Earle, the evangelist, traveled fifteen
thousand miles in the past eight months, and
preached 600 sermons to congregations of 500 to

the accessions, and at the time of his retirement
the number of members was 100. His feeble
health, and his pressing duties as secretary and
agent of the Education Society, made his work

that has been in progress since last fall,
the ordinance of baptism Was administered
by Rev. F. L. Wiley, pastor of the church,
to twenty-five candidates,
and two joined by
letter, making 27 in all. August 4,four more
were

Calhoun
Branch.

During the larger part of 1366, the church was
destitute of a pastor, and the pulpit was supplied
by various ministers; and though the loss of
regular pastoral labor was felt, yet the degree of
interest was somewhat encouraging.
Near the

opened. Some revival interest followed,
‘some accessions were made to the church,

Revivals, &c.
Vr.

to

vited to the pastorate, which he subsequently
accepted.
He was publicly installed, March 4,
1867. He gave himself earnestly to the work of
adjusting differences and enlisting all parties in
the labor before them.
Encouraging prospects

Tuomas E. PEDEN, C0.

Sutton,

:

Michigan

!

12

%3 »15

Special Notices.

Switzerland,
« NORTHIND.Y. M.
Salem.
Shiawassee,

'

x

Limerick, Me, per E P Ladd,

E Eastman,

A

wo

LD

Dover, N. H,

OHIO RIVER Y. M.

:

Quarterly

‘

a.)
CENTRAL OHIO YM.
Seneca and Huron. Richland andLicking, Marion.

Tim.

REV. C. S. PERKINS has entered upon the

cates,

the

pleased

it has

order

he accepted the pastorate a second “time, and
occupied that position till ‘Jan., 1866, when he
resigned and entered upon his duties as pastor
of the Seventeenth Street F, Baptist church in
During his -entire pastorate, 90
York.
New
persons were added to the church, though the
aggregate membership was but 114 at the time
of his leaving, and the church was less harmonious and satisfied than during the earlier period
He subsequently connected himof his labors.
self with a sect known as * Plymouth Brethren,”
whose peculiar views he still holds and advo-

enterprises to the public.
ELD. D. C. TOPPING.
Whereas

in

accept the office of agent of the Education Society. After a few months’ service in this field,

various

our

Q. M.,

Mr. Nutting “resigned

his pastorate near the close of 1862,

advancement

presenting

in

ad-

and

and its life became more systematic and efficient.
During the year 1861, ten persons were added
to the church, and in the following year, the

immersionists in Pedo-baptist

press

NH

;

. PENSYLVANIA Y. M.

accepted a call to the

pastorate of the F. Baptist church in

by

Y. M.

Lawren

IND

3

(in

‘THE DARGLE GLEN,

B®
62

efield,
Lalofold
per
HarborsMe,
Jarvers
Embargo

Chenango Union, MeDonough.
CENTRALE YM.

Shiloh, Taylor, (W, LAE

el
550

.. 500

13x18,

Incasedin a Beautiful Rosewood and Gilt Frame,
with Glass and Back complete; this Chromo was
made expressly for us, entitled :

%

Lisbon Falls, Me, per G C Andrews,
A friend, for support of a child in India,
.
Agency City, Towa, per E Budiey,

Y. Mu
'

Whitestown.

.-

8,

irony. x.

covenant meeting was attended with the presministered the Lord's Supper on the first Sab- ence of the Lord, by which all hearts were
On Saturday evening, we listened to a
In Nov., 1858, Mr. Nutting bcheered.
bath of each month.
missionary discourse delivered by Bro. IngraIt now
was ordained pastor of the church.
ham, correspondent from «Oxford Q. M., after
During his first year’s
55 members.
numbered
which pledges were obtained to the amount of
labors, 24 persons were added. In May, 1859, $22.20 in uid of the'Canada Home Mission Socie-

churches to unite with their only consistent home, the Freewill Baptist church.
3. That we ought to make greater use of
the local

preached

has

!

3

arah Lyons and Miss Jennit E Wood-

man

N

Ska

ni4 50

Pind ‘Wakefield, N H| per J Chick, to con

Mrs

iden-

congregation

and

REv. J. ERSKINE

had been

tified themselves with the newer interest, Several ministers aidedin keeping the pulpit supplied. Rev. Silas Curtis, who had become a
resident of the city, gave them the benefit of his
experience and counsel,

Gibso!
Beadiond
ATL
_. Bradford an
0ga.

J. 8. HARRINGTON, Clerk of Council.

grew

the prospects

More or less of those who

active members of the older

2, That we cordially invite all Open
Commuvion Baptists in our bounds to unite
us, and

comMr.

sisting of 27 members, was regularly organized
by a council ofF. Baptist ministers.’ Mr. ‘J. P.
Nutting, then a theological student at New
for them.
Hampton, was engaged to preach

brighter.

from 2nd

%

* GENESEE Y. M.
i
SUSQUEHANNA Y. M.

.

2:15; Scripture lesson, by Rev. J. 8. Harrington; Consecrating prayer, by Rev. G. Patterson;
Charge, by Rev. J. Ingraham; Hand of Fellowship, by Rev. G. Donnocker.

Whitcher’s stay, which ended in April, 1857.
On the 23d of June of this year, a church, con-

school was maintained, and

Erie.

Wayne

Norfolk. Quarterly

Sermon, by Rev, J. Ingraham,

owle,

1 Ossi

Size

3 i

Q MN ¥. Dor BC ow emibls wel,
CIE
Rachel Hoy, ‘Fairfield, Me, pex N Gammon,

Sty

RCHASE

4

OLLAND

heart is it

Ordination.

of the

.

Ean, Mass.

Sab Sch, Gilberts Mills, N'Y, or suppor of WmC
yer in India, per B I Marsd

PENOBSCOT Y, M.
. Houlton, Wellington.
VT.Y.M.

the

removed

there seems to have been no regular and
plete organization
maintained
during

and prosperity.
with

streets,

Cross

whose

:

BEAUTIFUL CHROMO,

200

LIL 1 por 1 Hol
QUAL

Y.M.

N.H.

Wentworth,

Meeting, held with the Round Plains church,
Bro. J. W. Silcox was publicly ordained to the
work of the Gospel ministry, in the following
order:
Invocation, by Rev. G. Donnocker;

house thither, fitted 1t up and occupied it, though

such as to demand the entire influence and
constant labor of every member, whether

for its

for this field? In

¥

Ution (F, QQA
\
Engsbuzg,

A. H. MORRELL.

pied by the Universalists, secured a lot on the
corner of State and

,

ers for this school. In what way can you more
effectually help the needy, and advance the cause
of the Redeemer, than by preparing teachers and

At the last session

occu.

BIT-

Q. M. Reports for Register
not yet sent in.

longer

been

had

which

TONIC

men.
@ The Normal school will open again at Harper's
Ferry the last of Sept., and will cgll in some of
our laborérs,
Dear friends of this cause, we very much need
thé means to supply a suitable number of teach-

—

bring

QUININE

ONE DOLLAR for one year’s subscription to the
“New Dallar Weekly,” “ THE
FIRESIDE
JOURNAL,” we will forward a

$107 02
Treas.

HN

Herrick,

To any man, child or woman who will forward us

500
200

:
SILAS CURTIS,

Concord, N, H,

stomach, sea-sick-

compound, made trom roots, herbs and barks.
:
.
;
’
|N

and with the]

Adventists, and public meetings were

,

minister or layman,

Mrs L Fox, Ashford, N'Y,
k
Rachel Hoyt, Fort Pairfield,
Me, per N Gammon,

hi

to send us aid? Please do not delay.

3. That we approve of the effort of our held by the old church and society.
But the congregation. to which
Rev. Mr.
ety in more fully supForeign Mission
plying the wants of the field assigned to Whitcher ministered still kept together, and, in

our care,

2 00, Rev A Myers, Mich, 500, Mt Vernon,
nd, 14 90, Benni
Ky, 16 00,
“90

for a disordered

i DOShing equal to Atwood’s

1

00, RB A Peasal, Pa, 1 00, Miss L Rose,

As a remgdy for Bronchial Affections and Chronic
diseases of the Lungs, nothing ever before discov.
ered equals Dr, Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery.
Panacea

THE SUBSCRIBERS OF THE

‘Fireside Journal,

10

Freedmen’'s Mission,
COLLECTED BY J 8 MANNING,—
¢ Entire, Pa, 2 00, A P Seely, Pa, 2 00, Green

of good

THE

“TO

3
2

H Littlefield,

Grand Prairie ch, O, per A K Moulton,

and pure morality.

+ A-* Bush meeting” is to be held in Luray, Page

preachers

of the church, the meeting house was sold to the

up tous.

tian truth

Co., Va., on the 25th inst., by two of our young

fully

After

field opened

the

members are

The

Ch at Ca) vers Harbor, Me, per

his labors in behalf of spiritual freedom, Chris:

of

A NEW PREMI uM

Mission,

Little Estate, P 3 per C Heard,
Freedom Q M.N
Y, per W H Peck,
Friends at East Haverhill, N H, per I. D Jeffers,
Rachel Hoyt, Fort Fairfield, Me,
per N Gammon,

land, and yet the contributions, to say the most,
‘
ch,
4
olt,
PHYSICIANS SAY IT.~VEGETINE gives an equal | 5 ilo QM,NY, or J Tyler,
.
did not exceed this! Let the lesson it gives be
circulation
ot
the
blood.
‘All
physicians
will
agree
icksoss,
Betvien
P
e
n
t
r
e
,
Mich,
Q M, N Y, per W U Edwards,
well considered.
i
hataugue
(
Recently, one of our yonng preachers assisted that there is scarcely a disease but that could almost ¥ Ld 1 ne. Rehoboth, Mass, per J E Fuller,
cirTe
Ve oor BO
an aged minister in organizing a new church of instantly be disposed of if pure blood could beNow,
EY to! po Wi Yi, par ye
culated generously through the parts affected.
32 members, about 16 miles from Staunton, Va.,
per C Hoard
Fast,
Canada
Estate,
this is the way in which VEGETINE performs its won- | Lite
at a place called Elizabeth Furnace.
. Ney D ye
A
er
derful cures. VEGETINE is exclusively a vegetable

years,

about a reunion between the dissevered portions

dutyto enter

the cost is unpaid,

pastor went to a hall, where a separate meeting
was
majntained.
In the following
autumn,

indicate the will

into the work and occupy

But a few. dollars

Home

:

who remained nearly two

for the west, after seeing the number
rise to 63. In May, 1849, Rev, E.' J.
cepted a call to the pastorate, but
months of service, was removed by

92. That the encouragements at the presMission work
ent tame in our own Foreign
of God; and our

used before the painting.

8 R Clarke, Dover, Me.

A testimonial, "consisting of 5,000 guineas and
two pieces of inscribed plate, has been presented
to the Rev. James Martineau by a Jarge number
of his English friends and admirers, as a tribute to

was

3 38

EXPRESS,

fey Ton Beal

Rev. A. J. Davis accepted the pastorate of the
church, but his stay was limited to a few months.

in India are cheering, and

This house

MAIL.

REY T H Drake, Middleport, Ohio.

one fiftieth part of the wealth I have seen represented ata gathering of the sort in New Eng-

of the church and society seceded,

preach the Gospel to every creatfire.”

on

BY

Foreign
Mission.
Mrs Mary Henry, Minneapolis, Minn, per

sions, by baptism and letter, followed. But dissensions arose, and in the spring of 1853, an open
disruption took place. Some thirty members

Resolved, 1. That we recognize the duty
of the Christian world to send the Forel
to those perishing in the darkness of heathenism ; and thus obey the command of the
Master to “Go into all the world and

at Martinsburg

house and cheering
church occurred at

5.3.83

Forwarded,

!

ed for our Home Mission work within the | ness, colic, dyspepsia, 108s of sleep, vertigo, lassimission! This congregation did not represent tude, lowness of spirits, and as an appetizer, there

vice was valuable. Several causes had been at
work which hindered the growth of the church
and lessened its effective strength.
In the summer of 1858, Rev. H. Whitcher became pastor. A considerable number of acces-

advise our students for the time being to

enjoyed

courage in their work.
>
v
;
On the 18th and 19th, Q: Meeting was held at
Winchester, A large gathering on the Sabbath;
business readily done ; spirited sermons preached; the people full of zeal, and $33.65 contribut-

prosperity.
His say was brief, though his sor-

policy, we

the continnance of this singular

was

Books

ever

the corner of Center and Green streets, and the
membership had increasedto 47.
In 1847, Rev. Mr. Kimball resigned his pastotorate, and was succeeded by Rev. 8. T. Catlin,

ceeded to the pulpit, and afterward to the pastorate. He served the church in this capacity
until Jan,, 1852, In May of the same year, Rev.
A: Caverno. commenced preaching with the
church, laboring earnestly for its unity and

giderations which induced them to select
so largely from one denomination; that
their respect for fitness should have so uni-

Georgia,

painted just before the dedication. ‘It had been

now numbered 81 members.
In 1846, & house
of worship was built and dedicated, located on

at Athens made of our. communication,

baptism

Charlestown, on the 11th inst.

lic meetings ceased to be held, save occasionally,
for several years. In Dec., 1844, the church was
reorganized by Rev. Mr. Kimball, who became
resident pastor: during the following year. It

OHIO UNIVERSITY.
In view of the disposition which the
Board of Trustees of the Ohio University

H. A. BERRY.

Sabbath, 4th inst. A full
interest.—Dedication of a

treat our brethren and friends to contribute meetings were maintained at private residences.
Ii 1887, the number of members had increased to
liberally to Randall Academy until it is 15; but as there was no settled pastor, the church
free from debt, and. has a fair opportunity did not grow, and not long afterward the pub-

.
for usefulness.
Resolved, That in view of the pressing
‘wants of our churches for misisterial labor,
we recommend the Conference to devise
some means whereby our ministers may
be more thoroughly qualified for their work.

Stick, at

Freedmen’s Mission,—Xtems of Interest.

house of John Wallace. Public meetings were
held for a time at the Town House; the social

nobody

believed it. His poor old mother took the alarm,
and declared she would not live with an idolater, and he had to take her to Chicago at once.”
The Christian Index reports extensive revivals
in Baptist churches at the South,. especially in

of Grant’s administratiop
Greeley.
Illustrated.

and queer record of Horace
©Octavo, near 500 Sages,
A

book wanted by every citizen. Send $1.00 for outfit
and secure territory.” Union Publishing Co,, Philadelphia, Pa,, Cincinnati, Ohio, Springfield, Fass.
Savannah, Ga.
4t33

Freewill Baptist Books, meciuding * Sunday
fleld—=A E Mowry—E J Oliver—P M Garland—P* W Parry
fine section of country, situated on the C. and
~I § Ray~A W Saffolle—=8 W Schoonover—R J Stearns
N.W. R. R., 8 miles east of Cedar Rapids . | fists in his face, declaring that if he said he be- ~M H Tarbox—B Thompson—H Tripp-C Woodruff—C School Books, may he obtained at Dover prices.
| of Rev. L. C. Preston, Hillsdale. Mich.
I MWarren==8 W Wills
ph
Any Brother traveling west will confer a favor lieved Christ to be the Son of God he was a liar,
[
AS

Rheumatism

Gout, Neuralgia, Kidney, Urinary, Bey
Heart,
and other Chronic Diseases, is
bottled and sent direct from the spring at Geftysburg, Penn, to invalids wherever residing.
Price per single case of two dozen
quart bottles,
$8.00, 25 per cent. discount in favor of cle
en and
Jiysiciahs on water for their own use.
Medical pro'ession must be certified by the nearest Postmaster
or other responsible persons.
Where druggists do not keep it, invalids may enclose a certified check or Post-office money
order to
Wr NY BROS, 227 South Front St., Philadelphia.

A

GREAT

OFFER.—

HORACE

WATERS,

148 Broadway, New York,will dispose ot ONE HUNDRED

PJANOS, MELODEONS and
ORGANS of six first-glass
makers, including Waters’s, at Extremely Low Prices for
cash, or will take part cash, and balance in small month!
installments. New 7 octave first-class PIANOS,all modern improvements, for $275 cash. Now ready a new kind
of PARLOR ORGAN, the most beautiful style and perfect
tone ever made, lllustrated Catalogues mailed. Sheet
Music, Instruction Books, and Sunday -school Music
Books.
co
ly

Established 1860.

Randal H. Foote & Co.,
i
GOLD,

BANKERS AND BROKERS,
70 BROADWAY, N.Y.
STOCKS AND BONDS, BOUGHT
©

SOLD

AND

ON, COMMISSION.

REFERENCES.
—Jay Cooke & Co. N. Y.;'Mechanics Banking Association, or any

old Banking

House

or Commercial Ageney in Néw York.
:
N. B. Pampelet on “ WALL STREET AND ITS
OPERATION 5” furnished free on application.
y
’

By

AGENTS WANTED

FOR

Prof. FOWLERS GREAT WORK
On Manhood, Womanhood,

and their Mutual

La;
Love, Its
Send for specimen pages po Lays, Tower, sto.

Inter-relations:
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(nseNATIONAL

Pant

- The first organization of a F. Baptist church

for he.did not and could not—that

PUBLISHING
CO,
:
0, Pr lla.,. Pa.
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by stopping off at Bertram, and paying us a visit.
Good farms can be obtained here on reasonable
terms. Any one needing-agood-improved farm
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SON his end.
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The Rum

all bounds of safety. After some days’ ab- frosty autumn nights came ‘round, and he
sence he would return so terribly gashed knew that the raccoons were in the cornand torn that it was necessary to punish fields, and that foxes were abroad, he was
him. Aud the greatest mortification which | wild to.go.. On soni¢’ bright, clear, starhe could suffer was to be, tied. The tying light evening, he would sit down before
was not done with anything strong enough Tom, and look up in his face. It meant,
to hold him. Not by any means. Security “May I go?” Then he would begin to
was not the end to be obtained, although whine and beg till he received permission.
He would wait just
one would naturally suppose that it was, A A word was enough.
long enough to jump up in his master’s
piece of yarn, or of the finest cotton thread,
answered every purpose; any string that face and. kiss him, and then he was off,
would bold together enough to be slipped down across- the fields to call for a comrade
:
around his neck. He felt the shame the he had.

Fiend.

~~)

Td Pum fiend cast bis eyes abroad,”

SOs

5

And looked o’er,all the land,
And numbered his myriad worshipers
With his bird-like, long right hand.
He took his place in the teeming street,
And watched the people go

Round and about, with a buzz and a shout,
Forever te and fro;

“ And it’s hip!” said the rum fiend,

‘* hip, hur

same’as if it had been a halter,

rah!
For the multitudes I see,
Who offer themselves in sacrifice,

A

It'was a very comical, as well

She was old, but not with,years—

sight, to see that

’

IIT

In the sight of the passers by!

OO

Sr 78 SET RR
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rah!

eR

In his youthful days he got* himself into

“ And it’s hip!” cried the rum fiend, ‘‘ hip, hur-

A shot struck him

.

Blood warm, blood cold, young men and old,
Offer the fiend their lives.
« And it’s hip!” he says‘ * hip, hip, hurrah!
For the muititude I see,
That sell their souls for the burning drink,
And die for the love of me!”

The little Boy that Cries.
——

Wr

I know a little dumpy boy,
He’s almost five years old,
And he is but a baby yet,~
1 grieve to have it told.

"His eyes are black, but often dim
With tears that freely fall ;
We've other babies in the house,

But he outcries them all!

as far as the bars, but not

Sometimes we have a doleful wail
‘Before he’s out of bed,
And while he’s dressed, yow'd be surprised
To see the tears he’ll shed.

step

Bet off a keg of powder!

you’d really think

He’d cry himself to pieces!

His black eyes often

seaming

shine with fun,

His face is bright and beaming.

valid, and seldom went out

And he can laugh and jump and sing,
And I am glad to tell you,
His lips can smile and kiss as sweet
As any little fellow.

mitted her to his care,

Should try to stop his crying?
‘We all should love him so much more,
It’s surely worth the trying.
For little hurts, and pains, and aches,
He must keep back his tears,
Or he won’t be a man, although
He live a hundred years! *

—Christian

Union.

J

there was some

' what could he

C—

been stuffed into his skin. His color was
‘nankeen, which was very appropriate,seeing
he was a Chinese dog. Whether he
that
belonged to that kind which, they make
pies of in that peculiar country, is “more

If so, Duffy éscaped being

eaten, through the interest of a “sea-captain
who brought him across the water gnd gave
him to my uncle on the said hill, where he

was permitted to live to a good old age,
.and to die a decent death when his time

The next was Spring, who went

mad, and was shot.

and

and

departed,

feel-

trouble among

chief done unless he went

fellow, so fat that he looked as if he had

came.

of doors;

the

business, and he knew there would be mis-

They have always kept a dog of some
kind at the farm-house over Scorched Hill.
1 remember Duffy, a queer little. waddling

than I can tell.

of Major,

young cattle in an enclosure just opposite.
Major heard it, and pricked up his ears.
Looking after the cattle was a part of his

Tom’s Dog, Major.
—

dense

ing as safe about her as if there had been a
guard of soldiers in the house. As soon
as they went, he would lie down on a mat
just outside her door, and there remain until some one came. Nobody could enter
unless he knew them, without her permission.
* On one occasion when all but she were

away,

he Family
:

undergrowth.

| often, in the necessary absence of the other
members of the family, she would have
been left alone but for Major. They com-

And don’t you think this little boy

:

fidelity

And last was Major.

Tom got him of old Mr. White, over on
Apple-seed Hill—another of the hills with
original names for which this region is
noted. He was so small then that they
kept himin a wash-tub, in consequence of

which the young ladies of the family were

wontto call him Diogenes. These same
well-read ladies also christened their cat,

. for’ an equally learned reason, Plato,
(Plate-oh) because he fed out of a plate.
In a short time Major naturally outgrew

his quarters, looked over to see what lay
beyond, started on an exploring expedition,

and having a good memory, found his way

do?

He

quickly; but

could

two places at the same time.

not

be

Never

in

was

poor dog so tried in the way of duty. To
stay would be perilous to them; to go
would be to leave his charge unprotected-—
and he wassan honorable dog—that he
could not do.; but meanwhile such .a clash-

ing and rapping of horns,
of bars!

They

would

such

certainly

a rattling
get

out,

for they were headstrong and wild ; if they
had been the patient old “oxen disciplined
by the yoke, and the meek cows, he could
have trusted them, but those reckless, irre-

sponsible creatures—never. He was desperate; he half rose; he crouched down
again ; he shook all over with eagerness to
be off ; his ears were on the alert; his eyes
pleaded for leave to go; he could not keep
still ; he did everything but speak; meanwhile the clashing and clatter were increas-

form both dutjes.
He had

such

keen

understanding,

that

he never needed to be told a thing but once.
And he not only knew what you said to

him, but he seemed equally well to know
what was said about

him,

so

that

it was

necessary to be rather careful in his presence.
nl
.
He had no fault but that excessive love
whipping and sent him back ; and that his’
memory was good, Major's after-conduct of hunting, and that brought.ophim wounds
was often
proved, for thenceforward to the end of his and troubles without end.
" life he avoided the whole White family, absent * for days, and would co
and fled before them as one* would from a terribly mangled, and the family
~ pestilence. Lethim see one of them com=- nurse him up and talk to him faithfully,
on the road which he was traveling, But it did no good. He was a born hunter.
ing
+ ew ‘and he imniediately sprang over into the It was his life to trackput and chase wild
fields and took another roate. The shame creatures, and there was nothing so dan-

back to the hill of Apple-seeds.

him of*this, Mr. White gave

him

To
a

“ppb the whipping wak hever forgotten.
He

was a dog of a

fine sense

of

cure

smart

honar,

gerous but he would attack it. There was
no fear about him ; he did not know what

and any kind of indignity humbled him to fear was; and the more he was hurt, the
brave he dgrew.
g, he
the dust. But he had to be brought down* more recklessly
lighte in huntin
de
he
as
ch
mu
t
Bu
oy oncein a while, for his love of hunting was
I

4

LAE

i
Feiy,

i

that

had

he

unobtrusive

resolving

been

and

wear

and great.

company gave

Let us hope

he

will

It was too dark

and

Potter,

and

bandaged.

He

succeed,

directing

that

the

“Now, boys,

that

a

I

don’t

care

to

get

well.

And the next morning, with the
and old Rosa's letter on his breast,

The

drew

:

al-

fumes;

Poor old
vain.

- Little Potter.

order
Little

for

other

the flowers.
Then there

was

decorations,

than that

there was

furnished

.
the committee on

so

highest

well

that

This number

reputation.—LIPPINCOTT'S

office.

We

don’t

fails to find its
know

why.

It

should get you a basket of chips ?”
** Yes, if you get it on purpose to

to

do

Won't other little boysand girls remember
this, even if they are only going to pick up
chips, wash dishes, or learn their lessons ?—
« Always do your best for the sakeof pleas-

ing Jesus."—Apples of Gold.

The sentence was that he should forfeit six
months’ pay. The stoppage of six months’
pay told sorely on him, but he weathered

the storm, and came out as serene as though

he had never been court-martialed.
On the morning of the terrible December
the

first man in place, after the orderly, and
thougtithe shortest man in the company, he
held his place there in face of the rule to
sweeping
dead fur-

ther to the front than any other regiment
!

H

kept his place neg} to the orderly when the

Family of “Setters.”

him a hand,

lark was

assigned

the

delightful

were

invariably

late,

all

were

astir

long before four o’clock.
The sweet and gentle opening song put
each in a fine humor with himself, and filled many glad hearts with devotion as the
spirits of the singers seemed to float up together to the great Creator. The hours

were short, and each strove to fill it well.

At quite a late hour Mr. Goldfinch ar-

rived.

Not even his toilet was as graceful

as it should have ,been.

plenty of clothes on, he

Though he had

seemed

ill at ease.

He passed from group to group among

the

happy choristers, expressing himself dissatisfied with everything he saw; he said
he had no taste for such’ plebeian perform-

ances, and ridiculed their want of ambition,

remarRing again and again that such stupid
things satisfied small minds, but as for him,
he expected to move in a higher sphere of
action.
As he sauntered grumblingly about, first
one smiled and laughingly chirped to his
mate, and then another, until at last the
entire. company gent up their
uproarous

notes of mirth, as it was discovered that
the bos goldfinch, entirely too lazy to
dress his own feathers and make ‘them pre-

company was broken and scattered. With | sentable, had donned those of another bird,
a precision that would under other circum- whom he had persuaded to moult for the
stances have been droll, he formed on the occasion, IA

1

but

in

vain.

When

he

had,

after an infinite amount of sweating and
snuffing, accomplished the task, and just
when they were not needed, of course,

“¢ boys,” made their appearance.

intends to support.

On the

has seldom offered more

Pamphlets,

Magazines,
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the

:

Where have you been, and what have
you been about, I'd like to know, that you
did not hear me call?” inquired the farmer
in an angry tone, and dddressing the eld-
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would be no confusion in the exercises.

who

the

=

sus.”

|

author

Sore-head ; The Three Bells; A

please

His mother said, * That is right. Always
do your best when you do anything for Je-

A Whole

the

leaves

candidate

give the tables of contents of some of the better
things, and which have been especially prompt
in putting in an appearance.
.

Him,” said the-mother.

get any but nice ones for Jesus.”

and effective, and

attractions ih a single issue than it holds out in
its last.
:
Bat we can not stop to specify farther.
We

the programme, appointing to each songster her own particular part, so that there

The morning for the concert arrived.
The joyous singers were in high glee, and
with the exceptiom of a few individuals

latter seeing him as a useful man who had
made a mistake through no fault of his
own.
The captain reported Potter absent without leave, and he was court-martialed.

Little Potter was a giant in doing.

its

work

impertinent.

whole,
this magazine

In Rhode Island lately a farmer was tugging away with all his might and main at a
barrel of apples, which he was endeavering
to get up the cellar-stairs, and calling at the
top of his lungs for one of the boys to lend

would acquit himself finely.

company.
There was a quarrel between
the captain and the surgeon, the former

There was a
the contrary.
charge. The company left their

of the Time,”

nobody in doubt as to the Presidential

kind,” his mother replied.
*“ I know it, mamma; but I want

little bird was to dress himself by

ly a few notes, and then utter a feeling of
contempt for his fellows, without even
showing himselfto be their superiors; but
ashe was thought fully capable of doing
well, all hoped that upon this occasion he

him on duty, and discovering his excellence

was

“ Topics

plain, pithy, pungent

*‘Mamma,” he repeated, “I wish IT could

time,

known to neglect his part or sound out on-

find the regiment on his return, and found
the hospital,and the division surgeon ordered

Little Potter

seem

way to this

do something to please Jesus, Can't you
think of anything ?”
“It pleases Him to have you good and

by

who could render a fine solo with a very
great effect if he would exert himself to do
it. But on several occasions he had been

He couldn't

and

read

does his particular

sustains

up as he said, ‘Would it please Jesus if I

dutyof opening the exercises. Among the
ablest of the singers was a goldfinch,

and
the
bethe

to get water for himself and several of his
companions. A quick change of position,
a new line of battle formation” took place
after his departure, and Little Potter was
seen no tnore for several days.
' After the rebels retreated, he was acting as

in action that day.

as

none needed

‘The

At Shiloh, in the midst of the second
day’s battle, Little Potter left the | company

at Stone River,

Feathers.

dew that sparkled on the flowers.
Then there was the committee to arrange

gest some way in which to make coffee boil,

a skulker,

then we

always

something.” Then he happened to see the
empty chip basket; and his face brightened

flowed in the flower gardens, and by way
of refreshment,he would sip of the pearly

A short, little, square-built, dark-skinned,

31,

Borrowed

and

Each

twinkle-eyed young fellg®, was known the
Potter.” The name
world over as ‘‘Little
came from his trade before war tithes, and
from the fact that he was always talking
shop.
.
Standing near the picket fire, though uncomfortable himself, he could always sug-

geeing Little Potter as

was ill, feeling no appe-

whom

a bright little spring of clear water that

nurse at the brigade hospital.

We look first at its always choice illus. *

“Old Cabinet,” &c., and then work back and
forth among its pape until nearly everything
is read. The first, second, fourth, fifth, eleventh
and twelfth articlgs deserve a special mention
for their interest Ov'Value, or both.
The editor

‘ Mamma,” began Harry, as he dropped
his wheelbarrow and came into the kitchen.
* What, my dear? ” said his mother:

and they appointed one lovely morning in
June as the most suitable time to give the
entertainment. They further suggested that
four o'clock in the morning be the time for
the opening exercises.

himself wearily

and would gather up little splinters
pile under or about the little kettle with
keenest enjoyment, although the coffee
longed to the most taciturn man in
company.

come.

trations;

So Harry ran out to the wood-pile, und
pretty soon returned with both hands tugging at the full basket ; for he was only six
“vears
old. * There!” said he as he put: it
First, there was the committee appointed]
in the chimney, * ain't they nice ones? I
to select a place, and they selected a charindid not scrabble them up; but I picked them
ing grove near magnificent flower gardens,
up ene by ove, because I did not want to
‘where the air was filled with delicious per-

most at the last gasp through pain and
weakness and starvation.
His dear friends sat down beside him,
and tried to do something for him. But it

in

blessing

Pleasing Jesus.

I was deter-

die.”

was,

all

The first three are very admirable,

each in its way a fine specimen of magazine lit.
erature. The ninth and twelfth will also awaken
no little interest; and indeed there is not a
worthless, lull or doubtful paper between these
covers.—SCRIBNER'S is always eminently wel

called for his share. He laid his little head
against her face caressingly, peeped and

mined to get well to wipe it out, you know.
But now, torn up_ as I am, it is better to

mouth nor swallow, and there he

but

uine value.

lantry be read on dress parade,

Once upon a time all the birds ina certain reighborhood decided on giving a
morning concert. So they called a mé&eting
for the ‘purpose of appointing committees
of arrangement, and to assign each her own
particular duty.

had dragged

Its articles are un.

MAGAZINE every now and then

It’s all wiped out, ain’t it?

he could
Never
He had
and his
of the
like the
close his

He

its level best in this issue.

usually attractive, and several of them have gen.

her ; and when she tasted it, Dick, as usual,

and

as usual

copy be sent to the man who behaved so
can not be because it has doubts about the
nobly.
:
heartiness of the welcome that awaits it,
Is it
coaxed, till, just
for fun, she determined to 80 attractive in appearance’ and rich in its conThe order was.read on dress parade, and
the document, with all its array of indorse- gratify him. But no sooner had\Dick tasted tents that some employé in the post office is overments and gid Rosa's letter was carried to the brandy than he flew into a violent pas- tempted to detain it? We can not tell. But we
are glad to greet this last issue,
Its illustrated
Little Potter, by men who could scarcely sion, shook his head, stamped his feet, and paper, dealing with what is notable and attract
beat
his
wings,
scolding
sharply
all
the
speak.
3
ive in Palestine,is a very choice thing; the fifth
He seemed like one transfigured as one of time. Then, in disgust, he flew back into paper isa fine piece of good matured irony and
his old-time friends read and re-read the his cage, and would neither come out nor not by any means wholly misapplied; the sixth
is the beginning of a series, ~we hope it will not
order and letter. He had it held down to notice Mary again all day.
soon be ended,~by a writer whose keenness of
Oh
that
our
boys,when
spirits
are
offered
his eyes so he could see the red lines and
observation is only equaled by her skill in literaofficial signatures.
Then came his first them, rejected it indignantly as did this ry photography; the political article quaintly
little
canary
!—
Christian
Weekly.
tears:
entitled, “Reform on two Stools,” is wondrously

near he gave up, as if this were all
do, and sank down at their feet.
was dog in more pitiable plight.
ventured to attack a hedge-hog,
poor mouth and throat were full
painful quills. They bristled there
feeth of a card. He could neither

till he was almost home,
That Jas his last hunt.

to

compliments

out to meet him, and as soon as

Major!

De Mille overflows

tite, and growing often very faint. The
doctor ordered brandy and water to revive

Potter died.
:
And still can we hear the grizzly old surgeon's words, as he came to the cot:
“Dead! Why—God bless the hoy."

it was too late.

day Mary

and

is still

ed respectively to Art, Music, Science. and Poli.
tics are well provided for,~The GALAXY is up

him a spoonful of tea or coffee, which he
“One

artistic,

Parton

with vivacity, quiet sarcasm, and a contagious
humor; Mrs, Leonowens draws successfully on
her reminiscences and impressions of oriental
life ; and the departments of the magazine devot-

sips with relish.

But this did not make him anymore
cautious; and his headlong daring without stopping to see what his prey was,
brought him to his death. Last summer he
was missing again for a few days, and then
was seen comingup the field -in a feeble,
faltering way, as if he had hardly strength
left to reach home. The young meh went

was of no use;

Jefferson for us;

Once fairly perched on Mary's shoulder,
he expects a taste of everything she eats;
and, whenever she drinks, she holds up to

six-

and

ever;

months’ pay be returned to Little Potter,
that all charges on the record be erased,
and that an order complimenting his gal-

er

they

:

which

doing some of his choice work in portraying

asks a blessing on their food; so unless he
comes at once when the cage-door is openin silence until the

will indicate

characteristics

and suggestive as
fruitful,

the cage-door;
and Dick flies out and
alights upon her shoulder, where he stays
until the meal is over. He has been tanght
that he must be quite still while Mr, M——

is over.

the

but Holmes is as entertaining,

Every: day, at meal-times, Mary opens

ed, he waits

clearly

appear in them, though a somewhat complete
reading can alone do them justice.
And they
will reward such reading.
Hawthorne's story in the ATLANTIC I$ ended,

trained to many pretty ways.

quarters, and returned with an order from
Rosecrans himself,

more or less

has shown great intelligence, and has been

could

~~ -

especiilly varied,

of contents which we copy below

own

and receive all the respect due to good be-

broken-legged,

time=

readable and pleasant, They'do not wholly jg.
nore instruction,
but they pay a decided defer.
The tybles’
ence to the idea of entertainment.

went

his

reach -

to buy and perhaps read

estimate in a general way,

his whole heart

would henceforth

for Sepiember

them. In their contents they are well, adapted
to this class of patrons, They are, making the

honorably.

corner,

with

and the inclination

feathers and sing his own songs, and so
make himself worthy te be esteemed’ good

not move and could hardly speak. But as
the tearful men bent over him, he lisped :
‘*We whipped them, didn’t we?”
He was taken to the hospital and here,
day after day, went his old comrades,to see
him.
They did more : they wrote to Gen. Rosecrans, telling the simple story. They carried the letter along the red tape line, from
brigade headquarters to division, from division to corps, from corps to army head-

‘

"al

and as the

broken-armed

ing. ‘The lady, who had been watching his as a nurse, would not let him return to his
movements, then said, without raising her
voice, that he might go, and he shot out of
the house, drove them down into the field,
then rushed back and lay ‘down in a state
of great delight at having been able to per-

the .#ebels,

an

to work,

sheets, in a hospital in Murfreesboro.. They

fall

with a heavy

down

which

she never caressed or praised him, or encouraged him to come into her room. Major understood it. Nobody could deceive
him. He did not intrude; he never went
where he was not wanted. She was an in-

But I must say—to'speak him fair,’
He is not sways

the

himself

belonged to Little

until he was well.

though she admived

as well

opportunity

Away beyond hey Hill there are
forests and mountains where wild creat-

too feeble. Major had received some desperate wounds ; one eye was nearly put out,
his mouth badly tora, and the bone laid
bare in more places than one on his head.
Altogether he was so disabled that they
could only get him as far as Captain Bilis,
where they wrapped him in a buffalo robe
and left him over night to rest. The faithful Tiger licked his wounds, and stayed by
him like a nurse. The next day Tom went
with a horse and wagon and carried him
home, where he was taken good care of

And when he’s washed,

And if you laugh, you might

every

he took

4¢K'in one of those almost hand-to-hand

for the hunters to find it, and the dogs were

He cries for bread, he cries for cake,
‘He cries when some one teases;

Falls down—screams ten times louder;

when

given hin to acquit

his gun and fire. Auother shot struck him
in the thigh and he fell. He was dragged
to a stump and placed so that the raking

friends sped
And fearful

what was believed to be a panther,

inside

part,

shoulder,

Feeling for the first time how mean his
conduct was, he resolved to reform. So

es

dragged itself oft and was lost in the thick

the field would he take. No amount of
coaxing or reasoning or explaining would
iuduce himto step in. He kept on the safe
ground. And after they were let out, he
behaved in a most decorous way, and like
one on his parole of honor.
ea
He showed equally fine sense in other
ways., There was an elderly lady in the
family who had a dislike for dogs, and

He. hurts his finger—then he screams,

©

one

léft

ones they sometimes had.g)

A shot brought

it was a part ‘of his business to go after
the cows, as night drew near. This he
always did, never heeding any other reminder than that it was time to start, and
put them in the yards as faithfully as a boy.
But in the fall the sheep were
taken up”
from their far pasture, and both they and
the cattle were turned into a field near by
where they could feed on the late clover:
until winter set in." And this was the annual trial of Major's life.” He was not quite
sure that he could withstand temptation,
and so he chose the safe course of avoiding
it. It isno more than many men and women have done. The overcoming was not
a thing which he felt at all sure about. So
he only kept away from the sheep, but
away from the cattle also. He would go

:

the

magazines

that the hosts of tourists have just NOW the

being found out actingso contemptible a

fire couldnt touch him. He deliberately
crawled robind and placed himself so as to

disgrace by chasing the sheep. He did not
tear or even attack them, but only amused have heard of bears; there have been dark
himself by bounding in among® them with | rumors about a panther. Major never
‘a great spring, which sent them flying pell- cared. If by chance an African lion or a
There watched another by the hearth,
mell across-the country, over walls and tiger froni the jungles had been let loose
‘With sullen face and thin,
:
through the woods. It seemed to be an there, he would have gone and rushed up
' She uttered words of scorn and hate
exceeding delight to him to make them to their very jaws. And Tiger would not
To one that staggered in;
scamper. And it must have be
very have hung back, or sneaked away. They
Long had she watched, and when he came
hard to resist the temptation to do it: But were dogs of mettle, both.
His thoughts were bent on blood ;
‘One autumn the dogs were gone an unHe could not brook her taunting look,
one whipping was all that he needed, and
And he slew her where she stood;
.
that he bad, and he never forgot this lesson usually long time, and some of the young
4 And it’s hip!” cried the rum fiend, ‘¢ hip, hur- of experience, as his after-conduct proved.
men turned out to see what kept them, satrah!
isfied that some animal different from those
He
understopd
that
it
was
necessary
to
My right good friend is he:
which
‘were known in those parts was
make a nice distinction between the treatHe hath slain his wife, he hath given his life,
about. After miles of travel they
prowling
And all for the love of me.”
ment of sheep and all other creatures.
came
to
a
piece of deep woods, and at the
But in the
exercise of his duties, tlrere
And every day in the crowded way
arose a perplexity, as there often does in foot of a tree were the two dogs bleeding
He takes his fearful stand,
And numbers his myriad worshipers
human affairsas well as canine; and he and weak, but valiantly keeping prisoner
boughs.
With his bird-like, long right hand;
showed himself equal to.it. In the summer some large creature among the
And every day the weak and the strong,
‘Widows, and maidens, and wives,

in

The leading

us ut an early day, probably in view of the fuet

and he became deadly pale,
Still with
teeth and right hand he managed to load

ures live.
We know that there are foxes;
we ave sure there have been wild cats; we

She sinks dnd let her be—
In life or death, whatever she did
‘Was all for the love of me!”

re-

Literary DONPE.

Il

fights, little Potter kissed his hand to the havior,
men nearest him.and nestled down with a.
The Temperance Bird.
sigh of relief.
—
W—
Days after the sergeant found a pair of
Mary
M
——
has
a
pet
canary-bird which
black eyes glistening from festoons of white

‘not afraid te.go...So.the two
off in quest of adventures.

drew him down by its heavy pressure.

The

ply was:
“I will show them wha is a coward.”

Where ond dared to lead, the other was

as pathetic

YAP¥, strong dog attached

to a post by a thread so small as to be
almost invisible, vet having all the appearance of being kept there by a chain which

Made a desperate leap in the river deep,

He was advised to go to the rear.

o wag or “WOLKE "Mjor- as)
and
the chief}: Tiger his Suifhit companion.

till his friends could endure it no- longer.

ball

cutting a great gush and tearing his clothes.

knew that this was the right'kind of night,

stand in the most abject state of penitence,

Old with excess, and passion, and pain,
And she wept remorseful tears;
And she gave to her babe her milkless breast,

As he was ramming home a load, a

.

The figure he cut was indeed ridiculous,
more especially so, as the bird whose feathers he had assumed was one of those he
considered as devoid of great aims, and altogether beneath his notice.
He was mortified and truly humble at

struck him in the fleshy part of the leg,

This comrade was Captain Bill's dog,
Tiger. Tiger was sure t¢. be ready. He

would

led away and tied to a post, where he would

There stood a woman on a bridge,

NA
on

and

hang down his head like a criminal, and be

And die forthe love,of me!”

Then, goaded by its cry,

orderlyswhenever a charge was made, and
while it was every man for himself.
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"Yonder is Vanderbilt, with an income of
|$12,000 a day, as one of his family admittwice

at each
with his

house, New York, of which the

proprietor, Peter Gilsey, a German tobacconist, is a third remarkable exhibit of the
growth of small beginnings. Gilsey is now
worth

millions,

and he has put his sons on

in this country to illustrate such careers;
they are the census of the country. There
is Stewart, across the street from Vander-

| bilt, talking

to his set, upon the

his ion.

He is a different

man

in every

sense,—a small-bodied, shoppys inquisitive
man, with
a head and eye
of details,

that is, one

years ago,have raised up this extensive per-

who is about young enough to be his grand- beginning with afeurl of sheep's wool, and
daughter; and talks with his cronies. He. branching up through ribbons and spoolis seventy-eight years old, and, if he should
thread, to the products of the world in all
endeavorto realize cash for his personal
whirl of looms, and thunder of waterrailway stocks, bonds and mortgages, to- its
and prices current, and area of conmorrow; there would be a financial panic. power,
sumption,
There is wonder in it, exgept
Vanderabout
suggestive
There is nothing
result. A thousand men in
ast
bilt, except his wealth, which, to any high- the
man, is the superfluous and vul- have the same habits, knowledge, closeness
thinking
and health. The country rolled on; this
gar or, Fly of a long-extended life of mon- early
merchant apprehended ib and develhis
to
useless
him,
to
,—useless
ey-seeking
oped
it.
He could not make the market;
children,—
his
to
useless
fellow-men, and
could supply it; and forty years’ selling
except that he demonstrates in his life how he
fabrics to an empire where he began forty
faith can grow richer than fear. He was
born a bull, in the stock sense;

who bet that whatever he bought would
win. Every railway security he ever touched

sonal trade,

maintained

by him

form assiduity,—intimate
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STRAFFORD CENTER, N. H.'
The Fall Term of this Institution will commence

Tuesday, Aug, 20, and continue eleven weeks, under the Instruction of I. P. Quimby, Jr., recently
Trinsipal of Greely Institute, Cimberiand Center,
e.
:
Tuition from
$3.50 to
$5.06.
Rooms for te
3a may be obtained At reafo 43.0. rates. Board in private families from. $2.50
'‘Wedocation of a permanent teacher, and the continued interest of the Trustees in the Acad
, combine to offer the best inducements to those don
a thorough academical education that the schoo
has presented for years.
For particular information address the Principal,—
I. P.
QUIMBY, Jr.

Dea. Wood was a native of
ermont, and settled in Wis. in 1830. He lived for his Master,
and died with triumphant hope.

T. C. HoyT, Es8qQ., died in Rochester, Wis.,
Aug. b,aged 78 years,and 11 months. Bro, Hoyt
was a native of eerfield, N. H., and near a half
‘century ago
was baptized and became connected
with the Cabot church, Vt. In 1836 he came to
Wis, and here as in Cabot set about his Master's

learned

4

and delightful half hour with the to playon musical instruments.
WARREN Foss, Sec.
ato, at eighty yearsof age, commenced
Mr. Gladstone, at his residence in
RIDGEVILLE COLLEGE.
0
Carlton House Terrace. The Premier lives to study the Greek language.
in a stately.old mansion, | Plutarch, when between seventy and work. He was a Hhorough, energetic business
The FALL Term will begin Aug. 20 and close Nov.
very handsomel
4]
well adorned with paintings and sculpture. eighty, commenced the study of Latin.
Jus doing much to build up the Redeemer’s
EXPENSES.
kingdom,
having done a good share in the erecocghcio wadthirty-five years of age when
He receives his
guests with much of the
Tuition and incidentals, in advance,
$7.00
of two houses of worship,~Cabot, and
affable dignity of
Daniel Webster. I wish he corfmenced his studies in polite litera- tion
Room rent, per term, from
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to 4.00
Honey Creek, Wis. He leaves an interest in
Board, per week, in private families,
8.00
that I dared to report the noble utterances ture. Yet he became one of the greatest the Hovey Creek Meet ingHonse which brings
IT
clubs,
2.00
of the great statesman during his conver- masters of the Tuscan dialects; Dante and an annual income of over forty dollars, asa perEXTRA CHARGES.
petual subscription to sustain
preaching
the
‘sation on the unhappy controversy now Petrarch being the other two,
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church. His works follow him. He died in
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9
1.00
raging between the two
mations. It was } . Sir Henry pelman neglected the science
hope
of
a
better
life.
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had
been
nearly
blind
Vocal Music for Gentlemen,
1.50
ot only the utterance of Aho StAteRARK in his youth, but commenced the study of for a number of years,
and suffered much by
Le
* Ladies,
1.00
ut of a true Christian, I have had the them when he was between fifty and sixty disease. But it is well,
Penmanship,
fifteen lessons,
1.50
G. H. HUBBARD.
Rooms fog self-boarding ma be nad at reasonable
/
good fortune to converse freely with some years of age. After this time he became a
rates.
Stu
8
may
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at
any
time
of the
NATHANIEL
GILBERT
died
in
Springfield,
Me,
of the most eminent men of
Britain and most learned antiquarian and lawyer.
Aug. 6, aged 91 years. Bro. Gilbert was one of term, paying from such time to the close of the term"
Dr. Johnson applied himself to the Duch the’
at
the
regular
rates.
America; but no one of them ever so imfirst settlers in the town of Kingfield, and
A course of Lectures on teaching will be delivered
ressed me by his simple grandeur of bear- language but a few years before his death.
has been a resident of that town 62 years. He during
the term, For Catalogue apply to
Ludovico
Monaldeseo,
at
the
great
age
of
experienced
religion 42 years since, was baptized
ng, of s
, and of pure moral purpose,
WM. REED, Sec, & Treas.
by
Eld.
Samuel
Hutchins,
and
united
with
the
B
Ridgeville,
Ind., July 10, 1872.
as did
William E. Gladstone,
¢ has a one hundred and fifteen, wrofe the memoirs
F.
W.
B.
church
in
Kingfield
at
its
organization,
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warm heart, withal, and large, loving sym- of his own times.
He has long been looking forward with
interest
teresting

piazza of Hon.

wife and Mrs, Crawford, his mother-in-law,

AUSTIN ACADEMY,

ization of society solely for the its benefit, and further abolish five hundred descendants sister leaves a husband lonely, and yet of od
y L.B.T.
a melting down of all other classes into writing ‘‘Count” before their names, when cheer through faith and hope.
every
dollar
is
a
consideration
to
them.
that one.by the Proudhon process of a
LEVI CANFIELD died in Spring Prairie, Wis,
“liquidation of property.” It looks as if ‘Pretension without means to support it May 26,aged 72 years and 5 months. Bro. Canfield
was
a member of the F. Baptist church in Spring
with dignity is preeminently contemptible,
this might be the great question of our day:
Prairie, had long been a reader of the Star,
count,” for all lived
if so, it is the most important one society and has renpered-*‘a for:
a blameless life, and died a Chnstian’s
has had to deal with for three centuries.— time, too often a pitiable and ridiculous
eath,
object
in
the
eyes
of
an
Anglo-Saxon.—
N. A. Review. :
DE ud
DEA. DANIEL
Woop died at Caldwell’s
Lippincolt’s Magazine.
Prairie, Wis.,May 28,aged 80 years,and 4 months,

the Carrolton, in Baltimore, to learn this
art and grow up with it. There is no need |

tedto me: He refuses all lsgraph desubordinates
.
spatches; will see none of his

a day, for two hours and a half
stretch; takes one carriage-ride
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| the Gilsey

. two of our great and noted money kings:
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with Latin and Greek been anxiously waiting to hear the
Some time ago a poor street-sweeper, gil, was unacquainted"
The WINTER TERM of Pike Seminary, N.Y,, will
say,
from contact with every item of ribbon, yard, creditor, tariff, while sick, told his minister that he
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seemed to
* Come home.” His end was peace, Funeral commence Dec, 6, 1872, under a board of competent
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instruction.
Mohammedan will and predesti-~his grim
nklin did not fully commence his phil- services by the writer. Text, Rev, 7: 16—17.
Per order,
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manner
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to give orders to manage
Dryden, in his sixty-eighth year, com- ton, May 17, aged 70 years, 9 months. In early
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the most return; but, to the stocks them- fidence which, practiced for a long lifetime, am sick, and so hé comes and sees me and most pleasing production.
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bilt himself were a proprietor ofsthe house. the Hempstead Plains.
Social Prussia.
only waited for his discharge that he might pass
Common English,
es
=
=
= 500
He has no scruples about laws or appear‘
cn —
Higher English,
wcimom
oe
B00
over to the better land.
Com.
CALENDAR:
injunction,
over-issue,
ances; litigation,
Classical, = =~
«
=
+"
+<'600
Prussian
society
is
to-day
made
up
of
an
MRS.
MARANDA,
wife
of
Rev.
B.
M.
Minard,
Fall Term begins August 26, 1872.
!
availed
be
to
Board
and
Rooms
can
be
obtained
at
reasonable
seizure, are human processes
Our Age.
Fall Term closes November 1, 1872.
aristocracy, a bourgeoisie, and a labor- died at Starksboro, Vt., July 27, aged 33 years. rates.
of. He does pay his stockholders, ard
Winter
Term
begins
November
18,
1872.
Sister Minard experienced religion 17 years ago,
s——
ing class.
For further particulars address the Principal, or
Winter Term *loses January 24, 1873.
make his roads pay their interest. His son,
was baptized by Rev. M. Atwood, "ind united
THOVWAS TUTTLE, M. D., President,
y an exceedingly foolish custom, the with
Spring Term begins February 3, 1873.
the Freewill Baptist church in Hinesburgh,
~ William Vanderbilt, assisted by one of the | Are not despondengy and do-nothingism,
Northwood,
N.
H.,
Aug.
12,
1872.
Spring Term closes April 11, 1873.
ablest corps of actual railroad leaders in | culminating in a kind of sentimental selfish- sons of a count are all counts, and their Vt. She was married to Bro. Minard 11 years
Summer Term begins April 28, 1873.
ago
last
April.
She
has
buried
one
child,
and
grandsons
in
turn
counts
or
barons
for
all
by
Summer Term ends July 2, 1873.
ness,
symptoms
of
disease?
'
A
healthy
dividends
‘he country, makes these
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
one survives her, Her sickness lasted over two
For further particulars, apply to the Principal, or
handling the railways, while Vanderbilt man never inquires too curiously into his time after them; this of course produces years, and she has suffered a good deal, but her
OF PENNSYLVANIA.
5
a
E.C., PEWS, Sec. Trustees.
watches people who bother his stock, and, digestive organs, does not know that he has gnd maintains a pauper noblesse; theré are resolution and her strong attachment te her famNew Hampton, N. H., July 2, 1872.
now and then; descending upon the street, any except as a physical fact; and a healthy exceptions to this, but they ave comparative- ily have protracted her life till this summer,
Open to both sexes. Three full courses of study:
ly rare.
The number of noblemen in when her strength gave way, and she has gone
~GREEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.
like the dog upon the weasel, he bites the mind absorbs and assimilates the thoughts
AGRICULTURAL,
from
earth.
Sister
Minard
possessed
an
uncomPrussia
who
are
wealthy,
according
to
the
and
feelings
of
its
period,
and
is
always
people
little
of
backs in twain of hundreds
WATERBURY CENTER, VT.
’
rr
SCIENTIFIC
and
sound judgment, and a clear understandIt is a moral dyspeptic American and English standard, is very monly
who would get his securities from the roost. strong and ready.
CLASSICAL.
ing of principles and measures, and few persons
Faculty:
small.
:
5
Proliibly no living man has sent deserved who is troubled with a distaste for all that
could give advice relative to what ought to be
Ten Professors and Instructors. Not sectarian,but
Under the present foolish system it can done to promote the interests of religion or be- thoroughly
C. A. Mooers, A. B., Principal.
goes on about him, and, ‘‘like infants cryChristian.
begeary to more gamesters than this old
I. D. Smith, Principal Commercial Department.
The line of demarcation nevolent measures, and how to do it, better than
Location can not be surpassed in healthfulness,
chap.
He wears
light
breeches, and a .ing in the night,” cries for something, he not be otherwise.
E.C. Smith, Mrs. E. C. Smith, G.A. Stockwell, Miss
she. No person loved the church’ of which she
beauty, and freedom from corrapting influences.
black coat, and a standing collar. He ig knows not what, and refuses to be coinfort- in rank is so rigidly drawn, and between was
Lizzie Maxfield, L. H. Butterfield.
a member better, or planned and worked for
EXbouaes
only
$175
for
College
year
of
40
weeks
bourgeoisie
and
aristocracy
so
great
a
gulf
It is always some Hamlet, infirm of
ed.
tall and steaight and white whiskered. The
Calendar:
its prosperity more
unceasingly than herself.
including Tuition, Boarding,
Washing, Rent, Fue
is
fixed,
that
the
constant
flow
of
gold,
firmness of his mouth is giving way, and purpose, who complains that the world is
No lady has worked harder or been more suc- and use of heavier Furniture.
°
FALL TERM, 13 weeks. Opens Sept. 3, 1872.
which
in
England
is
always
passing
from
cessful in her efforts for the G. M. Seminary than
WINTER TERM, 12 weeks. Opens
Dec. 3, 1872.
For Catalogue or further information, address the
he sleeps a great deal. His wife is less than out of joint, and who feels that he was not
SPRING TERM, 13 weeks.
Opens Feb. 2), 1873.
‘the city” to the “West End,” is in Prussia sister Minard. On the day she died, as her hus- President, Rev. J. CALDER, D. D., or the Preceptress,
half his age, and she is agreeable and as born to set it right.
Miss
JANE
W.
HOYTE,
A.
M.,
Agricultural
College
band
entered
the
roony
she
grasped
his
hand
and
Board may be obtained in private families at $3.50
We are told that our age is mean, prosaic; dammed up amongst those who are pre- said, ¢ For two days I have been so happy, oh, P. O., Center Co., Pa.
individual as himself,
1y48
er week, or rooms may be obtained for self-boardMay I ask which Mrs. Vanderbilt I am that it lacks color, The familiar, the every vented from aspiring to a high social posi- 80 happ 1” As Bro. Minard was sick and mostly
ing at reasonable rates.
.
Get into the confidence of a wealthy “confined to his room, it was thought best to send EYNDON LITERARY INSTITUTION
addressing?” said ao gentleman soon after day, is generally commonplace and prosaic. | tion.
omplete courses of study for both sexes. Special
{
German
in
the
United
States—ask
him
wh
their little son to his grandfather’s, and sister
attention given to those desiring to take a thorough
Our age is probably neither better nor
being introduced.
:
LYNDON CENTER, VT.
course in
Music.
:
Minard called him to her and said, “ Willie, if I |
«Old Mrs, Vanderbilt!” she said, naive- worse than the past. It does not lack man- he does not return to the Fatherland whic
For further particulars, address the Principal.
never
see
you
again,I
want
you
to
remember
he
seems
to
regard
so
affectionately.
You
N
Faculty
:
liness
or.
courage;
we
have
given
proof
ly.
that I have told you to be a good boy.”
While
A. B., Principal, Latin and Greek.
WHITESTOWN
SEMINARY.
* One of the commodore's sons is a flighty enough of both during the last ten years. will find the reason to be, in nine cases out dying, she lifted hér eyes toward heaven and J.Miss8. BROWN,
Lizzie CALLEY, Preceptress, French and Natof
ten,
that
there
is
no
aventr
there
for
pointed upward, while a smile lighted up her face
The FALL TERM of this institution will open Aug.
In
fellow, though perkaps this means that he 1t is kind, benevolent, as never before.
ural Science.
26. Six complete courses of study for both sexes, in
as an indication that she was happy.
er piety
Miss IDA E. MORRILL, Mathematics and Rhetoric.
has no mind for laying up treasure where Crabbe’s youth charity was limited to the himself or children in the position to which was
which students are prepared for college, for teaching
Miss MARY E. MOREY, Music. ,
|
of both head and heart; consequently she
and for business.
moths corrupt and thieves break through relief of individual cases of want. Now it his wealth and the education he has given was useful in society and devout in meetings of Miss ELLEN A. PERKINS, Penmanship.
them
justly
entitle
them
to
aspire.
The Music Department has just been enlarged
is
a
science
of
universal
application.
We
and steal. At any rate the old man and
worship. The loss of her family, friends and
with seven or eight new rooms, new instruments and
CALENDAR:
A poor young Prussian nobleman has very the church is her gain. Her funeral was attend- Sie
a
himself see little of each other.
The com- are really busy in slaying dragons, like the
experienced
teachers.
The School is one of the
Fall Term of 13 weeks, begins August 27, 1872.
largest and best in the State
“modore has several married daughters and knightly reformers of an early ‘pictur- poor chances Tn life. Three careers are ed at Starksboro, by a very large and solemn Winter Term of 13 weeks, begins ecember 3. 1872.
congregation.
There
were
present
and
took
‘erms
moderate.
Send
for*€ireular.
open
to
hin—army,
navy,
diplomacy;
but
esque” period. It is true that our dragons
Spring Term of 13 weeks, begins March 6, 1873.
grandchildren,
and one
living. brother.
;
J. 8. GARDINER, Principal.
part in the services, Revi Messrs, Burrell, FurWhitestown,
N.
Y.,
July
2, 1872.
of
He was born in Washington's administra- are dirty and ill-smelling ; they are not cov- the latter two, especially the last, are ex
geson, Burgin, Tucker and the writer.
Bro.
TUITION :
tremely limited. Practically, the army is Minard
tion, can remember Jefferson’s, and was a ered with glittering scales ; their names are
was sick and confined to his bed at the
Primary Studies,
.
.
$5.00
.
.
BATES THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
Common English,
7.00
time of the funeral. Pray for him.
voter in Madison's, Greater than himself Crime, Pauperism, Fever, and the like; the only career.
Higher English
i
.
7.50
D. 8. FROST.
It seemsto us that a country in which
The next Term of this school will commence Aug.
or his treasures are the patriotic wonders but the fight is as hard and as dangerous as
Latin and Greek,
~
8.00 22, 1872. The Faculty for the next year is organized
French (extra), .
3.00
- surrounding such a life; the country has any St. George or his compeers were en- such is the state of affairs, has made ver
DEAcoN JouN H. RAND died in Parsonsfield,
as follows:
=
little
progress,
as
we
regard
progress,
alInstruction
on
Piano
or
Organ,
10.00
Me.,
July
14,
in
the
87th
year
of
his
age.
Bro.
|
gaged
in,
and
the
merit
is
not
less.
One
come up from six millions and fifteen States
Rev. O. B. CHENEY, D. D., President.
Use
of
Piano
or
Organ
(ex’ra),
.
.
2.00
though
its
Krupp
guns
may
be
the
grandest
Rand
came
from
Buxton:
to
Parsonsfield,
with
Rev.
J.
Fullonton,
D. D., Professor of Ecclesiastical
of
the
“missions”
of
our
age
is
a
crusade
to
to be what it is, and this man’s private
Instruction on Guitar,
~
6.00
he reHistory and Pastoral Theology.
ever forged, and its generals the ables. Is his faiil{, some forty years since, where
Vocal Music,18 Lessons,
1.50
property is probably greater than the value deliver our brethren from the degrading
sided till'death. He was father of Rev. J. Rand,
Rev. J.J. Butler, D. D., Professor of New Testament,
Penmanship, 15 Lessons,
1.50
Greek and Homiletics,
“of all the highway improvements and vehi- tyranny of ignorance, destitution and dis- not the present condition of Prussia much
of Franklin, and grandfather of Prof. Rand of
&a-Clergymen’s children and students relying ol
their own exertions for an education, received at re- | Rev. B. F. Hayes, A. M., Proféssor of Mental and
New
Hampton.
Bro. Rand was one of the
cles of transportation in America at the time ease, and it is the fashion to take the cross. the same as it was under that old tyrannical
Moral Philosophy.
tuition.
:
he was born. It is the republic that can The war is carried on in narrow lanes and martinet whom Mr. Carlyle compels us to fathers of the denomination. At their home the duced
Rev.J. A. Howe, A. M., Protessor of Systematic
Board from $2.50 to $3.50 in families; in clubs at
admire?
.The
end
and
aim
of
the
country’s
Christian
pilgrim
was
ever
made
welcome
by
there
;
Palestine
Theology.
,
in
make one man most unequally prosperous. blind alleys, instead of
lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.
Bro. Rand and his estimable’ Sompayivi, who
Thomas S, Rich, Professor of Hebrew.
‘There probably exists nothing of note which is no scenery and millinery; we dp not being is to be able to kill the greatest num- passed on a little before him,
He
professed
Two Courses ot study are
prescribed; one emLOCATION:
Vanderbilt created, unless it be his new wear the cross, and we go about the work ber.
uke: and the other omitting the ancient lanfaith in Christ at an early age, and united with
The new, commodious building, ample in its arThe most vehement upholder of the pres- the F. Baptists, and maintained an exemplary
gudges.
\
station and the two Albany bridges. The in the tasteless and somber costume of the
rangements, recently erected for the use of the
Liberal aid is rendered to those needing it.
period, but we are thoroughly in earnest. ent social situation is Count Bismarck; his Christian character and walk till death, He was School,is situated on a gentle eminence in the village
ghip Vanderbilt. is rotting at Mare island,
« J. BUTLER, Sec.
widely known and everywhere respected as a of Lyndon Center, and is in the midst of the
u
g
i
|
notions
as
to
the
divine
right
of
an
aristocook
at
it
rightly,
and,
as
Kingsley
says,
Lewiston, Me., July 16, 1872.
i
and he owns no steamboat stock whatever.
versally admired hill scenery of Vermont. The LynChristianjand a man of business,
He was
dearacy
are
notorious.
It
was
he
who
once
He is the monarch of a realm
to him; there is a great unwritten epic in that one
con of the) Burrell ‘church, at Parsonsfield, till donville station, on the Passumpsic railroad, is but
said
that
great
cities
should
not
be
permitted
LAPHAM
INSTITUTE.
ten thousand forgotten men built his whole question of sanitary reform. Some even of
1850, when he became deacon of the E. Parsons. ten minutes walk trom the Institution: It is thus
accessible from all parts ‘of the country, and
system, and he won it by gam-, our mechanical triumphs, so niuch despised to exist, because they become centers of field and Cornish church. Five children sur- easily
railwa
we rau TERM will commence on Monday, Aug.,
at the same time removed
from the activities and
great vive him, 3 sons and 2 daughters, who, with the temptations
y
is
which tend to divert the attention and
bling half a century
in certificates. He has by sentimental poets, are net without a ger- democracy. He js indeed a very
church
and
community,
mourn
him.
His
death
Complete courses of study for both sexes.
3
man,—one
of
the
ablest
that
this
world
has
corrupt
the
morals
of
the
young
in
our
cities.
tain
sublimity.
Few
people,
we
suspect,
still some of the. homage and comforts of
>
G. H. RICKER, Prin.
was
peaceful
and
calm,
a
fitting
close
to
an
honFor
further
particulars,
address
the
Principal
at
kings; his private car (he never travels by have ever seen a locomotive pass them at the ever seen,—but he can’t last forever,and we ored and well spent life. Sermon by the writer, Lyndon Center, or I. W. SANBORN, Secretary, at
North Scituate, R. I., July 12, 1872.
o
Lyndonville.
’
night) will carry him to the Buffalo races. rate of forty miles an hour, but haye expe- can not imagine that a social system so from Rev. 14: 13.
E. PLACE LADD,
81
yndon Center, Vt., 1872.
WEST VIRGINIA
COLLEGE,
Horses, locomotives, things which beat rienced a sensation not altogether prosaic. totally opposed to the spirit of the age will
Mrs.
Juria
M.,
wife
of
Geo.
M.
Prescott,
But if. all that has been said against our long survive him. At present the nation is died in Lyndon, Vt., Jan. 15, aged 42 years.
other things and do not think,—these are
AT FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA.
Vanderbilt's gods, and he does not worship age was true; if we admit il is rosaie, so grateful to him for having accomplished Her life was nurtured in the midst of pious assoHILLSDALE
COLLEGE.
This Institution offers to students important and
ciations, and was a mature product of Christian
even these. Of what gogd are these super- vulgar, empty of all aspirations nobler than national objects for which they have long influence.
Jpeculiar advantages. For particular information,
She
was
the
daughter
of
Dea.
Thoms
FACULTY?
been
vainly
struggling,
that
it
is
his
willing
send for a Circular to
a
good cooks,
fluous possessions to himself, whose habits money-making, machinery,
as Quimby, sister of Rev. M. A, Quimby, and
REV, W. COLGROVE, A. M., President.
are abstemious, and whose delights are and comfortable houses— “the dregs of slave ; but before another quarter of a cen- granddaughter of the igte Rev. Daniel Quimby. REV. DANIEL M. GRAHAM, D. D., President.
tury has passed this unwholesome line of About on» halfof her life was spent in happy
¢
RANSOM DUNN, A. M., Prof. Bib, Theolofy.
coarse and quiet? Perhaps they illustrate time,” in short—what then? It is our age,
EVANSVILLE SEMINARY.
«
SPENCER J. FOWLER, A.M. Prof, Mathethe limited arena of man, and that employ- and our dutyis clear. Spartam nacts sumus. demarcation between classes will be broken. wedlock. She lived to see her only son convertmatics and Nat. Philosophy.
This
institution
18 under the control of the Wised,
and
witnessed
his
public
consecration
to
down,
and
the
same
prizes,
social
and
politiGEORGE MCMILLAN, A. M., Prof. Ancient Lanment is at last longevity and solace to the Let us try to make it better, and prepare
consin Yearly Meeting, and has been in successful
and his cause a few months before her
nages.
/
operacion
for
three
years. The coming year promlongest age, and in itself comes nearest to the way for a better'tuture. We shali ney-, cal, will be offened to the Prussian proleta- Christ
daath,
Clear-minded, warm-hearted
and eviRIRAM COLLIER A.M, Prof. Nat, Science.
more enlarged usefulness.
The village of
er do it by whining about it, whine we ever rian as to his English brother, whilst the dently conscientious, she lived a useful. life, and F. WAYLAND DUNN, A.3., Prof. of Rhetoric and ises
religion to satisfy human needs.
Evansville
is
Joely
located, and few
places in the
.
/
Belles Lettres.
:
y cufting ourselves off young Prussian count or baron will learn died in the midst of weeping and yet happy relaso tunefully, or
West surpass it in point of moral and religious inv

=
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~ Obituaries,

A.

T.

STEWART.

“1 want to live long énough to see Stewart die, to find out what will

become of his

enormous business I” said an irreverent man
to me.

‘Can anybody else, or any distribu-

ted directory manage his affairs?” Mr, Stewart is the first merchant in the world,as Vanderbilt is the first speculator. He is stop

ping at: the, hotel he, owns,—the best. pitce
of summer hotel property in the world,
—
the Grand Union of Saratoga, for which
he ‘gave $650,000, It can pay $100,000 a
year, and contains 824 rooms.
Hotel property in America, next to active commerce,
seems best vindicated in this wealthy mer-

from the thoughts and doings of our com-

rades, to “‘ponder in our tent” like Achilles.
Achilles had a good vulgar reason for sulking in his tent; when the time came, and he
wanted, he seized spear and
was reall
shield and drove the Trojans before him.
We should say that the time had come for
our Achilles to take spear in hand. The Trojdns threaten our camp on more sides than
one. We have some knotty questions to
deal with, .and one

of them,

which

seems

gradually to be overshadowing all the others, is alone enough to task the strongest
‘We allude to the conflict, as’it is
minds.
called, of labor and capital, which means,
chant’s eyes.
The house .here is controlled ‘if the extravagant claims the, working class
by a young man as remarkable as himself, is beginning to put forth are pushed to
considering. the difference of their ages;—
{heir logical and manifest results,a rebrgan~

i

.

rl

to earn a. living

at

the

bar

or

desk,

and

tives, in the enjoyment of reason and strong
Christian faith, In her dying hours she made
arrangements for her funeral, gave her parting
brewer's wealthy daughter.
words and counsels, and uttered wnany most
Mediaeval prejudices can not be maintain- touching and comforting exclamations and’ pryyed forever even in Berlin. The only aris- ers, and so fell asleep ‘“ as dies a waves
t
tocracy possible in these day's is that which shore.” Her funeral was attended by the writer,
comes from the ranks and goes to the ranks, - Jan. 16th. The text used on the occasion was,
the
and which is open to every man who has « She hath done what she could.” May
sustain and comfort her husband, the son
talent and energy, no midtter in what .ofLordtender
years, and other relatives, who sustain
sphere of life he was born.
The father: of no common loss.
:
:
:

think himself lucky if he can mate

with

a

one isto guished member of the present
peerage of England was a barber on a
small scale; the father of another was a

peddler of damaged

books.

It is to the

presence of men of such antecedents that
the magnificent chamber at Westminster
owes half its stability and ‘‘staying power.”
Prussia must follow suit in this respect,
9

MRS. JANE F., wife of V.

P.

York,

died

in

Sandwich, of cancer, May 9th, aged 60 years and
Sister York suffered much for many
10 months.
months, but endured all with Christian patience

and fortitude.

She embraced

religion

in early

life, and loved and served her Saviour until he
mermShe had been a worthy
called her home.
ber of the 2nd F. B. church in Sandwich for

many.

years.

Funeral,

May

1ith,

Our

-dear

H. LAURA
X. C.

ROWE, A. M., Prin. Ladies’ Departm’nt
BIDEOUT, Prin. Com. Department.
AKE, Instructorin Penmanship.
red

Bs SGARDRER,

Instructor

in

Drawidg

and

ating.

SLVILLE

Expenses are reasonable.
:
Prof. JACOBS will have charge of the Mubic

partment.

Music.

°

JENNIE de la MONTAIGN, Teacher of French.

FALL

TERM

opens

Aug.

closing Nov, 22.

27,—continuing

{*

:

closing Feb. 28.
i
s, address,
For particular
Rev. G. 8. BRADLEY,

March 20—Spring Term begins.
June 20—~Commencement,

begins.

COLLEGIATE

WILTON,

weeks,

)

“i
A. M., Principal.

September 4—Fall Term begins.

For College Catalogue APRN to
"
L. P.
REYNOLDS, Sec, ¢ Treas.
WILTON

13

WINTER TERM opens Dec. 10,—continuing 13 weeks,

CALENDAR, 1872.

December 4—Winter Term

De-

CALENDAR:

W. CHASE, Instructor in Instritmental

and Vocal

[i

fluenpes.

NORTH

Commences its Kall Term September
Catalogues sent to inquirers.,
°

2, 1872.
,

EA
term.

SEMINARY

will commence

May 14th, and continue ten weeks.

INSTITUTE,

Iowa.

PARSONSFIELD

The Suaubr TERM

on Tuesday,
:

M. K. MABRY, Principal.
ard and Tuition at the same rates as formerly.
this
the

friends send us

some

students, for

M. E. SWEAT, Sec.

Nesews

&Stinmary.

\

MISCELLANEOUS.

Parag raphs.

The coal market is-glutted, and thirty mines
in the Schuylkill region have suspended operas
ay
tions for the season:
Lal

5%

In that

part of the country

vigilance committees, which shut up the
saloons.

liquor

' Judge Barnard has been

of the

found guilty

charges preferred against him,

and

perpetually

The Michigan Central Railway. Company,

Tt is now declafll that the recent reports of

Chicago

‘disastrous than was at first reported.

thou-

miles,

and

is

a first-class line.
in the

the present continents

of the

Agassiz insists that he

has

earth,

is more

The

total

Several students from the Howard

University

at Washington are said to be serving
at the Long Branch hotels.

as waiters

Professor

\

wife
; six by his fourth,

his

thirty cents per pound. pers
Her husband

Sugar-making from melons is the Tast successful experiment in California. The sugar is said
:t0 be very fine, and melons plenty, so they are
having a “* sweet thing” of it out there.

ered in Tennessee
! "Must it not have

fifth

grown in

of the ring -who are to be

light blue above a yellow roof. The effect produced is very odd,but it might be greatly hight-

The commissioner on juteral revenue has de-

ened if the artist would add a'gay Dolly Varden
to the costume of the innocent but very precise
looking Miss Justice.
-

cided that the tax on bankers and broker’s sales
of gold and secyrities is repealed after October 1.

Another new star, the 12th asteroid, has been

|-

Sixteen thousand
have been prc

few

conis to

enough

The investigation into the recent shooting
affair in Egypt is concluded, but the verdict is
delayed on account of the absence of Butler.
outbreak

in

Spain

by

par-

Isabella is threatened.
and

hail storms

have

It comprised

at auction

a

116 acres of land

ele says: ‘ A gentleman of this city, who recentJy had a conversation with Bierstadt, the artist,
states that the painter has discovered, one hundred miles south of Yosemite, a valley which
far surpasses in natural grandeur that celebrated

locality.

The rocks are six

or seven thousand

feet perpendicular, and there is a waterfall
three thousand feet. The highest waterfall

the Yosemite

The

feet.

Carlist disturbances in Pampeluna continue.

Severe thunder

sold

es-

A Rival to Yosemite.—The Pittsburg Chroni-

FOREIGN.

revolutionary

days ago.

was

is almost

twenty-three

of
in

hundred

The scenery is far more imposing than that

of Yosemite.”

swept

over Switzerland this season, causing a loss of
life in some places.
Sweden has been visited by
similar tempests.

All who

saw Strauss

conduct

an orchestra,

when in this country, were much amused. at his
¢ friskiness.,” It is said that Wagner,
too,
though very reserved in common life, seems to

The governor-general of Canada has issued a’ be possessed of a demon when

he leads his or-

proclamation of warning on. account of the reports that a Cuban
expedition is organizing
there.

movements with his arms.

It is rumored that the Pope has sent his almoner to Belgium to make arrangements for his
residence in that country,

sympathy with the musle, for when the musical
waves run smoothly, he
glmost ceases. to heat
time and smiles most winningly on all around

The ex-Emperor Napoleon assures a correspondent that the ‘meeting of the emperors at

feelings, that Wagner's men appear to derive
the notes they play from his glances as much as

Berlin bodes nothing ill to Europe.

He criticis-

neva tribunal is expected to occur soon.

. ©

In clearing out the cellars of the Hotel de
Ville, Paris, the workmen have found, under a
mass of rubbish, the statues of Louis XIV. and

Francois i, which formerly decorated the Court
of Honor.
It is said that the greatest comb manufactory
inthe world is in Aberdeen, Scotland.
There
are thirty-six furnaces for preparing the horns
and tortoise shell, and no less than one hundred
and twenty iron SETEW presses worked by steam
power.
with

tions that it should not be published
case of his death,

instruc-

except

in

“4 Intensely cold weather has recently prevailed
in the southern province of New

Zealand.

Wapori River was

so that

frozen

over,

teams crossed on the ice,

The

To such a degree does his face reflect his
:

City. They
are about to establish a library
there, to contain all the books with reference exclusively to the city, and the ancient records are
to be gathered and preserved.
A humane law lately. passed

by

the

French

Assembly, provides that no child of either sex
can be employed at an earlier age than ten years,
and that children between ten and thirteen years
of age can work for only six hours. And no
child under thirteen years of age is allowed to
work in a mine.
Mme. Adelina Patti ought not to complain
her treatment

by

the

world.

Her

of

engagement

in opera next winter is to last four months,

one

at Moscow and three at’ St. Petersburg, on the
terms of two hundred thousand francs for two
performances in each week.
Moreover,she is to

last

The latest despatches from Belfast, Ireland,

been sent to jail,

A despatch from Betlin says it is reported that
valuable petroleum wells have

in Silesia, and that there is much
the province,

been

discovered

excitement

Information from Mexico shows that
ernment of President Lerdo, is daily
stronger. The national credit has been
and the condition of affaiis is entirely

in

the govgrowing
restored
hopeful.

United States Minister Nelson is coming home.

Great floods are reportedin Brazil, ard the

Amazon is said to have overflowed: Much
suffering has been caused in the neighborhood
of Rio and Para.

The returns of the spanish elections which: o¢-

grub;

Sheffield .alone

would

demand

killing of 20,000 elephants annually,
no other sources

of" supply.

were

One

great

the

there
source

of late years is found in the tusks of mammoths,

himself.

Any

and

expense

should

be devoted

Guizot,

occasional book, and edits a review.
‘older literary gentlemen are all

at

America’s

well-advanced—

Alcott, Emerson, Longfellow, Bancroft, Holmes,
and numerous others.
Loyal Canadian flunkeys are in

a

apples in the

from

melancholy

the

manger,

pasture

they’ll

white

bars

at

be

gaged in making chemical manures,

found far

Solon Robinson has been among the fish-breed-

night.—Hartford

ers of New England the past-summer, and comes
to the conclusion that the great trouble in making
it a paying business in most sections is the want
of cheap animal food. If farmers who keep sheep

would ‘slaughter them at home, and send the
mutton instead of the live animals to market,

and feed the offal to ‘fish, he thinks the business

of any desirable size, rinse
drain till dry, place in well-

might succeed.

cleansed butter firkins; put a quarter of a pound
of whole allspice in a bag in the center of the
fruit; fill up with pure cider vinegar put in
cold without, scalding; cover with aboard and

stoneto keep the fruit covered with vinegar;
set the whole in your cellar, and the fruit will
keep twelve months, Itis well to stir the vineoccasionallyif any

scum

arises

upon- the

re

|

The following

——

country, there is

a vast amount of power
that runs to waste,
which would be very willingly .laid out. We
might severely tax the strength and endurance
of any bull, not otherwise overworked, and he

would be the better forit,—a surer stock-getter,
and a sire of finer animals; and besides, which
is after all the greatest advantage,we should
thus be able to'keep bulls until they are really
aged.
We need hardly argue the question, if a
reasonable amount of labor is an advantage to
thebull.
It is a recognized fact, that a due
amount of exercise is essential to the highest
well-being of all animals, and especially those
used for breeding. If this exercise be taken in
hard labor, provided it be not excessive, the
experience of thousands of horse owners, and

of many bull

owners,
be

in this and

other lands,

entirely beneficial.

then,is doubly the gainer.

The

He has

farmer,

the labor of

the animal, and the bull is better for it. Few
farmers keep more than one bull, and hence it
is that they are not more in the habit of working

them.

A buli may be worked

alone

with a spit-

able harness in a cart or wagon, and before
the plow, harrow, or stone-boat. He is deliberate in his movements, but powerful; and a sin-

gle bull will
of cattle.

often do as much

We

huve

plowing as a pair

seen a bull

turn a twelve-

inch furrow, eight inches deep in sod, with
perfect ease, and walk as quickly asa * smart ”
pair of oxen. He must be put early in training,
taught to be guided by lines attached to the nose
ring, and’ put early at such labor as he can do.
We do not place the bull or any of his kindred

high in the scale of intelligence but very high in
a scale of animals with which
habit becomes
second nature. Cattle are not very easily taught,
but when - taught may be relied upon. Bulls
are usually dangerous, because so little exercised, and never fairly subjugated.
To subjugate a bull, he must emphatically be brought

under the yoke. There»is a great “difference in
the disposition of bulls, and while we advise
ne one, under any circumstances, to trust a bull
beyond immediate control,-we fully believe that
nine-tenths of the young bulls in the country,
if put to work, would be docile and useful, and
mightbe kept for ten or fifteen years, greatly

to the improvement
Agriculourist.

of our

stock.—American

A Dish for a King.
——

%

|

Phrenological
York.

apple

lies

in the skin.

You

lose

Moreover, the skin of the Early

Harvest cooks as tender,
Ah! give me such a stew,

nearly, as gelatine.
iced for a hot day’s

dish served in glass would
restaurant
and ice-cream

be popular with the
men. The natural

flavors of the apple, undissipated by rough boil:
ing, never pall upon the taste asthe artificial
condiments of soda and cream certainly do. But
the apples must be fresh, and
scarcely
ripe.

They should ripen in the kettle,

Those

windfalls, long a wilting in grocers’

wormy

dusty busk-

The ozmazome of an

early apple 1s as: evanescent

as

Journal,

339 Broadway ;-New

Aching backs, as well as weak

the sheet of fog

that spreads itself along the brook at might-fail.

increasing

steadily in force

family use,

but

scarcely

to systematize the. a
market.’ A half an hour

enough to

induce him

of sending them to
before he starts for the

city, he happens to think of the apples, and hus-

tles them together in a big black basket, or worse

aching backs were the exception; now they are
the rule. - What if they become universal? The
principal causes are sedentary habits and improper dress.
Erroneous
positions in sitting,
riding, working, ete., are among the aggravating
causes. Extreme
cases are
induced by tight

and on which the backache immediately depends,
is enfeebled vital organs, diminished respiration
and unaereated blood. The
small of the back
is the weak or strong point ef every person. It
is the center of voluntary
motion. Nearly three
hundred muscles are directly or indirectly connected with the motions of which the small of
the back is the pivotal center. ‘Hence, while
those who are strong, and whose muscular systems are well balanced, know nothing of spinal
weakness or vertebral distortion, invalids are

forever complaining of this part of the body.
The patient has only to imitate the berry girl.
She may have her own way, and exercise her
own ingenuity in

carrying out the principle.

she tries earnestly

she

can

hardly

fail.

If

One

method, however, we will explain, which we
will guarantee never to fail, and which (as we
have no patent) she shall be quite welcome to
employ, until she cati“Contrive a better. Let her

take a weight. of some kipd in each hand, and
put another on the top of her head. Thus pangymnasticonicated, let her exercise in walking
for a few minutes (always short of fatigue) several times a day.
For the bands a pair of dumb
bells will answer. They should be light at first,
.and heavier ones afterward. The weight on the

head should also be light to commence with,
and increased as the muscles become stronger.
he patient may prolong the exercise gradually;
and the practice should bg continued until she
can step quickly over rough and uneven surfaces,

and go up

and

invigorate every part of the body, and give ease,
grace and freedom to all voluntary motions..

Sick-Headache :
i

>

—

The true cause of sick-headache lies deep in
the patient’s idiosyncrasy { and'is developed by

a hundred

different

causes.

The

advice,

then,

The clam-

miness in the mouth, nausea, and general disturbance, are secondary, and have no connection
with any fmproper meal, and thus are in no way
relieved by too frequent and ignorantly administered purgatives,
This is not needed, and has

system, such as hot tea

and coffee;

If the headache take

or, after the

more the form of hemicra-

really seen to be serviceable. . While

prejudge the value of medicines, that T have
even been willing to administer any remedy
which can be proposed, As regards tea and
cotfee,which’often relieve,it is possible that these
and other stimulants, taken in excess, render the
nervous

system

more

susceptible

to

the

at

tacks; and I believe I am right in saying that it
wag Mr. Martyn of Brompton, who informed me
of more than one person

his headache from leaving these
MedicabJournal.

pay to have their food care-

the nau-

sea exists and the worst symptoms prevail, even
this remedy
is of no avail. So little’ can we

There are people in the city
too, who will gladly

failed to bring relief, It is difficult for the sufferer to take necessary food, and his case is sid
to be both painful and alarming.

»-

who

had

entirely

lost

off.—British
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The following gentlemen, well-known in Musical
Sirelee, contribute Tunes, Sentences or Anthergs to

Price, £1 50; Per Doz., #13 50.

pramiy, ++ 11 50 @18 00

FLOUR AND MEAL.

St. Louis su

Mich. and Indiana,

MUSICAL PEOPLE EVERYWHERE |

no good result: "The only remediés which are
of any avail are those which’ act on thé nervous

stomach is quieter, and the fiore urgent symptoms have passed off, a little wine or ammonia,

' MOLASSES,
5 |Cuba, Clayed..
36 | do. Wout,

West'rn sup..5 00 @ 5 50 B Moss, best

to sufferers, is to give as much tone as they can
tors,
to their nerves by adopting all those methods
which experience has shown to “be “good, and eins
then avoid as far as is practicable all those causes|#

which are known to excite an attack.

CANDLES?
Molds...
Sperm....ieiees

Java

PRICES,

some and painful. Swelling followed, succeeded by suppuration, but still the beard was not
carried off. A second dwelling
and breaking

down stairs without disturbing

the balance of the weight on the head.
Be sure
to keep the mouth shut while exercising.
This
practice will not only tend to straighten the back,

*

grain and tossed it into

WHOLESALE

the week ending Ava. 21, 1872.

Salmon, tce..23 00 §25 00 | Western....12 00 g13 00

lacing, the *‘ Grecian beud,” the * Kangaroo
stoop,” and high-stilted shoes.
The condition superinduced by these causes,

yet, in a bag, and off they go, rough and tumble,~much as if they were going to the cider mill.

and in the village,

time ago, shelled out the

BOSTON

Fog

his mouth. One of the kernels was not divested
of its shell and beard, and the beard soon reached the throat, where it lodged, and no eff
could remove it. It soon became very troub

and

frequency since the days of our great-grandmothers. Time was (so the old folks say) when the

I should starve upon the nasty *‘ stodge ” which nia, then remedies are occasionally useful, as
These early ap-. the local application of the bisulphide of carbon,
some people cull apple-sauce,
ples should be carefully gathered by ‘hand, just or galvanism, and internally the bromide of po)
before they begin to scent the air, and goto} Aassium. . Thisis the only drug which I have
market in small, conical ‘baskets, like peaches —
assorted as to quality and gize. We have as'yet
no fruit farms, or trained fruiterers. Every
farmer has a few trees, which bear in flush years
about ten times more than he wants for his own

Gilbert Whipple, of Sheffield, Lorain County,
O., while examining a head of wheat, & short

ican women. So far as we can learn from newspapers, comic almanacs and medical journals,

they have been

V|

backs, are very

common and very distressing ailments of Amer-

ed with plenty of watery, drinkable syrup? The
of the

article

and relieve it of its aching propensity, but it
will expand the chest, improve the digestion,

¥

After the raspberry come apples, this year
Early sour apples. 1s there anything more
piquantly delicious, than the Early
Harvest
stewed,—it cooks in a minute almost,—and servspice

from an

in the initial number of the « Science of Health;

Working Bulls.

shows it to

paragraphs are

soft water; mix,

of the city are collected and shipped to Atlanta,
Georgia, at which place there is a company en-

Pickling Cucumbers.

gar

vitriol, four ouncesof

ment to many poor people that would otherwise
be without anythingto do. All the bones that
have accumulated for years in the neighborhood

the

Courant.

Pick cucumbers
carefully in water,

of sal ammoniac, half an ounce

dissolve, and wash three or four times a day.
« The trade in bones is becoming “an item in the
Disiness of Jackson, Tennessee, giving employ-

with a mess of
not

of the Rural Word
infallible remedy for
on horses, including
the scratches. Two

ounces extract of lead, two ounces of spifits of
wine, orie ounce

Mea

4

A Kansas correspondent
writes :—I will give you an
galls and sores of all kinds
what is generally called

a new monthly devoted to health on hygienic
principles,”. published by S. R. Wells, of the

They say a dog will starve upon food entirely
divested of those delightfully spiritual essences
and flavors we call ozmazome.
I know well

is 74.

cows are welcomed to the barn

by

Charles Lyell, and Mr, Darwin are all over
threescore and ten, Sir Roderick’ Murchison re-

the age of 85, is publishing a history of France,
in. gontbly parts.
Another - busy historian,
Mignet,.is 76. Victor Hugo is in his “Tist year;:
and Littre of the same age, still contributes an

——

lectual, if not the moral state of his neighbors, top. This is my method, and after fifty years’
by simply looking over their farms. The one" «experience I can recommend it to all who desire good pickles.
Salt is not a good substance
who allows his buildings and lands to lieina
to preserve pickles, judging \by my own taste
slovenly state, when he has the means of imand that of others who eat at my table.
proving them, may be a money-loving but he
Without spice the pickles will become soft and
will also be a slovenly man with no elevating
worthless. Follow carefully the above method,
instincts.
and ygu
may have pickles the whole year round
Itis
a great mistake to suppose
that money
at a small expense.
Pickles
thus prepared
spent in reasonably
improving
the
uppearsupply the best and most healthy acid for all
ance of a place is thrown away.
It may be
With a firkin at twenty-five
cents, a
doubted whether there is any more direct meth-. times.
od to increase its pecuniary
value.
Certainly - bushel of eucumbers at one dollar, vinegar two
dollars, you have for three and a quarter dolits market value will depend very much upon
lars what would cost at retail eight orsten dolits outward
‘appearance.
Tasteful
and
welllars. At this time of the year take small cucompainted buildings, well-arranged yards and garbers, and in forty-eight hours you may have the
dens with neat fences, shade trees properly disbest of pickles. For immediate use, dispense with
posed, good farm. fences and cleanly-kept fields,
the spice. Nothing but pure cider vinegar will
will set off a farm to great advantage, and make
preserve cucumbers with any degree of eertainan
amazing
difference
when it comes to be
ty. For the space of forty years I have not
sold.
And even if it be not sold, these things
been out of pickles but a few months.
The first
will add amazingly to the enjoyment of it by
pickings from your vines are the best.
Cucumits possessor if he be not biind to everything but
bers of three or four inches in length are the
the dollar.
Every man, too, owes it to the community in best. Continued use of pickled cucumbers in
which Le is living to contribute to general rep- moderate quantities are beneficial to most persons. Use more acid and less sweet, and your
utation, and to public enjoyment, by making
health will be improved.—
Cor, N. E. Farmer.
all hjs surroundings as attractive as possible.
There is such a thing as paying too much attention to outside and to show; but there is reason in all things, and a measure of time, and
Backaches and their Cures.

ets, are not the thing.

cently died in full harness at a very advanced
age. Of French authors, Michelet, who has just
published his thirtieth historical work, * History

stock, before

The

1 tems.

worms leave the apple.
Horses
love apples,
and no doubt a small ration of them fed regular
ly would prevent many of the distempers to
which stable-kept beasts are liable.! And if the

one

a temperature like that of the tropics of the
present day.
Literary men hold out well.
Mr. Carlyle, Sir

of the Nineteench Century,”

‘mill, or the jaws of domestic
|

and he

lunch, with bread and butter, each atits best,
if you love me! I should think sucha crystal

state of mind because a vandal Yankee has purchased and torn down the house at Niagara Falls
deus and his ministry, although the federalists ‘occupied by the Prince of Wales when in Canahave made a good showing. The elections were da. Bome of the most loyal of the Canadians
I orderly everywhere, Khe King bas returned have purchased the sacred material and will
| re-erect the house on an adjucent lot.
to Madrid.

curred on Saturday, indicate a triumph for Ama-

degrades

that

of that tremendous crash with which the skin
of an apple always breaks in school,
« Ina plentiful fruit year we raise a crop of
insects to destroy the fruit of scarcer times.
Windfalls
should be gathered for the vinegar

and to gratify this ele-

eight agreed on, she shall receive eight thousand
francs.

year paid a singlé railroad company $700,000 for an extinct species of elephant, which lived in
carriage of beer.
/ L.Northern Siberia some two hundred thousand
or more years ago, when that country enjoyed

show that the rioters have become somewhat
quieter, and several who weré arrested have

not a mere

town

in-

that by paring.

enormous.

The consumption of ‘ bitter beer” in England
may be imagined from the fact that Bass, one

burden

have two benefits, one in each city. A stipulation is also made- that for every representation
she may consent to give at Moscow beyond the

The conspmption- of animal ivory is something

heavy

/

" of the great brewers at Burton-on-Trent,

in

The history of Rome is to be preserved, and to
be kept sacred within the limits of the Imperial

Ge-

A woman has been sent to jail for three
months by the Liverpool magistrates for strip"ping children in the streets and selling their
clothes.
—

Dr. Livingstone sealed his diary

him.

from their books.”

es Thiers.
The publication of the proceedings of the

chestra. * He storms, hisses, stamps his foot pn
the ground, and performs wonderful gyratory

His face changes

this

since

Increasing

As we keep our bulls in this

so well. This land is to be divided into plots for
summer residences,

TTT

tisans of ex-Queen

Webster

Marshfield

and

—

ing down to the sea, near the towns of
Marshfield and Duxbury; and overlooking the
broad Atlantic which the great statesman loved

flaims, averaging $2500 each,
i the southern claims

commission, and tha¢
fribunal has work
on hand to last it six years.

A

A largé portion of ‘the famous
tate of Daniel

discovered,
Later and very interesting intelligence
cerning Captain Hall’s Arctic expedition
be found in our Washington despatches.

men is fast dying “out.

brown, and the pedestal on whieh she stands is

tried soon,

from

but

every one to making his farm and his home
more attractive every year that he lives.

has ‘just received a bright coat-of paint. The
statue itself is white, her sword has a blue blade
with a brown handle, the scales are a lightish

flight has been again reported, is in good keeping
and will be ready to testify in the suits against

places,

freed themselves

attention,

The figure of Justice on the capitol at Albany

York, whose

feel able to expend

their

fruitin

gad the print of cautious teéth inserted in dréad

may form a pretty correct estimate of the intel-

tide like snow before the summer sun.

The returns of the West Virginia election received by the way of Wheeling indicate that the
new constitution is very probably defeated.

have

ment in his nature

. The country along the line of the Union Pacific Railroad is filling up at an unprecendented
rate, and®towns and villages are springing up as
if by magic, hundreds of miles west of Omaha.
The red men are disappearing before the rolling

at the point of death, near Alexandria, Va,

ornamenting

creature of taste,

an Irishman’s garden?

Mrs. JamesM. Mason, widow of the exci
‘federate State Commissioner to England, is lying

much

in

did not

'who neglects to cultivate

How kind nature is, to be sure, in varying the
monotony of ten-legged calves and one-eyed infants, of which the western papers so constantly
tell us, with such an excellent monstrosity as a
eabbage with ten heads, which has been discov-

Davidson
of Michigan has frequently
a mowing-machine through seven acres

has heeny

having everything expended for mere pecuniary
returns. And this is a great advance. It ennobles the pursuit of the farmer. Man is a

living in Waco,

three by

Observer

telligence, the cultivation of agricultural reading, the formation
of agricultural
societies,
the infusion of a larger element of educated
and cultivated men
into the profession, have
had a powerful influence in securing more attention to the wmsthetics of farming, insteadof

wife. Twenty of his sons served in the Confederate army, eight of whom were killed; seven
died natural deaths, and the remainder are still
living.

The first bale of new Alabama cotton classed
as middling, sold at auction in New York for

Ex-Controller Connolly of New

and

to pay

boorish

Texas, who has been married five {imes, .and is
the father of fifty legitimate children—thirteen
boys by his first wife; eighteen children, boys
and girls, by his second wife; ten by his third

The Kansas Pacific Railroad has made arrangements to ship eighty thousand head of cattle
from Ellsworth this season.

of grass in one day this summer.
is getting rich very fast.

1s said to be a man

had debts
they

Captain Hervey’s experiment with Chinese
workmen in his laundry at Belleville, N. J., is
80 far successful that another troop bas been
sent for, and a new building for their accommodation is in progress of construction. All animosity between the {Irish girls in the laundry
and the ¢ haythens” appears to have subsided,
and they get along very amicably together,

There

says the

they have been more disposed to attend to the
appearance of things.
There has been also .sh advance in taste.
There are not so many now as formerly who
decry all attention to the ornamental as a waste
of time and money. This race of niggardly and

the rate of two cents for each two ounces, or
fraction thereof, prepaid,by postage stamps.
No
writing allowed, except the address.

Advices from the Indian tribes are variable
and contradictory. "It is evident that while we
have escaped the general hostilities threatened
earlier in the season, there will be no lack of the
usual desultory
skirmishing
and
scattering
¢ outrages.”
N

’

is three

progress

eo

made within the last twenty-five years among
the farmers of the country, not only in making
their farms more productive,
but in making
them more attractive, This, in a large measure,
is the result of prosperous farming. Those who

age the mails, may be mailed to one address at

loss is over $2,000,000,
There is no sympathy
felt for the ruined men who were in the ring,

the other members

Great

ap-

Under the new law, small packages of merchandise, not exceeding twelve ounces in weight,
eomposed of dry material not calculated to dam-

diamond-fields discovered in Arizona are grossly
exaggerated.
That
our
Western
mountains
contain precious stones is a well-established
fact, but not in such quantities as to warrant
any very excited ¢‘ search” for them,

Mrs.
driven

its

found in our sister
numerous and irrefragable evidences of ice action in shaping existing hills and valleys.

-car-

sengers last year, and killed nobody.

at

make

thousand’ pase continent, South America,

hundred

The wheat corner failure

—.

Professor Agassiz’s last voyage has convinced
him, more strongly than ever he was persuaded
before, of the full truth of his glacial theory, or
in less technical phrase, the agency of immense
masses of ice in the stupendous work of shaping

«disqualified from holding office in the State,
ried more than thirteen

' Beautifying Tarn:

to

the in-

This is the longest unbroken railway line
- world.

The liquor law in Indiana consists of female

:

all .cases

throughout the entire distance

in Louisville,

September 11 and 12.

>

almost
GI

world

gradually,

sand §wo hundred and thirty-nine

Fifty thousand dollars have been raised for the

peace reunion which is to be held

numismatic

the continuous line in California

;

»

to the

The distance from Boston to the west end of

the

during

98

above

the mercury has not been

season,

scription will in
pearance.

brag: of their delicious

Louis papers

Sumniér weather.

It may be useful

hear that,if coins are heated

[I see early

resembles. the miscellaneous
collection which
the school-mistress clears from her desk at the
end of the week, seized from truant urchins as
contraband of study; ripened by the warmth
of pockets, bruised by contact ‘with Juck-knifes
and pocket-combs, and marked by finger-nails,

| station on Saturday afternoon.

~

The St.

fully handled.

One man was killed and another badly injured
| by the fall of a derrick ;at the Lowell Railroad

J

SRNR

RRB.

CHRISTIAN

———————_

BAPTISM,

This little book has been revised birtife author, has
been clothed in an entirely new dress, and presents
a very comely ‘appearance. It should be in every

Baptist family.

Let every pastor

and church-mem-

ber have a copy of this newly revised and useful
book. Price, in cloth, only 25 ots. ; in papercovers,
16 cts. Postage extra; on the former, 4 cts., on
latter, 2 cents,

